


Basic Details

Ghatak (Malefics)

Favourable Points

Avkahada Chakra

Sex Female

Date of Birth 23 : 8 : 1978

Time of Birth 23 : 53 : 18

Day of Birth Wednesday

Ishtkaal 044-57-39

Place of Birth Delhi

Time Zone 5.5

Latitude 28 : 40 : N

Longitude 77 : 13 : E

Local Time Correction 00.21.07

War Time Correction 00.00.00

LMT at Birth 23:32:10

GMT at Birth 18:23:18

Tithi Sashti

Hindu Week Day Wednesday

Paksha Krishna

Yoga Vriddhi

Karan Vanij

Sunrise 05.54.14

Sunset 18.53.28

Day Duration 12.59.13

Bad Day Sunday

Bad Karan Bava

Bad Lagna Mesh

Bad Month Kartik

Bad Nakshatra Magha

Bad Prahar 1

Bad Rasi Mesh

Bad Tithi 1, 6, 11

Bad Yoga Vishkumbh

Bad Planets Mercury

Lucky Numbers 5

Good Numbers 2, 7, 9

Evil Numbers 4, 8

Good Years 14,23,32,41,50

Lucky Days Thursday

Good Planets Jupiter, Sun, Moon

Friendly Signs Gem, Leo, Sag

Good Lagna Can, Lib, Sag, Aqu

Lucky Metal Gold

Lucky Stone Red Coral

Paya (RasiBased) Loha

Varna Kshatriya

Yoni Gaja

Gana Manushya

Vasya Chatu

Nadi Madhya

Dasa Balance Ven 15 Y 5 M 1 D

Lagna Taurus

Lagna Lord Ven

Rasi Aries

Rasi Lord Mar

Nakshatra-Pada Bharani 1

Nakshatra Lord Ven

Julian Day 2443744

SunSign (Indian) Leo

SunSign (Western) Virgo

Ayanamsa 023-33-30

Ayanamsa Name Lahiri

Obliquity 023-26-31

Sideral Time 21.38.53
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Traditional

SID 21.38.53
Time of Birth 23.53.18
Day Wednesday
Date 23.8.1978
Sex Female
Name Pooja Sharma

Latitude 28.40.N
Longitude 77.13.E
Place Delhi
Ayan 023-33-30
Ayan Type Lahiri
Julian Day 2443744

Sunrise 05.54.14
Sunset 18.53.28
Tithi Sashti
Yoga Vriddhi
Asc Taurus
 Asc Lord VEN

Rasi Aries
Rasi Lord MAR
Star - Pada Bharani-1
Star Lord VEN
Karan Vanij
Bal. Dasa Ven 15 Y 5 M 1 D

Lagna Chart Navamasa Chart
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  Vimshottari Dasha
VEN -20 Years

  23/ 8/78 -  25/ 1/94
VEN 00/00/00
SUN 25/ 5/78
MON 25/ 1/80
MAR 25/ 3/81
RAH 25/ 3/84
JUP 25/11/86
SAT 25/ 1/90
MER 25/11/92
KET 25/ 1/94

SUN -6 Years
  25/ 1/94 -  25/ 1/00
SUN 13/ 5/94
MON 13/11/94
MAR 19/ 3/95
RAH 13/ 2/96
JUP 1/12/96
SAT 13/11/97
MER 19/ 9/98
KET 25/ 1/99
VEN 25/ 1/00

MON -10 Years
  25/ 1/00 -  25/ 1/10
MON 25/11/00
MAR 25/ 6/01
RAH 25/12/02
JUP 25/ 4/04
SAT 25/11/05
MER 25/ 4/07
KET 25/11/07
VEN 25/ 7/09
SUN 25/ 1/10

MAR -7 Years
  25/ 1/10 -  25/ 1/17

MAR 22/ 6/10
RAH 10/ 7/11
JUP 16/ 6/12
SAT 25/ 7/13
MER 22/ 7/14
KET 19/12/14
VEN 19/ 2/16
SUN 25/ 6/16
MON 25/ 1/17

RAH -18 Years
  25/ 1/17 -  25/ 1/35

RAH 7/10/19
JUP 1/ 3/22
SAT 7/ 1/25
MER 25/ 7/27
KET 13/ 8/28
VEN 13/ 8/31
SUN 7/ 7/32
MON 7/ 1/34
MAR 25/ 1/35

JUP -16 Years
  25/ 1/35 -  25/ 1/51
JUP 13/ 3/37
SAT 25/ 9/39
MER 1/ 1/42
KET 7/12/42
VEN 7/ 8/45
SUN 25/ 5/46
MON 25/ 9/47
MAR 1/ 9/48
RAH 25/ 1/51

SAT -19 Years
  25/ 1/51 -  25/ 1/70

SAT 28/ 1/54
MER 7/10/56
KET 16/11/57
VEN 16/ 1/61
SUN 28/12/61
MON 28/ 7/63
MAR 7/ 9/64
RAH 13/ 7/67
JUP 25/ 1/70

MER -17 Years
  25/ 1/70 -  25/ 1/87

MER 22/ 6/72
KET 19/ 6/73
VEN 19/ 4/76
SUN 25/ 2/77
MON 25/ 7/78
MAR 22/ 7/79
RAH 10/ 2/82
JUP 16/ 5/84
SAT 25/ 1/87

KET -7 Years
  25/ 1/87 -  25/ 1/94
KET 22/ 6/87
VEN 22/ 8/88
SUN 28/12/88
MON 28/ 7/89
MAR 25/12/89
RAH 13/ 1/91
JUP 19/12/91
SAT 28/ 1/93
MER 25/ 1/94

Planetary Positions
Planets Sign Latitude Nakshatra Pada
ASC Taurus 15-30-14 Rohini 2
Sun Leo 06-42-30 Magha 3
Moon Aries 16-23-10 Bharani 1
Mars Virgo 18-40-48 Hasta 3
Merc [R] Cancer 28-16-43 Ashlesha 4
Jupt Cancer 03-54-40 Pashyami 1
Venu Virgo 22-40-42 Hasta 4
Satn Leo 09-57-57 Magha 3
Rahu [R] Virgo 04-33-40 Uttaraphal 3
Ketu [R] Pisces 04-33-40 Uttarabhadra 1
Uran Libra 19-15-30 Swati 4
Nept [R] Scorpion 21-58-28 Jyeshtha 2
Plut Virgo 21-19-34 Hasta 4

Ashtakvarga Table
  Sign No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Sun
Moon
Mars
Merc
Jupt
Venu
Satn
Total

5 5 5 2 4 5 2 4 3 1 5 7
3 5 6 5 0 2 7 3 2 7 6 3
4 5 5 3 2 3 3 2 4 1 4 3
5 7 6 5 2 5 3 4 6 3 4 4
4 6 4 5 5 4 8 3 4 4 5 4
4 7 5 5 3 3 2 6 5 3 3 6
1 4 6 3 4 2 2 3 3 2 6 3

26 39 37 28 20 24 27 25 27 21 33 30

Chalit Table
Bhav Sign Bhav Begin Sign Mid Bhav
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Aries 27.43.16 Taurus 15.30.14
Taurus 27.43.16 Gemini 09.56.17
Gemini 22.09.19 Cancer 04.22.21
Cancer 16.35.23 Cancer 28.48.24
Leo 16.35.23 Virgo 04.22.21
Virgo 22.09.19 Libra 09.56.17
Libra 27.43.16 Scorpion 15.30.14
Scorpion 27.43.16 Sagittarius 09.56.17
Sagittarius 22.09.19 Capricorn 04.22.21
Capricorn 16.35.23 Capricorn 28.48.24
Aquarius 16.35.23 Pisces 04.22.21
Pisces 22.09.19 Aries 09.56.17
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The amalgamation of the five factors namely, the day of birth, date of birth, birth constellation, birth yoga, and
birth karana help the astrologers in calculating the Panchang Phala of a native. Considering these five factors at
the time of the birth of a native, the astrologer paints a clear hued picture denoting the ups and downs of life.
The Panchang Phala of your kundali has been mentioned below:
 
Tithi: Sashti 
As you are born on the Shashti Tithi, you may have a mark on your body. You will have a stable mind to take
bold decisions in life. You will have a charismatic and beautiful personality, which will also reflect the
brilliance of your mindset. You will have an inclination toward opposite sex, and will have a longingness for
wealth and fame. 
 
 
Weekday: Wednesday 
As you are born on Wednesday, you'll have an attractive face and features. Your voice and speech will fascinate
many in your social circle. You'll be able to impress others with your brilliance of mind, and skills at your
workplace. You'll be good at playing diplomacy with others. You'll earn your livelihood by work that may
include language writing, poetry, journalism. etc. 
 
 
Yoga: Vriddhi 
 As you are born in this yoga, you will have an attractive physique and nature. You’ll be of fine character with a
sharp mind. You’ll be indulged in your own venture like import-export. The influence of this yoga will not only
be limited to you but its positive impact can also be seen in the character of your spouse and children as they
will also possess the similar traits. 
 
 
Karana: Vanij 
As you are born in Vanij Karan, you’ll be well versed in many forms of art. You’ll always remain happy and
satisfied. You’ll be respected in the society you’ll live in. You’ll earn your livelihood by getting into your own
business. You’ll be clever, but will always keep a smiling face. 
 
 
Nakshatra: Bharani 
As you are born in Bharani Nakshatra, you’ll live a disease free life. You’ll always fight for the truth and
justice. You’ll be very courageous, and smart at work. You’ll lead a happy, wealthy and prosperous life. 
 

|| Panchang Predictions ||
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What is Ascendent? 
The ascendant house is considered very important in Vedic astrology. During the birth of a person, the sign
which rises in the sky is called the persons ascendant. And, the sign which comes in this house is called the
ascendant sign. The ascendant helps in calculating minutest event in a person's life through astrology. Whereas,
the daily, weekly, monthly and yearly predictions are made on the basis of moon sign and sun sign.  
 
Your Ascendant is: Taurus 
 
Health For Taurus Ascendant 
Although Taurus is basically a strong healthy sign, they do have their weak spots that cause problems
throughout life. Often suffer from ailments related to nervous system. Many of them can be overweight,
especially those born in may. They may fall prey to sexual disease. They are prone to cervical vertebrae, lower
jaw and teeth, chin and palate problems. Problems with the kidneys, genitals and bladder, stiff necks, sore
throats and earaches are common among Taurus. 
 
Temperament & Personality For Taurus Ascendant 
People born under this sign resembles to the bull in their behaviour towards new people. They are not very fond
of meeting new people as their silent, quiet and introvert nature resist them being a friendly creature. If they are
not handled and listened carefully they could possess resentful, cautious and conservative attitude towards
others. They often face difficulty in making new friends as they are hesitant to meet new people. They are
reliable and practical hence often do well in business. These people are sensual personalities and seek physical
pleasure in all areas however on the other hand they are endeavour and complete the given task at times but
according to their own pace. They also appreciate efforts put by others and values their talents openly. At times
they can be act bossy. Taurus is not attracted easily, and even when they are, they move towards the person they
desire with extreme caution. Taurus persons are very firm about their value and principles its very hard to
change their approach. Yet they are affectionate, appreciate truth and have a magnetic personality which often
attracts others. They are not impulsive but if they are pushed hard they can be furious like bulls. At times they
can be prejudice stubborn and unreasonable. They are extremely cautious when it comes to choose their mates.
They don't like telling lies though they can be easily manipulated. 
 
Physical Appearance For Taurus Ascendant 
Taurus ascendants often have short structure often tending towards slackness. Usually they are blessed with the
beautiful face with big shinning eyes perfectly carved ear nose and voluptuous lips. In terms of body structure
they are not as fortunate unlikely their face they possess square shape body with no appealing curves with a full
plump physique, may have some mark on the back or sides.  Taurus Ascendant people often cast an agreeable
appearance.

|| Your Ascendant ||
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Sun Consideration 
Your Sun is in Leo sign which is a Own sign for Sun. Sun is lord of 4th house and situated in 4th house. Sun
aspects 10th house. 
 
The Sun posited here makes you financially strong, as this position develops in you, the quality of saving
money. You may be a smart by personality, but you will be surrounded by some tensions. The Sun present here
deprives you from serving your parents. The reason may be that you would stay away from your parents or even
if you stay with them, you may have differences with them.
 
 
The present position of Sun hampers harmonious relations between the brothers. But this position of Sun may
give you the knowledge of occult science. You may not give much importance to your native land. You will
feel bad in harming anyone. You will get success by means of business of gold and silver. Most of your
journeys will prove favorable for you.
 
 
If you will try to start some new work, develop something new or try out some new experiment, it will be good
for you. Do not involve in any bad habits, or else you may find it difficult to leave them. Your in laws may have
to face some problems. Also, there may be some problems related to eyes. You should try not to be greedy,
otherwise you may have to face some financial issues.
 
Moon Consideration 
Your Moon is in Aries sign which is a Friendly sign for Moon. Moon is lord of 3rd house and situated in 12th
house. Moon aspects 6th house and aspected by Mars. 
 
The Moon posited in twelfth house makes you a person who loves loneliness. However, if you would go in
isolation you can give a good time to speculation, as you are a good speculator. You are a soft spoken person.
You will have lots of expenses. You may found getting angry, even on small issues. You will suffer from  eye
related issues, along with cough problems.
 
 
You may become lazy and emotionally disturbed, at the same time. You will find interest in the subjects related
to love and suspense. You will also have craze to go for foreign trips and you will get the chance for the same.
The number of enemies may be more. You may have involvement in  hospitals or religious institutions.
 
 
You may have to face many restrictions in your life. You may not be able to gather much knowledge about
commercial issues, this may make you stay away from such matters. You may get worried due to your
expenses. However, these expenses will be made by you only  and these problems will create trouble for you.

|| Planet Consideration in Astrology |||| Planet Consideration in Astrology ||
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Mars Consideration 
Your Mars is in Virgo sign which is a Enemy sign for Mars. Mars is lord of 12th,  7th, house and situated in 5th
house. Mars aspects 8th, 11th, 12th house and aspected by Ketu. 
 
The Mars posited in fifth house, makes you playful , but intelligent also. But, it makes you violent by nature. If
you would not save yourself from bad company, you may also become an addict. It would be better to stay
away from any acts related to cheating someone. The problems related to stomach may also disturb you time to
time, hence keep a check on your diet.
 
 Excess of anything and betting may give you losses. As a result, you may get tensed and violent. However, you
are an intelligent person, but you take some decisions without acting reasonable. Your first son may be short
tempered. He may also meet with some accidents or may get injuries. Any of your child may be obey less.
 
 You may give a birth to the child, after surgery. You may suffer from problems related to stomach or may
suffer due to problems taken rise due to constipation. You may get attracted toward opposite gender, but if you
will not apply patience in such matters, you may have to face incidents of shame. You would like to go to gym
and will like doing exercise also.
 
Mercury Consideration 
Your Mercury is in Cancer sign which is a Enemy sign for Mercury. Mercury is lord of 2nd,  5th, house and
situated in 3rd house. Mercury aspects 9th house and aspected by Ketu. 
 
The Mercury posited in third house makes you toned, physically. You are a religious and a glorious person. You
respect all the gods and your teachers, also. You are an intelligent and humble person. You have courage and
bravery incorporated in you. Due to your humbleness, you will be able to command over any ill natured person
and will get favorable results as per your wish.
 
 
The number of your siblings and friends would be more in number and you will be loved by them. You will
have a large family. You will get happiness by your siblings. You may have two sons and three daughters. You
will be surrounded by your loved ones and will work for their well being. You are a soft hearted person and this
makes you fall in love with females.
 
 
You are a person with soft  simple heart. You have more number of friends. You talk very softly with the
known people. At this time, you need to become self-centered. It is  not the right time to emphasize more on
financial gains. You may find interest in writing, publication and printing related work. You may feel inclined
toward detachment at the later stage of your life.

|| Planet Consideration in Astrology |||| Planet Consideration in Astrology ||
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Jupiter Consideration 
Your Jupiter is in Cancer sign which is a Exalted sign for Jupiter. Jupiter is lord of 8th,  11th, house and situated
in 3rd house. Jupiter aspects 7th, 9th, 11th house and aspected by Ketu. 
 
The Jupiter posited in third house makes you courageous and strong. You will have sound knowledge of
scriptures and you will organize different religious programs. You will be a victorious, glorious and a theist
person. You give your best to complete the commitments made by you and you achieve success in work .
 
 
You are a traveler by heart and likes going for pilgrimage. You will get happiness through your siblings and
relatives. You will be source of happiness and a helping hand for your siblings. Your brothers will also be well
known. You will be well established due to your friends and close ones. They will be a source of bringing
profits, as well. You will have a happy married life.
 
 
You will be rewarded by the rulers or Government. You will supervise many people. Due to your intelligence
you will get profits from writing. The Jupiter posited in third house, makes you miser. You will not feel hungry,
hence may become weak. You should always maintain harmonious relations with your brothers. Along with
this, keep yourself involved in religious and spiritual things.
 
Venus Consideration 
Your Venus is in Virgo sign which is a Debilitated sign for Venus. Venus is lord of 1st,  6th, house and situated
in 5th house. Venus aspects 11th house and aspected by Ketu. 
 
The Venus posited here will give favorable results. You are a beautiful and a good natured person. You are
generous person who has firm faith in God. You believe in donations and charity. You are an intelligent,
talented and a good speaker. You will be able to accumulate wealth, easily. You will get money from
somewhere, all of a sudden. You will have knowledge of many scriptures and will know many Mantras.
 
 
You will have keen interest in poetry and writing. You may become perfect in music or related arts. You may
be interested in fine arts and may be very much attached with the field of theatre or cinema. You may become a
politician or a judge. You are person who is not only well behaved but a person who favors justice. You may
also be honored by a royal dynasty or by the Government.
 
 
You may have more girl child, but you will have a male child, also. You will find interest in the company of
opposite gender. You will also get a chance to own different vehicles. Your friends will be good and worth
trusting. However, your behavior at home may become like a guest, as you would be busy in your work. You
will also get a chance to eat delicious food, mostly.

|| Planet Consideration in Astrology |||| Planet Consideration in Astrology ||
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Saturn Consideration 
Your Saturn is in Leo sign which is a Enemy sign for Saturn. Saturn is lord of 9th,  10th, house and situated in
4th house. Saturn aspects 6th, 10th, 1st house. 
 
The Saturn posited here makes you quiet and patient. You will be serious, full of patience and non greedy
person. You stay away from any addiction, favors justice and respects guests. You believe in doing charities.
You are a person with good qualities. You will have lots of money. You will have different types of vehicles.
You may also get property that belongs to someone else.
 
 
You may become successful by staying in foreign lands. The 16th, 22nd,24th, 27th and 36th year of your age
will be fortunate for you. During these years, you will get job, will get married and be blessed with children.
However, this position of Saturn, sometimes gives problems till the age of 36 years. After this, till the age of 56
year, you get happiness.
 
 
You may gain profits through your enemies. The malefic effects of Saturn will take away physical happiness
from you. You may involve in a company of bad people. You may mental tensions and issues. Your mother
may also face some sufferings. This position of Saturn creates the condition of two marriages or problems in
married life. Also, this position may get you disowned you from father's property.
 
Rahu Consideration 
Your Rahu is in Virgo sign which is a - sign for Rahu. Rahu is lord of  house and situated in 5th house. Rahu
aspects 9th, 11th, 1st house and aspected by Ketu. 
 
The Rahu posited here makes you sharp minded. You will have knowledge of different weapons. You will be
merciful, hard working and a fortunate person. You may have some delays in getting blessed by a baby boy. It
is possible that your first child would be a girl. You will be successful if you start a company.
 
 
You may be expert in writing and will gain fame, also. In some situations, Rahu gives bad effects also. Under
such conditions, Rahu makes a person mentally confused. Children may have to face sufferings and problems.
The Rahu posited here creates unnecessary expenses and you may face financial crisis. You may have an
average complexion.
 
 
This condition sometimes provoke you to take wrong path. You may feel tensed and irritated. You may have
lesser interest in gaining knowledge. You may have stomach related problems. You may have gastric or acidic
problems, also. You may have to put lot of efforts to earn money. You may also face problems due to your life-
partner.

|| Planet Consideration in Astrology |||| Planet Consideration in Astrology ||
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Ketu Consideration 
Your Ketu is in Pisces sign which is a - sign for Ketu. Ketu is lord of  house and situated in 11th house. Ketu
aspects 3rd, 5th, 7th house and aspected by Mars,Jupiter,Venus,Rahu. 
 
The Ketu posited here gives you various good results. You will have an attractive personality and joyful nature.
You will own a special magnitude in your personality. You like to wear quality dresses. You are a generous and
merciful person. You are a soft hearted and remains satisfied. You will receive good education.
 
You have good knowledge of scriptures and  have a joyous nature. You are a sweet and a soft-spoken person.
You are a brave, well known person and liked by all. People will pay regards to you. You may get awarded by
Government or the rulers. You are flourished with different jewellery and will be fortunate. You will have many
sources of income.
 
You are a lucky person and will have a big home. You do not wish to leave any work, incomplete. Your
enemies will be afraid of you. But, the Ketu psited here gives some bad results also. As a result you may feel
tensed and face some problems because of your own mistakes. You may have some worries about children. You
may also have some problem in stomach.

|| Planet Consideration in Astrology ||
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Character
You are a sensitive and emotional person. The hard knocks of this world have more effects on you than they
have on most other people, and you lose some of the enjoyment of life in consequence. What other people say
and think of you is taken by you to heart. Thus, there are a certain number of things which cause you
unhappiness which, after all, are not worth troubling about.Your manner is quiet, as a rule, and this quality
gives you the appearance of being strong and determined in the eyes of your fellow-men and women. It enables
you to get your own way when you want it.You do not say as much as you think and while you are thinking,
you are reasoning. It follows that your judgement is worth having and people will flock to you for advice.You
have several excellent qualities. You are highly sympathetic, which makes you a good friend. You are loyal and
patriotic and are thus a first class citizen. You are, or would be a most lovable parent. You are, or would be,
everything that your partner could desire. Clearly, the good qualities of yours far outweigh the others. 
 
 
Happiness And Fulfillment
You have the ability to truly enjoy yourself in the company of others. Quite cheerful and pleasant, you are not
afraid to laugh and usually have an excellent sense of humor. Your mind is influenced strongly by beauty, and
you may bring it prominently into your environment. Anyone who can bring beauty into his or her surroundings
is more prone to happiness. 
 
 
Life Style
You tend to be miserable in many ways because you are afraid to tell people how you feel about them. Thus,
you build up hostility. Start immediately to say what is on your mind and you will begin to find meaningful
relationships with others. 
 

|| Life Predictions ||
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Career
You should find jobs which involve you with groups of people and where there is no pressure to meet
commitments and responsibilities on a commercial level. You would find success in a career which would help
people, such as group leadership. 
 
 
Occupation
You are not fitted for any calling that is decidedly strenuous, nor do you care for too much responsibility. You
do not mind work, in fact work agrees with you, but it must not involve a load of responsibility. While you are
prepared to turn your hand to almost anything, it is very noticeable that you have a decided flair for all that is
cultured and clean. In addition, you may have noticed that an occupation which brings you in contact with
bright lights and a certain amount of gaiety suits you far better than one that relegates you to loneliness and
quiet. As a matter of fact, your own quiet nature cannot tolerate quiet surroundings and it yearns for brightness
and anything cheery. 
 
 
Health
You have an abundance of vitality. You are robust and not likely to suffer much unless you overtax yourself.
Just because you can burn the candle at both ends, you must not think that it is a wise thing to do. Be reasonable
with yourself, do not take too much out of the bank of health, and you will have cause for congratulating
yourself in later life. Illness, if it does come, usually comes unexpectedly. Really, it has been coming a long
while before it manifests itself. A little hard thinking will show that you plainly asked for the trouble. No doubt,
it was something you could have avoided. Your eyes are your weak point so take care of your eyes. You may
suffer from some kind of eye disease after the age of 35. 
 

|| Life Predictions ||
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Hobbies
Your leisure moments must be spent in a manner fitting to your temperament. Seeing that you value refinement
and comforts, you do not care for rough or strenuous games. You like the company of others and you seek the
bright-spots of life. Card-playing, probably, tempts you, but it has no attractions unless money stakes are
involved. And, here, it may be well to warn you against gambling. If allowed, it might take a strong hold on
you. 
 
 
Love Matters
In love matters, you are just as vigorous as you are in work and play. Once you fall in love, you want to be in
the company of your intended-one every available minute of the time. You are too wise to neglect your work.
But, once the work is accomplished you will hurry off to trysting-place to keep the appointment. When
marriage is an accomplished fact, you will want to rule the home. The ruling will not be done, necessarily in an
aggressive manner, it will certainly be efficient. If you are a woman, you often help your husband in his
business affairs and this you perform with marked efficiency. 
 
 
Finance
You will have many ups and downs in money matters, but chiefly owing to your own rashness and in
attempting enterprises beyond your power of execution. You would make a successful company promoter,
preacher, orator or organiser. You will always have the ability to make money but at the same time you are
likely to make bitter enemies in the course of your business. You will be under good conditions for making
money in business, industry or enterprise, and you will have many opportunities of amassing wealth if you keep
control over your strong-willed disposition, which at times will be inclined to wreck your good fortune by
causing expensive litigation and powerful enemies to rise in your path. So, you should try to develop tact in the
handling of individuals and avoiding disputes. 
 

|| Life Predictions ||
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In this report, we are going to tell you about different Raj Yogas and some other important Yogas present in
your horoscope, which will help you move forward in life and attain success. 
 
Congratulations  Pooja Sharma! Your horoscope contains the following mentioned Raj Yogas:
 
1. Gaj-Kesri Yoga 
 
With the effect of this yoga, you’ll become compassionate, charitable, wealthy and be respected.
 
2. Ubhayachari Yoga 
 
With the effect of this yoga, luck will favor you and you’ll be well-educated.
 
3. Parashari Raj Yoga 
 
With the effect of this yoga, you’ll become capable of achieving success in life.
 
 
Due to aforementioned specific Raj Yogas, you will witness grandeur, wealth and big success in your life. Let’s
know more to understand these specific yogas: 
 
 
Gaj-Kesri Yoga 
 
dsUæs nsoxqjkS yXukPpUæk}k 'kqHk–X;qrs A
uhpkLrkfjx`gSghZus ;ksxks·;a xtdsljh
xtdsljhl¥~tkrLrstLoh /kuoku~ Hkosr~ A
es/kkoh xq.klEiUuks jktfç;djks uj% 
 
If the Jupiter is placed in Kendra from Moon, without any malefic association, this yoga is formed. However, if
there's a malefic association, then the results of this yoga will be of less intensity.
 
As you are born with this yoga in the natal birth chart, you'll always have a kind heart for others, and you'll be
very polite to deal with. You'll have a desire for spiritual upliftment in life. People may take you as a guide in
their lives, as you'll be well versed in Vedas and Puranas or may have keen interest in them.
 
You'll have wealth in abundance in the form of movable and immovable assets.You'll have association with
people belonging to rich class. You'll have access to all sorts of luxuries in life. You may get to work at higher
position in government authority. 
 
 
Ubhayachari Yoga 

Some Special Yogas & Raj Yogas In Your Horoscope
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rFkksHk;pjs tkrks Hkwiks ok rRle% 
 
If there is any planet other than Moon, Rahu-Ketu in both the 2nd and 12th House from the Natal Sun, this yoga
is said to be formed.
 
As you are born with this yoga in the birth chart, you'll get total support from your luck and find very easy to
overcome all the challenges of life. You'll be intelligent person and happy. 
 
 
Parashari Raj Yoga 
 
fo".kqLFkkua p dsUæa L;kYy{ehLFkkua f=dks.kdE A
rnh'k;ks'p lEcU/kkækt;ksx% iqjksfnr% 
 
In one's birth chart, when there is a relation between angle houses and trine houses, chances for Raj Yoga
increases. First house is also considered to be both angle and trine house. Following are the ways Raj Yoga
comes into light:
 
When lord of ascendant is positioned in fourth house;
When lord of ascendant is positioned in fifth house;
When lord of ascendant is positioned in ninth house;
When the ruling planet of fourth house is positioned in ascendant;
When the ruling planet of fourth house is positioned in fifth house;
When the ruling planet of fourth house is positioned in ninth house;
When the ruling planet of ninth house is positioned in ascendant;
When the ruling planet of ninth house is positioned in fourth house;
Apart from that, when ruling planets of above mentioned houses are in exchange of houses with each other,
there are chances of Raj Yoga being discovered in the birth chart.
 
As this yoga is formed in your birth chart, it would elevate your status during concerned dasa periods. It makes
you wealthy, virtuous, renowned, prosperous and you would attain higher position at workplace and you would
also possess property, vehicles, etc. 
 
 
 
Hence, we can conclude that your horoscope contains aforementioned Raj Yogas and some other special Yogas.
As a result, you will earn a big name in the society, soar high on popularity, and gain major wealth. You must
understand that as Raj Yogas appear in your horoscope through certain planets, strengthening these planets will
directly affect the effects of these Yogas. Hence, during the main periods, sub-periods and other specific periods
of these planets, the positive effects of these Yogas created by the planets will also increase.
 
 
Your Golden Period or Time to Reap Benefits of Raj Yogas 
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Often you may think about when the golden period of your life will arrive or Raj Yoga in your horoscope will
yield benefic results? in this Raj Yoga report, we will tell you about your golden period and when will it come.
This phase of life is identified through specific Raj Yogas created in your Kundli, although effects of these
specific yogas can be witnessed throughout life. These Yogas appear due to numerous combinations of planets
and cast a major influence on your birth-chart as well as on your life. When the period of that particular planet
arrives, it gives very beneficial results.
Due to this, the native attains success, respect in society, goodwill, honor and achievement. According to the
Raj yogas in your horoscope, the golden period of your life or time to reap the benefits of Raj Yoga can be
described as follows:
 
First golden period: 
June 2027 to June 2028
 
Second golden period: 
December 2034 to January 2037
 
Note: During these time periods, the influence of Raja Yoga will be maximum due to the movement of planets
and constellations.
 
 
Strength Of Raj Yoga In Your Horoscope 
 
As you know, Raj Yogas make you richer, more successful, and more prosperous. In other words, we can say
that Raj Yogas depict potential of a horoscope to achieve all these things in life. Horoscopes of different
individuals contain this potential in various degrees–some are stronger than others. On the basis of this strength
of Raj Yogas in your birth-chart, you can prepare yourself for the effort it would take to bloom your potential to
fullest. Let's have a look at what final analysis of your chart reveals: 
 
Strength of Raj Yoga: 65%

 
We wish you all the best and hope that this Raj Yoga report would prove to be helpful. God bless you!
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A birth chart of a native comprises of 12 segments, each denoting the different aspects of a human life. These
segments are known as houses or Bhavas. The 12 signs of the zodiac find a place in each of these 12 houses in
an arranged manner. And the Lord of that particular sign becomes the house Lord of the house that it is posited
in. Each House Lord residing in different houses and the impact of all the planets along with the impact of the
houses defines the various shades of life the native would have to go through.
 
 
 
Personality, health, status 
The fifth house indicates our creative and intellectual ability. From this house, we can gauge or judge the mental
faculty and its various processes. The 5th house also governs our scholastic background and performance. This
house rules over progeny and related matters. Past life actions and their results in this lifetime are seen from this
house. Our capacity to engage in chanting and other ritualistic activities are seen from this house.
 
Your lagna lord in 5th house is an indication of you as an intelligent and erudite personality. You will be
studious and academic in nature and will be well-read and knowledgeable.You will have deep insights into
scriptures. This position of the lagna lord in this house indicates great interest in chanting, recitation of sacred
texts and engagement in religious rituals. Also called the house of Purva Punya, 5th house indicates the
accumulation of merits/demerits over past lives and the portion you are entitled to in this lifetime. As a house of
creativity, this house indicates your capacity for procreation and also shows your involvement with our
children. The lord of self in this particular house also indicates the flow of creative energies contained within.
These creative energies pertain exclusively to the mental faculty. Visualization and creative expression pertain
to this 5th house. The presence of your lord of 1st house in the 5th indicates your association with writing and
editing, composition, content development and expression of thoughts into words. This house is also concerned
with your power of concentration and focus.
 
 
 
Wealth, family, properties 
The placement of 2nd house lord in the 3rd is an expansion of the significations pertaining to the second house.
It also augurs well for matters pertaining to the 3rd house. Here, the family resources in terms of money and
time are focused and geared towards the growth and development of youngsters in the family, especially your
siblings. Your family may also be involved very deeply in the affairs of your younger siblings. Their growth,
educational endeavours and achievements will be particularly appreciated. Focus will be given more to the
advancement and empowerment of the youngsters, and their perspectives and viewpoints will be given
weightage. This position also indicates the expansion of the concept of your family to include neighbours,
peers, extended family and friends as a big group. This shows regular family engagement and collaborations,
and indicates get-togethers and gatherings during family functions or entertainment events. This position also
denotes constant changes that your family undergoes in terms of structure, functions and resources. It shows
that your family may be undergoing evolution in its perspectives and approach, and adapting to modern
thoughts and ideas, more in tune with the advancements in the rest of the world. It connotes enhancement of
your communication skills, versatile nature and also involvement of your family members in artistic or

|| Bhava Phala ||
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intellectual activities. The position of your 2nd lord in 3rd house indicates you as a well-developed and
articulate personality.
 
 
 
Siblings, courage 
The 12th house and lord are oriented towards enlightenment, loss, abandonment, seclusion and separation.
When your 3rd lord is in 12th house, you may feel a lack of siblings or friends. You may be denied younger
siblings or they may be separated from you. Your co-borns will thrive when they move away from their native
place or place of birth. The friends you have in your life will gradually decline or disappear or you cannot
sustain much interest in their companionship. There can also be a sense of alienation. But this is a good
combination for long distance relationship and friendships. As the 12th house denotes far away places including
foreign regions and people, you might cultivate and sustain association that are rooted in physical separation.
Since the 12th house is concerning with evolution and enlightenment, your 3rd lord when placed in it finds it
difficult to maintain concrete drive and initiative towards any hobby or intellectual interest it pursues. But if
your pursuits revolve around the 12th house matters such as spirituality / mysticism, meditation and charity, you
will not only sustain interest, but also progress. Since the 12th also pertains to cultures and practices that are
foreign to your own, you may develop inclination towards these. Though your 3rd lord in 12th may find
movement and coordination curtailed, where it concerns foreign travel or retreats or pilgrimages, you may find
it beneficial. Since the 12th house is also concerned with seclusion and withdrawal into self, the 3rd lord’s
impeded / curtailed movement can lead towards meditation or enlightenment in seclusion. Both the 3rd and 12th
signify diametrically opposite movements. Your 3rd lord goes external in search of mental stimulation, and
your 12th lord is inward bound resulting in cessation of all mental stimulation.
 
 
 
Happiness, education, house, mother, property 
A lord in own house is powerful and the house with own lord is secure and feels fortified. Your 4th lord in 4th
house implies your strong home base. Your home is your strength and your home identifies itself with you.
Both you and your home derive positivity from each other. This also implies the significant role of mother in
one’s home. She will be the centre of focus for each and every family member. She will be like a pillar of
strength and keep the home members united. This also indicates your mother’s unflinching support for you. The
position of 4th lord in 4th house points to your total engagement and involvement in home and related matters.
For you, your home is a living entity, more than a structure of four walls, ceiling and floor. Though this is an
emotional bonding, your home also gives your material security. You will be interested in accumulating fixed
assets, including land and residential property. Very early in life, you would have acquired property or be
involved in each and every process of construction and building of your home. You will also enjoy the comfort
of luxurious vehicles. This position indicates your role as the nurturer and provider of your home. You are
committed to making life comfortable for you, your mother and others at home. The placement of 4th lord in
4th home also indicates your strong emotional personality. You feelings will have depth, and your emotional
expressions will be rich. You will never ever display emotional poverty.
 
 
 
Children, mind, intelligence 
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Your 5th lord is your intellect and your 3rd house represents innumerable ways in which your intellect can be
constructively and creatively employed, occupied and utilized. The 3rd house signifies your mental inclination,
co-borns, peer group, colleagues, friends and neighbours. This placement conveys great bonding with peers and
siblings. It indicates the various methods through which you expand your reach in the external world. People
would always find you surrounded by friends or peer group and engaged in activities of mutual interest. Since
the 3rd house is a house of ‘desire’, nothing is enough for your mind. You need constant mental stimulation and
will have plenty of it, and still be left wanting more. Wherever you are, you will form a group or network of
people to engage in recreation and hobbies. The 3rd house, per se, does not encourage solo or individual
involvement in hobbies and pastimes. Moreover, when counted from the 5th house, the 3rd house will be 11th
place. The eleventh house expands, magnifies, enlarges and multiplies. And so will be the case with your mind.
It will enlarge its vision, capacity and performance by active external associations and interactions. The
activities and engagements can either have intellectual leanings or entertainment objective. Your deep
involvement with various set of people in multiple programme of activities will be an exhilarating and
invigorating exercise with promise of heavy adrenaline-rush. Whether mentally, geographically, physically,
emotionally or spiritually, this combination shows that you will be ever-ready to get-set-go.
 
 
 
Diseases, debt, enemies 
The 5th house informs us of our accumulated merits as well as debts of the past lifetimes, while the 6th house
indicates about the debts of this birth. These debts can be in the form of any unfortunate incidents or suffering
that we may have to experience or undergo in this lifetime. They can also result in personal physical deficiency
or afflictions related to the mind. The 6th lord’s position here in 5th house does not portend well for
significations pertaining to the 5th house. It can mean that you will be denied happiness from progeny. It is also
possible that your progeny will be a great source of stress, strain and terrible mental tension to you. It can even
mean that your progeny may suffer from some affliction or tragedy, which might be a source of pain for you.
Since the 6th lord is placed in the 12th from its house, this can result in the loss of some aspects related to 6th
house. It can indicate loss of your aggression or confrontationist attitude. Your approach towards anything
materialistic will be least aggressive. This position shows that you will not engage in hard labour or arduous
undertaking for the sake of acquiring wealth. In fact, your mind as denoted by 5th house will be weighed down
by the load of the 6th lord that the ‘goal of aggressive pursuit and forceful acquisition of anything’ will be
entirely lost. The 6th house also represents your mother’s siblings. Since the 6th lord is getting connected to an
auspicious trinal 5th house, your uncles and aunts may show special favour on you. Due to this combination,
you even stand to gain materially.
 
 
 
Marriage, partner 
Your 5th house informs about your mind, intellectual expansion and creative expression. The 7th house is
concerned with the role and impact of ‘significant other’ in your life. This ‘other’ can be your marital partner,
live-in partner or business associate. When the 7th lord influences your 5th house, it indicates your mental
involvement and engagement with 7th house matters. Since the 7th lord goes to the 11th house from its own, it
indicates gain for significations pertaining to 7th house. Since your mind is constantly stimulated with the 7th
house, you will naturally find multiple ways to enhance your 7th house. The 7th house is located 3rd from the
5th house, and so the mind (5th house) is experiencing positive change and stimulation (the 3rd house channel)
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via the intimate and personal relationships (7th house). It is possible that you increasingly think about sex and
sexual relationships, since your mind is associated with a ‘house of desire’. You will think of numerous ways to
entertain your spouse through recreational activities, fun and travel. This indicates that your life partner or
spouse is gaining through the additional attention bestowed on them. It can also indicate your business partner
influencing your thinking style and creativity. Or it is possible that your spouse is enhancing your creative
thinking processes which is directly empowering your profession and work. The placement of the 7th lord in 5th
also shows the intellectual stimulation you get out of your work, which encourages you to invest more efforts,
thereby helping in advancements in your career. Since your 5th house is related to your progeny, this position
implies positive benefits for your spouse from your progeny. Your spouse and progeny may share a mutually
beneficial vibration.
 
 
 
Longevity, danger, difficulties 
Your 3rd house craves change, and your 8th house thrusts change. Both these houses deal with changes in your
life, the only difference being that the 3rd house changes are voluntary, whereas the 8th houses changes are
willed by destiny. The 3rd house deals with your courage, stamina, siblings, peers and recreational interests.
The 8th house represents the unexpected events and happenings that threaten to destroy our relationships and
resources. When your 8th lord occupies the 3rd house, it is placed in the 8th from its own house. This can lead
to some unpredictable events concerning your 3rd house relationships. It is possible that your relationship with
your siblings may end in an unexpected way. You may terminate a long-standing friendship with your peer
group or neighbour in an abrupt manner. This placement does not augur well for the health of your siblings too.
It can also imply absence of siblings or lack of love or affection from this quarter. This combination also
conveys unexpected changes to your lifestyle concerning recreation and hobbies. Since the 3rd house also
represents movements, the 8th lord’s disruptive influence can stall your movements. It can mean that you may
be injured in accidents or in some mishaps that can create obstacles for your free physical movement. It
indicates problems related physical paralysis, signifying danger to body movements. The 8th lord indicates
chronic afflictions, and its influence on the 3rd house can put sudden end to existing communication styles and
mental enjoyment patterns. This can also mean mental imbalance or transformation in existing thought
processes.
 
 
 
Luck, father, inheritance etc. 
The 4th house is pertains to our emotional world and revolves around our home, mother and other people
associated with home. The 9th house is our window to the intellectual world of higher learning, awareness and
knowledge and indicates one’s father, elders, mentors, teachers, guides and institutions of learning. In the 4th
house, you feel and absorb various experiences. In the 9th house, you reflect and assimilate various facts. The
4th house enables journeying within for knowledge about yourself. The 9th house facilitates explorations and
widening of mental and intellectual horizons. Both houses deal with power - the 4th informs about internal
power that comes with deep meditation and the 9th indicates power of learning and cultivation of goodness in
attracting divine grace. When your 9th lord is placed in the 4th house, it goes to the 8th from its own house.
This indicates transformation in the 9th lord while under influence of the 4th house. As a house of ‘Dharma’,
your 9th house promotes stricts judgements and a ‘no-compromise’ attitude towards traditional mores and social
codes. In the 4th house which considers everyone and everything with compassionate lens, your 9th lord is
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transformed into a ‘considerate judge’ and takes pains to balance ‘righteous thinking and kindness.’ It is
possible that your religious and cultural perspectives may be softly coloured with flexibility and openness
towards change. You may lean heavily in favour of traditions and culture practices followed by your matrilineal
family. This also indicates the dominant role played by your mother. It also indicates transformation of your
good fortune in favour of your home and members, so that the 4th house matters thrive well.
 
 
 
Profession 
The 4th and the 10th houses have been allotted diametrically opposite portfolios. The orientation and interests
are also different. While the 4th house deals with your personal world of home, happiness, mother and material
assets, the 10th house is chiefly concerned with professional aspirations and ambition pertaining to success in
the world outside. The 4th house is coloured with your emotions, whereas the 10th house is very impersonal in
nature. When your 10th lord occupies your 4th house, it is placed in the 7th house from its own. This indicates
that your home become a chief base from where your professional activities are carried out. It implies the
connection between your personal and professional world. You may feel comfortable operating from your
home. It is possible that you may have an office set-up at home. It can even mean that you may be associated
with your home members in your professional life. Chances of you partnering with your mother or any home
members in business ventures are also indicated. It is highly possible that your professional outlook may be
influenced by your 4th house significations. You may be more emotional in your work life and may prefer a
personal touch in your professional dealings. It can even mean that you may be exhibiting comparatively low
ambition or competitiveness in your professional perspective. This combination also indicates that you may be
working as a freelancer or having your own home-based consultancy. This placement also denotes your
professional involvement in real estate either as a dealer or agent in property, or as a sales or marketing
professional in construction/building industry.
 
 
 
Income, gain 
The 3rd house informs about your courage, initiative, mental inclination, co-borns and peers. The 11th house is
related to gains, elder siblings, achievements and enjoyment. Both these houses belong to the ‘Kama’ group of
houses oriented towards desire. When your 11th lord is placed in the 3rd house, it occupies the 5th from its own
house. This placement encourages deep engagement and involvement in recreational pursuits and interests.
Under the influence of the 11th lord, your 3rd house significations expand and widen their scope. It indicates
close affinity between your siblings. It is also possible that you will have more siblings. Besides bonds of
affection, your siblings may also share similar intellectual interests. This can mean that your elder siblings are
both friends as well as good role models for your younger siblings. This combination indicates a smooth
communication and deep understanding among the elders and youngsters in your family. This placement
indicates that the recreational interests and hobbies of your siblings or friends will be more intellectual in nature
than entertaining. It suggests your association with peers acquiring a deep intellectual tone, even if it was
initiated over a small hobby. The presence of 11th lord in 3rd house also serves to increase your valour, efforts
and courage. You will take more initiative in your life. It connotes increase in movements, which can indicate
frequent travel. Your heightened sense of adventure will take you towards pursuits such as scuba diving,
paragliding, white water rafting, surfing, rock climbing etc. The thrill offered by adventure and engagement in
daring acts will infuse you with an adrenaline rush, the stimulation afforded by this combination.
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Expenditure, moksha 
The 5th house informs about your mental capacities and academic abilities. The 12th house indicates dissolution
of all acquired knowledge and intelligence. The 5th house engages in thinking, analysis, rationalization and
creation. In the 12th house, there is total surrender to a higher source of wisdom. Your 12th lord’s placement in
the 5th house indicates that the 12th lord has gone to the 6th from own house. This placement indicates a
struggle between the rational mind which insists on reasoning and logic, and the self which has gone beyond
questions and answers. The 12th lord accepts and believes, whereas the 5th house prods and ponders. The 12th
house is detached in its outlook, while the 5th house conducts a rigorous examination of things and people.
Though this combination will create initial difficulties, your 5th house will undergo major transformation while
struggling to decipher the mystery of the 12th lord. The ease with which the 12th house accepts the ‘sense of
loss’ with detached outlook is difficult for the 5th house which signifies your ‘intellectual pride.’ Under the
influence of the 12th lord, the 5th house representing the mind learns to understand that life is a mixture of gray
and not to be viewed in simple ‘black’ and ‘white’ frameworks. Since the 12th lord is disruptive in nature, your
academic or educational life may be disturbed or face unexpected troubles. It is possible that you may ‘neglect’
your scholastic goals, resulting in your poor performance. It can even mean that you may be detached and not
very rigid in your thinking. Your procreative abilities may also suffer, and you may either choose not to have
progeny or this signification of the 5th house will be denied to you. 
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Generally Manglik Dosha is considered from the position of Lagna and Moon in the birth chart. 
 
In the birth chart, Mangal is placed in Fifth house from Lagna, while in the Moon chart Mangal is placed in
Sixth house. 
 
Hence Mangal Dosha is  present neither in Lagna Chart nor in Moon Chart.
Mangal Dosha is considered to create hurdles in the married life of a person. According to some, Mangal Dosha
results in frequent illness or ultimately death of partner(s). 
 
It is considered that if a manglik person marries to another manglik person then the manglik dosha gets
cancelled and has no effect. 
 
Some Remedies (in case Mangal Dosha is present)
 
Remedies (needs to be performed before marriage)
Kumbha Vivah, Vishnu Vivah and Ashwatha Vivah are the most popular remedies for Mangal Dosha.
Ashwatha vivaha means the marriage with peepal or banana tree and cutting the tree after that. Kumbha Vivah,
also called Ghata Vivaha, means marriage with a pot and breaking it after that. 
 
Remedies (can be performed after marriage)
1.Keep Kesariya Ganapati (Orange coloured idol of Lord Ganesha) in worship room and worship daily. 
2.Worship Lord Hanuman by reciting Hanuman Chalisa daily. 
3.Mahamrityunjaya paath (recitation of Mahamrityunjaya mantra). 
 
Remedies (based on Lal Kitab, can be performed after marriage)
1.Feed birds with something sweet. 
2.Keep ivory (Haathi Daant) at home. 
3.Worship banyan tree with milk mixed with something sweet. 
 
Note: We strongly recommend you to consult an astrologer before performing these remedies by your own.

|| Manglik Details / Mangal Dosha ||
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||  Sadesati Report  ||

Name Pooja Sharma

Date 23/8/1978

Time of Birth 23:53:18

Place of Birth Delhi

Sex Female

Rasi Aries

Tithi Sashti

Nakshatra Bharani

S.N. Sade Sati/
Panoti

Shani Rashi Start  Date End  Date Phase

        1 Small Panoti Scorpio December 21,
1984

May 31, 1985

        2 Small Panoti Scorpio September
17, 1985

December 16,
1987

        3 Sade Sati Pisces June 02, 1995 August 09,
1995

Rising

        4 Sade Sati Pisces February 17,
1996

April 17,
1998

Rising

        5 Sade Sati Aries April 18,
1998

June 06, 2000 Peak

        6 Sade Sati Taurus June 07, 2000 July 22, 2002 Setting
        7 Sade Sati Taurus January 09,

2003
April 07,
2003

Setting

        8 Small Panoti Cancer September
06, 2004

January 13,
2005

        9 Small Panoti Cancer May 26, 2005 October 31,
2006

        10 Small Panoti Cancer January 11,
2007

July 15, 2007

        11 Small Panoti Scorpio November
03, 2014

January 26,
2017

        12 Small Panoti Scorpio June 21, 2017 October 26,
2017

        13 Sade Sati Pisces March 30,
2025

June 02, 2027 Rising

        14 Sade Sati Aries June 03, 2027 October 19,
2027

Peak

        15 Sade Sati Pisces October 20,
2027

February 23,
2028

Rising

        16 Sade Sati Aries February 24,
2028

August 07,
2029

Peak

        17 Sade Sati Taurus August 08,
2029

October 05,
2029

Setting
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||  Sadesati Report  ||

S.N. Sade Sati/
Panoti

Shani Rashi Start  Date End  Date Phase

        18 Sade Sati Aries October 06,
2029

April 16,
2030

Peak

        19 Sade Sati Taurus April 17,
2030

May 30, 2032 Setting

        20 Small Panoti Cancer July 13, 2034 August 27,
2036

        21 Small Panoti Scorpio December 12,
2043

June 22, 2044

        22 Small Panoti Scorpio August 30,
2044

December 07,
2046

        23 Sade Sati Pisces May 15, 2054 September
01, 2054

Rising

        24 Sade Sati Pisces February 06,
2055

April 06,
2057

Rising

        25 Sade Sati Aries April 07,
2057

May 27, 2059 Peak

        26 Sade Sati Taurus May 28, 2059 July 10, 2061 Setting
        27 Sade Sati Taurus February 14,

2062
March 06,
2062

Setting

        28 Small Panoti Cancer August 24,
2063

February 05,
2064

        29 Small Panoti Cancer May 10, 2064 October 12,
2065

        30 Small Panoti Cancer February 04,
2066

July 02, 2066

        31 Small Panoti Scorpio February 06,
2073

March 30,
2073

        32 Small Panoti Scorpio October 24,
2073

January 16,
2076

        33 Small Panoti Scorpio July 11, 2076 October 11,
2076
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||  Sadesati Report  ||

S.N. Sade Sati/
Panoti

Shani Rashi Start  Date End  Date Phase

        34 Sade Sati Pisces March 20,
2084

May 21, 2086 Rising

        35 Sade Sati Aries May 22, 2086 November
09, 2086

Peak

        36 Sade Sati Pisces November
10, 2086

February 07,
2087

Rising

        37 Sade Sati Aries February 08,
2087

July 17, 2088 Peak

        38 Sade Sati Taurus July 18, 2088 October 30,
2088

Setting

        39 Sade Sati Aries October 31,
2088

April 05,
2089

Peak

        40 Sade Sati Taurus April 06,
2089

September
18, 2090

Setting

        41 Sade Sati Taurus October 25,
2090

May 20, 2091 Setting

        42 Small Panoti Cancer July 03, 2093 August 18,
2095
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Shani Sade Sati: Rising Phase 
This is starting period of Shani's Sade Sati. In this period Saturn will be transiting in 12th house from the Moon.
It generally indicates financial loss, problems by hidden enemies, aimless travel, disputes, and poverty. During
this period, you may face problems created by your hidden enemies. Relationship with your colleagues will not
good enough and they will create problems in your work environment. You may also face challenges on your
domestic front. This may create pressure and tension. You need to exercise control over your spending
otherwise it be lead to bigger financial problems. Long distance travels may not be fruitful during this period.
Saturn’s nature is of delay and dejection, but generally you will get results eventually, so be patient and wait for
your turn. Take this period as learning period, put your hard work and things will fall in place. You are advised
not to take high risks in business matters in this period. 
 
Shani Sade Sati: Peak Phase 
This is the peak of Shani's Sade Sati. Generally this phase of Saturn is the most difficult one. Saturn transiting
over natal Moon indicates health problems, character assassination, problems in relationship, mental afflictions,
and sorrows. You will find it difficult to achieve success in this period. You may not get results of your hard
work and feel restricted. Your constitution and immune system will not be strong. As first house is the house of
health, you should start exercising and taking care of your health, otherwise you can be caught by chronic
diseases. You may suffer from depression, unknown fear or phobia. Your will lack clarity in thinking, action,
and decision making. You will be spiritually inclined and will be attracted by intricacies of nature. Acceptance
and doing basics right will sail you out of this period. 
 
Shani Sade Sati: Setting Phase 
This is 'setting' period of Shani's Sade Sati. Saturn will be transiting in the 2nd house from the natal Moon,
which indicates difficulty on financial and domestic front. You will start feeling slight relief after having two
difficult phases of Sade Sati. Still, misunderstandings and financial stress can be seen during this period.
Expenses may keep soaring high and you need to continue exercising control. Sudden financial losses and fear
of theft is also a possibility. You may be pessimistic in thinking, you are advised to deal with matters
enthusiastically. You will require paying good attention to family and personal front, otherwise those can also
lead to a bigger problem. For students, education may be slightly affected and they will have to work harder to
hold on to their existing level. Results will be slow and almost always with the delay. This is a period which
indicates danger and apart from other things, you need to be careful while driving. If possible, stay away from
non-veg and your drinking habits to keep Saturn happy. You will be able to sail through this period by
intelligently handling your domestic and financial matters. 
 
Note: Above predictions are of general nature and are based on general belief that Sade Sati is harmful. Truly
speaking, we found that it is not always the case and any conclusion based on Sade Sati alone is not correct and
has good chances of failing. Certain factors like current running dasa and nature of Saturn also needs to be
analyzed before we can conclude whether Sade Sati period will be malefic or benefic. You are advised not to
take above forecasts seriously and in case of any doubt, consult a good astrologer.

||  Sadesati Report  ||
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Kalsarpa Dosh/Yog 
As per the current definition, when all planets are situated in middle of Rahu and Ketu in birth-chart or
horoscope, the astrologers call it Kalsarp Dosh. In present days, discussions about this dosh are vogue among
Jyotishi or Hindu Astrologers of India. Many of troubles in one's life are mostly because of Kalsarp Dosh.
Without analyzing other areas of astrology, most astrologers, in fact, accept kalsarp dosh is main root of
problems. But the reality is this that if all planets are well posited in horoscope, kalsarp dosh will not be
harmful, and can be supportive to beneficial results endowed by good positions of planets. Kalsarp dosh is
inauspicious when positions of planets are unfavorable in one's horoscope. Therefore, it is not wise to fear
hearing just about 'Kalsarp Dosh'. It is in fact always better to reach on remedies only after consulting jyotishi
for deep analysis on negative influences of Kalsarp dosh. Interestingly, influence of kalsarp dosh is different in
different people. Because influence of kalsarp dosh is based on points-which sign is posited in which house, and
what other planets occupied that house, what are their influences and so on. 
 
Result: Your Horoscope is free from Kalsarpa Yoga

|| Kalsarpa Dosh ||
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Venus Mahadasha Phal (Birth - January 25, 1994) 
Venus is in Virgo in your 5th house
Somehow, time and fortune will throw the spotlight at you, and your activities. It is high time that you are given
credit for your efforts and other recognize you and look up to you. You will be able to carry out your
responsibilities and maintain the same closeness with your parents, sibling and relatives. You might receive a
very good piece of news through communication.Keep up the tempo and believe in your abilities, the year will
see you off in a completely new position. A long distance travel will be rewarding. During this period you will
live an aristocratic life. 
 
Sun Mahadasha Phal (January 25, 1994 - January 25, 2000) 
Sun is in Leo in your 4th house
You will not be able to take up tiring work as youâ€™ll be physically vulnerable during this time.  You may
engage yourself in unscrupulous activities. If you are related to agriculture, there may be losses. There will be
trouble from the higher authorities. Ill health of your mother may cause worries. There may be undesired
change in the residence. Do not drive rashly.
 
Moon Mahadasha Phal (January 25, 2000 - January 25, 2010) 
Moon is in Aries in your 12th house
You may get indulge into unwanted expenditure. Approach towards love, romance and life in general is not
encouraging. You are advised to be very calm and balanced in your approach towards different situations in life.
Guesswork is not going to help you in any field so it should be avoided. There will be health problems related to
eyes, phlegmatic complaints and spleen. You will create problems for yourself by uttering falsehood. 
 
Mars Mahadasha Phal (January 25, 2010 - January 25, 2017) 
Mars is in Virgo in your 5th house
Anxiety may develop due to ill health of family members. Travel may be fruitless and therefore should be
avoided. You will indulge in unnecessary expenses so, be careful regarding that. You should be cautious while
dealing with friends and colleagues. Your power of judgment and discrimination may weaken sometimes. There
can be injury due to fire. This period also indicated heart trouble, so you should be very careful about your
health.
 
Rahu Mahadasha Phal (January 25, 2017 - January 25, 2035) 
Rahu is in Virgo in your 5th house
This is not a good period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation. You may have to be
involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. Take care of your health and food
poisoning could be the cause of stomach ailments. A tendency of taking risks should be curbed as it is not a
very harmonious period for you. Dispute on small issues with relatives and friends is on cards. Don't take major
decisions otherwise you will be in trouble. Beside this, you might have to get indulge in thankless job.

|| Vimshottari Mahadasha Phal (Dasha Predictions) |||| Vimshottari Mahadasha Phal (Dasha Predictions) |||| Vimshottari Mahadasha Phal (Dasha Predictions) |||| Vimshottari Mahadasha Phal (Dasha Predictions) |||| Vimshottari Mahadasha Phal (Dasha Predictions) ||
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Jupiter Mahadasha Phal (January 25, 2035 - January 25, 2051) 
Jupiter is in Cancer in your 3rd house
There will be a strong influence from others to help you create more personal security in having your material
needs met. Money will definitely be coming your way and will greatly influence your personal beliefs, dreams
and philosophies. You will get recognition of your merits by the government and higher authorities.  You have a
friendly nature, and feel very comfortable enjoying the group dynamics of different social scenes; you may get
disturb a bit due to health ailment. Personal transformation is far more appealing than outer changes.
 
Saturn Mahadasha Phal (January 25, 2051 - January 25, 2070) 
Saturn is in Leo in your 4th house
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to get backed into a
corner, so this can cause some strain. The period will begin with a phase of volatility and pressure in career.
New project and risks should be avoided. You need to curb new investments and commitment. There are
chances of gain but swings in work environment which will not be entirely comfortable. This period is not good
as far as worldly comforts are concerned, religious and spiritual deeds can get you out of troubles.  You may
face sorrow through your relatives. Sudden accidents and losses are also possible.
 
Mercury Mahadasha Phal (January 25, 2070 - January 25, 2087) 
Mercury is in Cancer in your 3rd house
Travels will prove interesting and may pave the way for exciting interactions with compatible persons.Â You
will be able to balance professional and domestic commitments intelligently and give your best to both these
vital aspects of life. Your cherished desires will be fulfilled with difficulty but will ultimately bring you
prosperity fame and good income or profits. Meeting with old friends is also indicated. You will get company of
opposite sex. You will get some help from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions
 
Ketu Mahadasha Phal (January 25, 2087 - January 25, 2094) 
Ketu is in Pisces in your 11th house
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can make
great progress professionally. . Increased corporation from the family is seen. Help from people who live in
faraway places or foreign associates. It could be an excellent period promising much success provided you are
willing to work on it. New opportunities will come your way without your seeking them consciously. You will
get much respect and honor in social circle. You will construct a new house and enjoy all sort of pleasures. 
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According to Vedic Astrology, the position of planets in the birth chart of a person has a significant impact on
the horoscope of that person. The good and bad yogas persisting in a kundali can be judged under the
prevalence of various planets. This is because, Vedic Astrology has come up with different combinations of the
planets based on their periods. This is calculated through the major period of the planets. At the time of the
birth,the moon plays a major role in deciding the Constellation Lord through the place of birth, along with this
the placement of the other planets with their respective periods leaves an impact on the birth chart. The major
period of each planet includes the sub period of all the planets. However, the full effect on the birth chart
depends not only on the transits of the planet, but also on their periods and sub periods. For this, we require the
expert knowledge of an Astrologer who has the wit and the capability to study these planetary positions and
come up with the combinations that provide the best, fruitful results for your life. Mentioned below is the Dasha
Period for various Dasha in your birthchart:
 
Rahu Mahadasha 
Different antardasha predictions under Rahu Mahadasha
 
Rahu Antardasha(6/12/2016-18/ 8/2019) 
Rahu Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 8 months 12 days. Rahu signifies
revolutionary mindset, illusions, hypnosis, hallucinations, awfulness, sudden incidence, unrecognised disease
and it gives awareness.
 
During this period full effect of Rahu will affect your life with its power. Therefore, you might take some
wrong decisions that may affect your image in public. You may go against the traditional way and it would
make you a culprit in the eyes of your loved ones. You may suffer from secret disease or the issues that might
not get easily diagnosed hence; a second opinion is a must. There might be some tiffs and you might lose
wealth. You would be able to go abroad if trying for the same.
 
Apart from that, take guard against coarse food as it may result in food poisoning or upset stomach. Your
opponents may gain strength over you and this might give you mental distress. However, some sudden rise in
career is also likely. You may develop mechanism to use tricks and shortcuts in life to make your life easy
going. You should take care while taking major decisions of life. 
 
Jupiter Antardasha(18/ 8/2019-12/ 1/2022) 
Jupiter Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate  for about 2 years 4 months and 24 days. Since Rahu
and Jupiter doesn’t not share cordial relationship; on one hand Jupiter is natural benefic and rahu is natural
malefic. Therefore; under this dasa, mixed results would be seen.
 
During this period you might enjoy good state of health and past illness (if any) would also recover. You would
be able to dominate over your enemies or opponents. Gains through higher authorities are likely. You would
receive monetary gains and addition in family in the form of childbirth is likely (if applicable).
 
Apart from that, Any sacred ceremony or function may take place in your family. You would be inclined
towards worship and spirituality and would like to learn new knowledgeable or occult related activities.
However; some sudden wealth losses, tiffs and hurdles are likely. Either you become more religious or you
would be revolutionary. Your mind would become very sharp under this dasa and you might like to preach

|| Antar Dasa Predictions ||
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others on various topics.
 
Saturn Antardasha(12/ 1/2022-18/11/2024) 
Saturn Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years 10 months and 6 days. Rahu and
Saturn shares friendship but, both are known as malefic planets. On one side Saturn is slow and takes time to
make decisions, while on the other hand Rahu is sudden and taken immediate action. Hence, this contraction
affects human life in a much powerful way.
 
During this period, there would be increased mental stress and you would feel energies are pulling you in
different direction hence; your decision making ability would get affected. There might be troubles to your
friends, siblings or loved ones. You may have to stay away from them for some period. There is likelihood of
going abroad or distant places from your existing place.
 
Apart from that, there might be a decline in your position at work, hence, you should take care of these things
and put your full efforts and concentration at your work. Pitta related health issues might occur during this
period. In general, this period would be quite disturbing for mental abilities. Hence, you should play safe to
enjoy good fruits of your past hard work during this period.
 
Mercury Antardasha(18/11/2024-6/ 6/2027) 
Mercury Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years 6 months and 18 days. Rahu and
Mercury shares normal relationship with each other and Rahu feels good with the company of Mercury. Hence,
together they produce mixed results under this dasa but, you may expect some good results too.
 
During this period, your mind and intellect would become sharper and you would put best of your memory,
skills and concentration wherever it requires.  You would enjoy company of siblings and friends. There would
be increase in social life and you would love to remain out of the house often to enjoy parties and all. You
might get a new entry in your life and a new relationship might fill your life.
 
Apart from that, you would be able to accumulate wealth as there would be several gains. The inflow of income
would be good and would remain continuous. There might be some favours through government or authorities.
Your name would be recognised. However; over indulgence in mind work would give you tiredness.
 
Ketu Antardasha(6/ 6/2027-24/ 6/2028) 
Ketu Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year and 18 days. Since Rahu and Ketu both
are natural malefic planets hence; under this dasa, you should be careful and be prepared to face some
challenges with your courage.
 
During this period, possibility of few wealth losses would be there. There might be a decline in your income
hence; you might feel issues pertaining to your financial status. You should be aware of not indulging in any
conspiracy as it may leads to defame in society. Your children (if applicable) may face health issues and you
should pay attention towards them.
 
Apart from that, if you own cattle, they may suffer from issues. Your opponents would dominate over you and
there might be chances of fear from fire or theft. During this period you might met with an accident, any
surgery, fever or bile may take place. Take guards against having coarse food as it may leads to food poisoning.
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Venus Antardasha(24/ 6/2028-24/ 6/2031) 
Venus Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate for about 3 years. Venus is known for beauty, luxuries,
desires and comforts while Rahu is known for swift and revolutionary. Together they both tender increased
passion and a desire to achieve everything in a very short span of time. This dasa period provides mixed results
but, most of them would be positive.
 
During this period, there will be increase in sensuality and your mind would like to indulge in sensual activities.
You might acquire vehicle and may go abroad and enjoy luxuries. There might be increase in your social circle
and you would receive gains from many sources. Benefits through government are foreseen during this period.
If you are married, chances of new relationship would be there, hence, stay out of it to enjoy marital bliss. If
you are single, you would get company of people from opposite sex and if you are in love relationship, romantic
encounter would take place and you might get married with your lover.
 
Apart from that, there might be development of some diseases, domination by opponents and tiffs with family
members are likely. During this period, revolutionary views may come in your mind that may go against the
customs of your family. However, gains would be there and you might enjoy comfortable period.
 
Sun Antardasha(24/ 6/2031-18/ 5/2032) 
Sun Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate for about 10 months and 24 days. Since Sun and Rahu both
are inimical to each-other, generally the antardasa of Rahu would produce bad results while sometimes it
provides increased rise for a person.
 
During this period, you would gain much interest in performing virtuous and sacred pursuits. You may become
more charitable and liberal than earlier. You would come out as a winner in disputes and cases. However, your
opponents would also gain strength and they might try to overcome you. You should take care against food
poisoning, firearms and weapons during this dasa.
 
Apart from that, infection disease may trouble you during this period. You might go abroad or may stay away
from your current residence. Some issues such as fever, diarrhea and misery may come to you.  Do not indulge
yourself in any illegal activity as it may lead you to defame or punishment through government. Maintain good
relationship with people of higher authorities.
 
Moon Antardasha(18/ 5/2032-18/11/2033) 
Moon Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year and 6 months. Since Moon and Rahu
both are inimical to each- other, generally the antardasa of Rahu would produce bad results while sometimes it
provides increased rise for person.
 
During this period, effect of Rahu would spread over your mind and thinking, hence, you might suffer from
mental stress or may gain huge passion for something. You might enjoy comforts and there might be much
increase in the inflow of income. Along with this, you may also get to taste good food. You should meditate to
get rid of mental stress.
 
Apart from that, there might be tiffs and troubles within family and you may get afraid of water. You may have
to face some litigation. Avoid any kind of arguments and take good care of your loved ones. You would enjoy
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luxuries if you remain balanced from mind.
 
Mars Antardasha(18/11/2033-6/12/2034) 
Mars Antardasa under Rahu Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year and 18 days. Rahu and Mars does not
share good relationship and they are worst enemies, hence, under this dasa chances of issues are much likely.
 
During this period you may face several issues. Some disputes may open their face in front of you. You need to
face them with your courage. There will be mental distress and you might feel irritation inside and it would be
apparent on your face. Therefore, you should avoid arguments to remain in cordial relationships with your loved
ones. Do not stretch things.
 
Apart from that, a change of job and some sudden gain in position at work are likely. During this period,
amalgamation of different energies of Rahu and Mars affect you, hence, you should not let them rule you,
rather, you should control them to utilize properly and achieve gains. You should take care of your health and
also the health of your family members especially your spouse and children (if applicable).
 
Jupiter Mahadasha 
Different antardasha predictions under Jupiter Mahadasha
 
Jupiter Antardasha(6/12/2034-24/ 1/2037) 
Jupiter Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 1 month 18 days. Jupiter signifies
progress, knowledge, well being, fortune, fame, religion, faith, children, law, etc. For females, it is also a
significator of marriage. It controls fat in human body.
 
During this period, full effect of Jupiter will affect your life with its power. Gains through government and
higher authorities are likely. Your undertakings would meet with success. You would be able to take wise
decisions that would lead you to the road of success & growth. If you are studying or learning something, this
period will bring good results for you and you would concentrate on your learning. There would be a desire to
acquire knowledge and you would seek company of scholars and eminent people.
Gain in wealth and an addition to your family is likely (if applicable). Your social status would elevate. Luck
will throw spotlight on you and your aura will grow multiple times. You would incline to perform virtuous
deeds as your approach would be charitable and liberal.
 
Saturn Antardasha(24/ 1/2037-6/ 8/2039) 
Saturn Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 6 months 12 days. Jupiter and Saturn
shares neutral relationship with each-other, hence, you may experience mixed results under this dasa.
 
During this period you would like to do charity or social service. In general your approach would be quite
helping to others. On the other hand, you may go for intoxication and may indulge in some relationship that
may not blossom in future. There is a likelihood of wealth losses and your state of health would be low. You
might like solidarity and if situations pulled you up, you may feel irritated and jealous with others.
 
Apart from this, mental stress would be there and your children (if applicable) might become a reason of
monetary losses. You should postpone some of your most important decisions for next period as they may not
render beneficial results. If you are practising spirituality, this dasa would bring good results for you as you
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would be more inclined towards indulging in such activities.
 
Mercury Antardasha(6/ 8/2039-12/11/2041) 
Mercury Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years 3 months 6 days. Jupiter and
Mercury both are naturally benefic planets, however, they do not share good relationship with each other.
Hence, under this dasa, you would experience mixed results but, most of them would be on positive side.
During this period, you would be able to achieve good gains through business or trade. Government or related
authorities may favour you and if you are having your work related with government, you would get good
results of the same. Your inclination towards virtuous pursuits would increase and there might be growth in
your intellect and knowledge. You would perform worship and may go for pilgrimage.
 
Apart from that you may acquire a vehicle during this period. Your children (if applicable) will enjoy and they
may also provide you with comforts and happiness. There might be inner happiness and domestic harmony. At
times, you may act as a versatile person. Spouse would be supportive. Chances of going abroad would remain
high.
 
Ketu Antardasha(12/11/2041-18/10/2042) 
Ketu Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 11 months 6 days. Jupiter and ketu does not
share good relationship with each-other. Jupiter is naturally benefic and Ketu is naturally malefic but, Ketu
provides good results for spiritual upliftment. Hence, mixed results would be seen under this dasa.
 
During this period you would be more inclined to go for pilgrimage and would involve yourself in religious
activities. You may seek spiritual upliftment and may try to find out ways to attain this state in life.  You would
also receive gains while good financial conditions will help you in multiple ways. On the other hand, there
might be some issues with your teacher, mentor, elders of family and your seniors at work.
 
Apart from that, you should be careful with arms and biles. Your servants or subordinates may not remain in
cordial relations with you and there might be tiffs. Hence, keep a check on their as well as your approach
towards each other. Mental stress would be on high side that may affect your decision making ability. 
 
Venus Antardasha(18/10/2042-18/ 6/2045) 
Venus Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years, 8 months. Jupiter acts as an enemy
of Venus while Venus is neutral towards Jupiter. Both are treated as naturally benefic planets. Hence; under this
dasa you would receive mixed results.
 
During this period, you would enjoy luxuries and riches. There might be several gains and elevation in social
status. You may also receive good position or increment at work as positive fruits of this dasa period. You may
acquire vehicle and favours from government side. On the other hand, you may face some issues because of the
people of opposite sex. You might feel jealous from others and there would be an increased tendency of
showing off.
 
Apart from that you might get separated with your friends and may suffer from airy diseases or itching. There
might be a slight tendency of indulging in wrong deeds. You would gain in knowledge and scholarly people
may praise you. In general some issues would be there but, you would enjoy many good things during this
period of two gurus.
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Sun Antardasha(18/ 6/2045-6/ 4/2046) 
Sun Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 9 months 18 days. Since Jupiter and Sun both
are friendly planets and shares a good relationship with each-other, under this dasa you would receive many
good results. Sun is the king and Jupiter is his minister, hence, this dasa is capable enough to beget many riches.
 
During this period, you might get blessed with a baby (if applicable). Your gains would multiply and inflow of
income would increase. There might be elevation in your social as well as your professional status. You might
gain in authority or position at workplace. You would dominate over your opponents and they might not be able
to face you. You would feel joy inside and there would be increase in happiness around you.
 
Apart from that, your state of health would be strong and you would also recover from past illness (if any).
Government or higher officials may extend their favours upon you and you might receive honors through them.
During this period you might also receive accolades.
 
Moon Antardasha(6/ 4/2046-6/ 8/2047) 
Moon Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 1 year, 4 months. Jupiter acts as friend of
Moon while Moon is neutral towards jupiter. Both are treated as good planets and together will give many good
results.
 
During this period, you would receive many gains especially through government works or if you are in
government service, this period would beget auspicious results for you. You would rise with the help of females
in general. Hence, you should maintain cordial relations with them. You would also accumulate knowledge and
wealth and it will be a progressive period of your life.
 
Apart from that, you may also get married during this period (if applicable). 
 
Mars Antardasha(6/ 8/2047-12/ 7/2048) 
Mars Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 11 months 6 days. Since Jupiter and Sun both
are friendly planets and shares a good relationship with each-other, under this dasa you would receive many
good results. On the other hand Mars is known as natural malefic planet while Jupiter is a natural benefic
planet, hence, some low results would be seen. In general, mixed results would be seen.
 
During this period, you would be able to overcome your major opponents or enemies and they may not even
dare to face you. You might acquire fame and good name in the society and people around you would get
impressed from your persona and deeds.
 
Apart from that, there might be lack of determination and health issues. You may suffer from fever, headache or
perineal diseases. You might feel quite low on energy if Mars is not producing good results.
 
Rahu Antardasha(12/ 7/2048-6/12/2050) 
Rahu Antardasa under Jupiter Mahadasa would operate for about 2 years 4 months 24 days.  Jupiter and Rahu
both does not share good relationship and both are different to each other. Jupiter is naturally benefic while
Rahu is malefic hence, under this dasa you would experience quite low results.
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During this period, there might be strife in family and you would feel mental anxiety. This dasa might affect
your decision making ability. Opponents may rise and try to tarnish your image in society. There might be
decline in favours from government. Avoid indulgence in any illegal activity as you have to pay for it as a result
of your Karma.
 
Apart from that, there might be misunderstanding in your relationships that would require your proper attention.
 
Saturn Mahadasha 
Different antardasha predictions under Saturn Mahadasha
 
Saturn Antardasha(6/12/2050-9/12/2053) 
Saturn Antardasa under Saturn Mahadasa would operate for about 3 years, 3 days. Saturn signifies discipline,
old age, responsibilities, longevity, servants, associates, non-attachment, spirituality, depth, etc. Saturn is a
judge that gives results as per our Karma (deeds). It is of airy in nature.
 
During this period, there might be strife between your family or loved ones and you may experience lack of
contentment from familial life. Your health might suffer and you may develop ego or jealousy. Therefore, you
might face sorrows, lack of support from your dear ones and there might be decline in favours from government
or higher authorities.
 
Some tiffs and irritation might trouble you and you may feel detachment from material world. You would love
solidarity and it is likely that you may feel that in spite of your hard efforts, you are not getting the results as per
your expectations. During this period you would love to stay in lonely places and may also indulge in deep
thinking.
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Sun is in Aries in your 12th house
Donâ€™t try to be aggressive in nature because your aggressiveness can shove you into difficult situations.
There will be difference of opinion, quarrels, and fighting with your friends. So, try to maintain good relations
otherwise there is possibility of straining relations with them. There will be ups and downs financially. Lack of
harmony and understanding is indicated in family life. There are possibilities of distress from spouse and
mother. Care must be taken regarding health.  The diseases that require immediate attention are headace, eye,
abdominal disease, and swelling of the feet. 
 
Moon is in Capricorn in your 9th house
Good harmony and understanding is indicated in family life. This is a good time to expand your knowledge,
learn something from colleagues. Good relations with friends or foreigners will be fruitful. The will be gain of
land. You will do charitable deeds. Your children will also be successful and bring happiness to you. A
wonderful life is waiting ahead for you.  
 
Mars is in Capricorn in your 9th house
It could be some good period promising some success provided you are willing to work on it. New
opportunities will come your way without your seeking them consciously. Changes at work-place or at home
can be fortunate. You will take decisive steps forward along the path of progress.Â There may be increase in
expenditure which needs to be controlled. You will also find yourself vigourless and berift of confidence.  

|| Current Transit (7-5-2018) |||| Current Transit (7-5-2018) |||| Current Transit (7-5-2018) ||
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Mercury is in Pisces in your 11th house
Increase of income position and bank balances will improve. This is a good time to start new ventures. This
transit indicates new friendships and relationships and gain through them. Previous work, as well as newly
starting works will bring good and desired results, your cherished desires will be fulfilled. You may get into
new trade or get new contracts. Help from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions can be
expected. Over all prosperity is also indicated in this period. You need to pay special attention to the
relationship with your life-partner and some caution is required there.  
 
Jupiter is in Libra in your 6th house
This is not a very adequate period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation. You may have to
be involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. A tendency of taking risks should be
curbed as it is not a very harmonious period for you. Dispute on small issues with relatives and friends is on
cards. Don't take major decisions otherwise you will be in trouble. Beside this, you might have to get indulge in
thankless job. The period indicates menstrual trouble to ladies, dysentery and eye trouble.  
 
Venus is in Taurus in your 1st house
This period is fabulous for you for many reasons. Your ambience is just so great, that things just seem to be
sorting themselves out. All your household affairs are going around their respective orbits with perfect
harmony. Your passion and zeal jet your performance and efficiency to an all time high. There will be favor
from the high class, improvement in your staus, and destruction of your enemies. You will get full support from
your family members and relatives. There will be a pleasant environment all around you.  

|| Current Transit (7-5-2018) |||| Current Transit (7-5-2018) |||| Current Transit (7-5-2018) ||
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Saturn is in Sagittarius in your 8th house
The period opens with a difficult phase in career. A dip in activity & opportunity will be experienced, although
there could be rise in irrelevant activity in career. New investments or risky deals should be avoided as there
could be chances of losses. It will not be advisable to commence new project or make new investments. You
should avoid getting aggressive with your superiors. It would be better to use your own skill and caliber other
than thinking of taking help from others. Possiblity of theft or loss of money due to some other means is also
there. Take proper care of yourself and your family members. You may also receive bad news regarding some
oneâ€™s demise. 
 
Rahu is in Cancer in your 3rd house
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can make
great progress professionally. Business/trade prospects will be very good, a promotion should be anticipated if
employed somewhere. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities both at the career and domestic
fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact with compatible persons in the course of your
official duties/ travels. Your relationship with your brothers and sisters will be fine. Though there will be
problems to your siblings. 
 
Ketu is in Capricorn in your 9th house
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields. Some auspicious
ceremony may be celebrated in your family. The most unexpected changes could be expected in your work area
and in professional activities which are outstanding for you. Positive changes in your personal and professional
life will take place and you will undertake journeys in connection with your business which will be very
rewarding and fruitful. Make the best use of this wonderful period. You will attend relegious functions and will
come in contact with respected and religious people.  

|| Current Transit (7-5-2018) |||| Current Transit (7-5-2018) |||| Current Transit (7-5-2018) ||
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|| Lal Kitab Calculation ||

SID 21.38.53
Time of Birth 23.53.18
Day Wednesday
Date 23.8.1978
Sex Female
Name Pooja Sharma

Ayan Type
Ayan
Place
Latitude
Longitude

Lahiri
023-33-30
Delhi
28.40.N
77.13.E

Naskshatra Bharani-1
Rashi Aries
Lagna Taurus
Yoga Vriddhi
Tithi Sashti
Sunrise 05.54.14

Naskshatra Lord VEN
Rasi Lord MAR
Lagna Lord VEN
Karan Vanij
Sunset 18.53.28
Dasa Balance VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D

Planetary Degree And Their Positions
Planets Sign Positions Soya Kismat

Jaganewala
Benefic /
Malefic

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn-Ret
Rahu-Ret
Ketu-Ret

Cancer
Pisces
Leo
Gemini
Gemini
Leo
Cancer
Leo
Aquarius

----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Benefic
Malefic
Benefic
Malefic
Benefic
Benefic
Malefic
Malefic
Benefic

Lagna Chart
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MeJu
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NePl

1

2
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4

5
6

7

8
9
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12

Lal Kitab Dasha

Sat 6 Year
From 23/08/1978
To 23/08/1984
Rahu 23/08/1980
Mer 23/08/1982
Sat 23/08/1984

Rahu 6 Year
From 23/08/1984
To 23/08/1990
Mars 23/08/1986
Ketu 23/08/1988
Rahu 23/08/1990

Ketu 3 Year
From 23/08/1990
To 23/08/1993
Sat 23/08/1991
Rahu 23/08/1992
Ketu 23/08/1993

Jup 6 Year
From 23/08/1993
To 23/08/1999
Ketu 23/08/1995
Jup 23/08/1997
Sun 23/08/1999

Sun 2 Year
From 23/08/1999
To 23/08/2001
Sun 23/04/2000
Moon 23/12/2000
Mars 23/08/2001

Moon 1 Year
From 23/08/2001
To 23/08/2002
Jup 23/12/2001
Sun 23/04/2002
Moon 23/08/2002

Ven 3 Year
From 23/08/2002
To 23/08/2005
Mars 23/08/2003
Sun 23/08/2004
Moon 23/08/2005

Mars 6 Year
From 23/08/2005
To 23/08/2011
Mars 23/08/2007
Sat 23/08/2009
Ven 23/08/2011

Mer 2 Year
From 23/08/2011
To 23/08/2013
Moon 23/04/2012
Mars 23/12/2012
Jup 23/08/2013

Sat 6 Year
From 23/08/2013
To 23/08/2019
Rahu 23/08/2015
Mer 23/08/2017
Sat 23/08/2019

Rahu 6 Year
From 23/08/2019
To 23/08/2025
Mars 23/08/2021
Ketu 23/08/2023
Rahu 23/08/2025

Ketu 3 Year
From 23/08/2025
To 23/08/2028
Sat 23/08/2026
Rahu 23/08/2027
Ketu 23/08/2028

Jup 6 Year
From 23/08/2028
To 23/08/2034
Ketu 23/08/2030
Jup 23/08/2032
Sun 23/08/2034

Sun 2 Year
From 23/08/2034
To 23/08/2036
Sun 23/04/2035
Moon 23/12/2035
Mars 23/08/2036

Moon 1 Year
From 23/08/2036
To 23/08/2037
Jup 23/12/2036
Sun 23/04/2037
Moon 23/08/2037

Ven 3 Year
From 23/08/2037
To 23/08/2040
Mars 23/08/2038
Sun 23/08/2039
Moon 23/08/2040

Mars 6 Year
From 23/08/2040
To 23/08/2046
Mars 23/08/2042
Sat 23/08/2044
Ven 23/08/2046

Mer 2 Year
From 23/08/2046
To 23/08/2048
Moon 23/04/2047
Mars 23/12/2047
Jup 23/08/2048

Sat 6 Year
From 23/08/2048
To 23/08/2054
Rahu 23/08/2050
Mer 23/08/2052
Sat 23/08/2054

Rahu 6 Year
From 23/08/2054
To 23/08/2060
Mars 23/08/2056
Ketu 23/08/2058
Rahu 23/08/2060

Ketu 3 Year
From 23/08/2060
To 23/08/2063
Sat 23/08/2061
Rahu 23/08/2062
Ketu 23/08/2063

Jup 6 Year
From 23/08/2063
To 23/08/2069
Ketu 23/08/2065
Jup 23/08/2067
Sun 23/08/2069

Sun 2 Year
From 23/08/2069
To 23/08/2071
Sun 23/04/2070
Moon 23/12/2070
Mars 23/08/2071

Moon 1 Year
From 23/08/2071
To 23/08/2072
Jup 23/12/2071
Sun 23/04/2072
Moon 23/08/2072

Ven 3 Year
From 23/08/2072
To 23/08/2075
Mars 23/08/2073
Sun 23/08/2074
Moon 23/08/2075

Mars 6 Year
From 23/08/2075
To 23/08/2081
Mars 23/08/2077
Sat 23/08/2079
Ven 23/08/2081

Mer 2 Year
From 23/08/2081
To 23/08/2083
Moon 23/04/2082
Mars 23/12/2082
Jup 23/08/2083
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Sun in your 4th house:
If benefic
 (1) The native will be wise, kind and a good administrator. He/She will have constant source of income.
He/She will leave a legacy of great riches for off springs after death.
 (2) If the Moon is with the Sun in the 4th house, the native will earn great profit through certain new
researches.
 (3) The Mercury in the 10th or 4th house will make such a native a renowned trader.
 (4) If Jupiter is also with the Sun in the 4th house, the native will make good profits through gold and silver
trade.
 
 If malefic
 (1) The native becomes greedy, inclined to commit theft and likes to harm others. This tendency ultimately
produces very bad results.
 (2) If the Saturn is placed in the 7th house the native becomes victimised by night blindness.
 (3) If the Sun is inauspicious in the 7th house and mars is placed in the 10th house, the native's eye will become
seriously defective, but fortunes will not dwindle.
 (4) The native will become impotent if the Sun in the 4th is inauspicious and the Moon is placed in the 1st or
2nd house, the Venus is in the 5th and Saturn is in the 7th house.
 
 Remedial Measures
 (1) Distribute alms and food to the needy people.
 (2) Do not take up business associated with iron and wood.
 (3) Business associated with gold, silver, cloth will give very good results.
 

|| Lal Kitab Prediction ||
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Moon in your 12th house:
This house belongs to Moon's friend Jupiter. Here the Moon will have good effects on Mars and the things
associated with Mars, but it will harm its enemies Mercury and Ketu and the things associated with them. Hence
the business and things associated with the house in which Mars is placed will provide highly beneficial effects.
Similarly, the business and things associated with the houses where Mercury and Ketu are placed will be
strongly damaged. The Moon in the 12th houses causes a general fear in the native's mind about numerous
unforeseen troubles and dangers and thus destroys his sleep and peace of mind. Ketu in the 4th house will
become weak and affect the native's son and mother very adversely.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Wearing Gold in ears, drinking milk after inserting hot piece of gold in it and visiting religious places of
worship will ward off the evils of the Moon in 12th house and also that of the Ketu in the 4th house.
  (2) Never offer milk and food to religious saints/sadhus.
  (3) Do not open a school, college or any other educational institute and do not help children in obtaining free
of cost education.
 
 
Mars in your 5th house:
The 5th house belongs to the Sun, who is a natural friend of Mars. Hence Mars ensures very good results in this
house. The sons of the native become instruments of wealth and fame for him. His prosperity increases
manifold after the birth of sons. The things and relatives represented by Venus and Moon will prove beneficial
in every manner. Someone of his forefathers must have been a doctor or Vaidya.
 
    The prosperity of the native will continue to grow more and more with the growth in age. But romance and
emotional affairs with the opposite sex will prove highly disastrous for the native, which will destroy his mental
peace and night sleep too.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Maintain a good moral character.
  (2) Keep water in a pot below the head side of your bed at night and drop it in a flower pot in the morning.
  (3) Offer Shradha to your ancestors and plant a Neem tree in the house.
 

|| Lal Kitab Prediction |||| Lal Kitab Prediction ||
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Mercury in your 3rd house:
Mercury in the 3rd house is not considered good. Mercury is inimical to Mars. But Mars does not have enmity
with Mercury. therefore the native could receive benefits from his/her siblings, but he/she will not be beneficial
to brother or others. By virtue of its aspects of 9th and 11th houses Mercury affects the income and the
condition of the father very adversely.
 Remedies
 (1) Clean your teeth with alum everyday.
 (2) Feed birds and donate a goat.
 (3) Don't live in a south facing house.
 (4) Distribute medicines of asthma.
 
 
Jupiter in your 3rd house:
The Jupiter in the 3rd house makes the native learned and rich, who receives continuous income from the
government all through his life. Saturn in the 9th makes the native live long, whereas if Saturn is placed in the
2nd the native becomes extremely clever and crafty. However Saturn is the 4th indicates that the native will be
robbed of money and wealth by his friends. If Jupiter is accompanied by inimical planets in the 3rd the native is
destroyed and becomes a liability on his closer ones.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Worship of Goddess Durga and offering sweets and fruits to small girls and obtaining their blessing by
touching their feet.
  (2) Avoid sycophants.
 

|| Lal Kitab Prediction |||| Lal Kitab Prediction ||
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Venus in your 5th house:
5th house is the Pukka ghar of the sun, where Venus will get burnt with the heat of the Sun. Consequently the
native is a flirt and amorous by nature. He/She may face big misfortunes in life. However, if the native
maintains a good character he/she will steer through the hardships of life and obtain great riches and promotions
in service after five years of marriage. Such a native is generally learned and destroyer of enemies.
 
 Remedies
 (1) One should not marry against the wishes of his/her parents.
 (2) Serving cows and mother like women.
 (3) Avoid relationship will other people of opposite sex.
 
 
Saturn in your 4th house:
This house belongs to Moon. So it will give mixed results in this house. The native will be devoted to his
parents and will be of loving nature. Whenever the native is suffering from bad health, the use of things
associated with Saturn will give good results. In native's family some one will be associated with medical
profession.
 
    When Saturn is malefic in this house drinking wine, killing of snakes and laying the foundation of the house
at night will give very bad results. Drinking milk in the night will also give bad results.
 
    Remedies
  (1) Offering milk to snake and offering milk or rice to crow or buffalo.
  (2) Pouring milk in the well.
  (3) Pouring rum in running water.
 

|| Lal Kitab Prediction |||| Lal Kitab Prediction ||
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Rahu in your 5th house:
5th house belongs to Sun, which signifies male offspring. If Rahu is benefic native will be rich, wise, enjoy
good health. He/She would enjoy good income and good progress. The native would be a devout or
philosopher. If Rahu is malefic it leads to abortions. After the birth of a son, spouse’s health will suffer for
twelve years. If Jupiter is also in 5th house father of native will be in trouble.
 
 Remedies
 (1) Keep an elephant made of silver.
 (2) Abstain from wine, non-vegetarianism and adultery.
 
 
Ketu in your 11th house:
Here Ketu is considered very good. It gives wealth. This house is affected by Jupiter and Saturn. If Ketu is
benefic here and Saturn is in 3rd house, it gives enormous wealth. The wealth earned by the native is more than
paternal wealth, but one tends to worry about future. If Mercury is in 3rd it leads to Raj Yoga. If Ketu is malefic
here then the native has problem in abdomen. The more he/she worries about future, more troubled he/she gets.
Grandmother or mother of the native suffers, if Saturn is also malefic. Then there would be no benefit from son
or house.
 
 Remedies
 (1) Keep black dog.
 (2) Wear an onyx or emerald.
 

|| Lal Kitab Prediction |||| Lal Kitab Prediction ||
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What Is Gemstone? 
The primary use for gems throughout history has been for healing and spiritual rituals. Although gems were rare
and exhibited great beauty, the reason they were so precious was due to the power they imparted to their
wearers. They are storehouses of empowerment, transmitted through contact with one’s body. Gems exhibit
their power in a beneficial or detrimental way – depending on how they are used. All stones or gems have
magnetic powers in varying degrees, and many of them are beneficial to us for their therapeutic cures. They
emit vibrations and frequencies which have strong potential influence on our whole being. Here's what your
Gemstone prediction looks like.
 
 
Life Stone 
A life stone is a gem for the Lagna lord. One can wear it all though his life to experience it's mystic powers.
Wearing a life stone can remove obstacles and bless an individual with happiness, success and prosperity. It is
generally worn to bring about an overall well being of an individual. It's cosmic rays are influence his entire
existence. 
 
Recommendation 
 

 
 
Lucky Stone 
Life is a perfect blend of efforts and destiny. Get destiny to work for you by wearing you're lucky stone. An
individual's lucky stone is one that keeps luck ticking bringing in pleasant surprises in life. The Lucky stone we
recommend for you is: 
 
Recommendation 
 

 
 
Bhagya Stone 
Recommendations of Bhagya stone also known as fortune stone is done on the basis of the Lord goverining the
ninth house.This stone is known to make fortune work for you when you actually need it.Good fortune comes

|| Gemstone Recommendation ||

Recommend Gemstone Diamond
Qualities of the Gemstone 1 Carats
Wearing instructions Gold or silver in middle finger
Recommend Mantra Om dram drim draum sah shukraya namah
Recommend Mantra (in sanskrit) Om dram drim draum sah shukraya namah

Recommend Gemstone Emerald
Qualities of the Gemstone 1.5 Carats
Wearing instructions Gold, in ring or little finger
Recommend Mantra Om bram brim braum sah budhaya namah
Recommend Mantra (in sanskrit) Om bram brim braum sah budhaya namah

|| Gemstone Recommendation ||
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your way in personal and professional life .It helps you combat any obstacle that stands in your way of
prosperity. 
 
Recommendation 
 

 
Important Information 
While wearing a gem please keep certain things in mind. Purchase only original gemstones as wearing those
that are not original will have no effect. You also need to wear the prescribed weight, what is commonly known
as 'Ratti'. Now days markets are flooded with fake gems. To give our readers genuine assistance AstroCAMP/
AstroSage brings to you our unique genuine collection of Gemstones. 
 

Recommend Gemstone Blue Sapphire
Qualities of the Gemstone 2 Carats
Wearing instructions Gold, in middle finger
Recommend Mantra Om pram prim praum sah shanaye namah
Recommend Mantra (in sanskrit) Om pram prim praum sah shanaye namah
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Favourable period for Marriage 
Marriage is one of the most important stages in one’s life. However, due to some circumstances, marriages get
delayed. Besides that, people also face some issues with their marital life. For this, we have tried to deliver the
most accurate predictions based on your janma kundali. The following list has been encapsulated with the most
suitable time for marriage and marital life. Along with this, we have also covered the information regarding the
inauspicious occasions and troublesome periods 
Analysis for age 18 to age 45

|| Favourable Period ||

Dasha Antar Dasha Period Start Period End Analysis

Sun Saturn 12/10/1996 24/ 9/1997 Favourable

Sun Mercury 24/ 9/1997 30/ 7/1998 Excellent

Sun Ketu 30/ 7/1998  6/12/1998 Favourable

Moon Mars  6/10/2000  6/ 5/2001 Favourable

Moon Rahu  6/ 5/2001  6/11/2002 Favourable

Moon Jupiter  6/11/2002  6/ 3/2004 Favourable

Moon Saturn  6/ 3/2004  6/10/2005 Favourable

Moon Mercury  6/10/2005  6/ 3/2007 Good

Moon Ketu  6/ 3/2007  6/10/2007 Favourable

Moon Sun  6/ 6/2009  6/12/2009 Excellent

Mars Mars  6/12/2009  3/ 5/2010 Favourable

Mars Rahu  3/ 5/2010 21/ 5/2011 Favourable

Mars Jupiter 21/ 5/2011 27/ 4/2012 Favourable

Mars Saturn 27/ 4/2012  6/ 6/2013 Favourable

Mars Mercury  6/ 6/2013  3/ 6/2014 Excellent

Mars Ketu  3/ 6/2014 30/10/2014 Favourable

Mars Sun 30/12/2015  6/ 5/2016 Good
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Rahu Rahu  6/12/2016 18/ 8/2019 Favourable

Rahu Jupiter 18/ 8/2019 12/ 1/2022 Favourable

Rahu Saturn 12/ 1/2022 18/11/2024 Favourable
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Favourable Period for Career 
Everyone aspires to have a great career. Earn riches and become a renowned name in the society is what we
strive for. But, things turn sore at times. To aid you out of this situation, we have come up with an exclusive
career prediction based on your birth details. The following table will show you the auspicious and inauspicious
times for your career 
Analysis for age 18 to age 65

|| Favourable Period ||

Dasha Antar Dasha Period Start Period End Analysis

Sun Saturn 12/10/1996 24/ 9/1997 Favourable

Sun Mercury 24/ 9/1997 30/ 7/1998 Favourable

Sun Ketu 30/ 7/1998  6/12/1998 Good

Sun Venus  6/12/1998  6/12/1999 Favourable

Moon Rahu  6/ 5/2001  6/11/2002 Favourable

Moon Jupiter  6/11/2002  6/ 3/2004 Favourable

Moon Saturn  6/ 3/2004  6/10/2005 Good

Moon Mercury  6/10/2005  6/ 3/2007 Favourable

Moon Ketu  6/ 3/2007  6/10/2007 Favourable

Moon Venus  6/10/2007  6/ 6/2009 Favourable

Moon Sun  6/ 6/2009  6/12/2009 Excellent

Mars Jupiter 21/ 5/2011 27/ 4/2012 Excellent

Mars Saturn 27/ 4/2012  6/ 6/2013 Favourable

Mars Mercury  6/ 6/2013  3/ 6/2014 Favourable

Mars Ketu  3/ 6/2014 30/10/2014 Favourable

Mars Venus 30/10/2014 30/12/2015 Favourable

Mars Sun 30/12/2015  6/ 5/2016 Good

Mars Moon  6/ 5/2016  6/12/2016 Favourable
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Rahu Jupiter 18/ 8/2019 12/ 1/2022 Good

Rahu Saturn 12/ 1/2022 18/11/2024 Favourable

Rahu Mercury 18/11/2024  6/ 6/2027 Favourable

Rahu Ketu  6/ 6/2027 24/ 6/2028 Excellent

Rahu Sun 24/ 6/2031 18/ 5/2032 Favourable

Rahu Moon 18/ 5/2032 18/11/2033 Favourable

Rahu Mars 18/11/2033  6/12/2034 Favourable

Jupiter Jupiter  6/12/2034 24/ 1/2037 Favourable

Jupiter Saturn 24/ 1/2037  6/ 8/2039 Excellent

Jupiter Mercury  6/ 8/2039 12/11/2041 Favourable

Jupiter Ketu 12/11/2041 18/10/2042 Good
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Favourable Periods for Business 
To grow in business and life is everyone’s wish. Progress in business is always a welcome sight for people,
because who likes facing any failure in life! Everybody wants to enhance his/her wealth in no time. With the
following table, we have tried endowing you with the most auspicious and the most challenging times in your
life with which you can shape your business the way you want 
Analysis for age 18 to age 65

|| Favourable Period ||

Dasha Antar Dasha Period Start Period End Analysis

Sun Saturn 12/10/1996 24/ 9/1997 Favourable

Sun Mercury 24/ 9/1997 30/ 7/1998 Favourable

Sun Ketu 30/ 7/1998  6/12/1998 Good

Moon Mars  6/10/2000  6/ 5/2001 Favourable

Moon Rahu  6/ 5/2001  6/11/2002 Favourable

Moon Jupiter  6/11/2002  6/ 3/2004 Favourable

Moon Saturn  6/ 3/2004  6/10/2005 Good

Moon Mercury  6/10/2005  6/ 3/2007 Favourable

Moon Ketu  6/ 3/2007  6/10/2007 Favourable

Moon Sun  6/ 6/2009  6/12/2009 Excellent

Mars Mars  6/12/2009  3/ 5/2010 Favourable

Mars Rahu  3/ 5/2010 21/ 5/2011 Favourable

Mars Jupiter 21/ 5/2011 27/ 4/2012 Excellent

Mars Saturn 27/ 4/2012  6/ 6/2013 Favourable

Mars Mercury  6/ 6/2013  3/ 6/2014 Favourable

Mars Ketu  3/ 6/2014 30/10/2014 Favourable

Mars Sun 30/12/2015  6/ 5/2016 Good

Rahu Rahu  6/12/2016 18/ 8/2019 Favourable
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Rahu Jupiter 18/ 8/2019 12/ 1/2022 Good

Rahu Saturn 12/ 1/2022 18/11/2024 Favourable

Rahu Mercury 18/11/2024  6/ 6/2027 Favourable

Rahu Ketu  6/ 6/2027 24/ 6/2028 Excellent

Rahu Sun 24/ 6/2031 18/ 5/2032 Favourable

Rahu Mars 18/11/2033  6/12/2034 Favourable

Jupiter Jupiter  6/12/2034 24/ 1/2037 Favourable

Jupiter Saturn 24/ 1/2037  6/ 8/2039 Excellent

Jupiter Mercury  6/ 8/2039 12/11/2041 Favourable

Jupiter Ketu 12/11/2041 18/10/2042 Good
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Favourable Period for House Construction 
Owning a home is a dream which everyone sees in their life. Infact, people earn to get their dream home in
reality where they can live a peaceful life with their loved ones. Few people are  blessed enough to have their
own home while the others are still working hard to make their dream come alive. The following table will tell
you the most auspicious timing to start constructing your house 
Analysis for age 18 to age 75

|| Favourable Period ||

Dasha Antar Dasha Period Start Period End Analysis

Sun Saturn 12/10/1996 24/ 9/1997 Favourable

Sun Ketu 30/ 7/1998  6/12/1998 Favourable

Sun Venus  6/12/1998  6/12/1999 Favourable

Moon Mars  6/10/2000  6/ 5/2001 Good

Moon Rahu  6/ 5/2001  6/11/2002 Favourable

Moon Jupiter  6/11/2002  6/ 3/2004 Favourable

Moon Saturn  6/ 3/2004  6/10/2005 Favourable

Moon Ketu  6/ 3/2007  6/10/2007 Favourable

Moon Venus  6/10/2007  6/ 6/2009 Favourable

Moon Sun  6/ 6/2009  6/12/2009 Excellent

Mars Mars  6/12/2009  3/ 5/2010 Favourable

Mars Rahu  3/ 5/2010 21/ 5/2011 Favourable

Mars Jupiter 21/ 5/2011 27/ 4/2012 Favourable

Mars Saturn 27/ 4/2012  6/ 6/2013 Good

Mars Ketu  3/ 6/2014 30/10/2014 Favourable

Mars Sun 30/12/2015  6/ 5/2016 Excellent

Mars Moon  6/ 5/2016  6/12/2016 Favourable

Rahu Rahu  6/12/2016 18/ 8/2019 Favourable
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Rahu Jupiter 18/ 8/2019 12/ 1/2022 Favourable

Rahu Saturn 12/ 1/2022 18/11/2024 Favourable

Rahu Ketu  6/ 6/2027 24/ 6/2028 Favourable

Rahu Sun 24/ 6/2031 18/ 5/2032 Excellent

Rahu Moon 18/ 5/2032 18/11/2033 Favourable

Rahu Mars 18/11/2033  6/12/2034 Good

Jupiter Jupiter  6/12/2034 24/ 1/2037 Favourable

Jupiter Saturn 24/ 1/2037  6/ 8/2039 Favourable

Jupiter Ketu 12/11/2041 18/10/2042 Favourable

Jupiter Sun 18/ 6/2045  6/ 4/2046 Excellent

Jupiter Moon  6/ 4/2046  6/ 8/2047 Favourable

Jupiter Mars  6/ 8/2047 12/ 7/2048 Favourable

Jupiter Rahu 12/ 7/2048  6/12/2050 Good

Saturn Saturn  6/12/2050  9/12/2053 Good
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Remedies are like treatment of yourself to avoid malefic effects of planets and to improve good effect of
positive planets according to your horoscope. If you are sick, you consult medical practitioner. What he does?
He first checks your bodily symptoms and then ask for conducting some test to investigate root cause of
problem. Thereafter, he prescribes you some medicines and also tells about some precautions. Similarly, an
astrologer first sees your bodily symptoms, then he analyses your chart in depth and find out root cause of your
sufferings and thereafter he suggests some remedies (as medicines) and also tells you about some do’s and
don’ts (precautions). Therefore, remedial measures always help you overcoming most of your worries and
issues pertaining to different walks of your life.
 
 
 
Dress & Lifestyle 
Planets affects our life in a most dramatic way. Whenever a specific period of planet started, the planets and its
related things surround us so that we would be totally befall under that"s planet’s affect. Every planet denotes
specific colour and controls human life in many ways hence; to enjoy good life, you should use (if planet is
benefic for you) or avoid (if planet is malefic for you) following specific things related to each planet 
 
 
Shining white and all shades of Pink colour Respect your partner (lover), other women and wife (if you are a
male) Develop artistic activities Maintain your character
 
 
 
Morning Prayer 
Prayer is the best way to connect your soul with almighty.  Prayer is like your request to heal you, to keep your
morale high and give you strength to overcome all the challenges that you are facing in your life. If you pray, it
gives you hope and power to fulfill your deeds with sincerity. There is a specific deity related to each planet
hence; you can pray to a specific deity or planet in order to appease them to give you boon 
 
 
Worship Goddess Jagdamba or Goddess Lakshmi
Worship Lord Parshuram
Recite Shri Sookt
 
 
 
Fasting 
Fasting is a way to devote yourself fully to almighty and it purifies your internal as well as external body.
Fasting gives you willpower that would be helpful in many ways. It is also a way to please planets. If you wish
to keep yourself fit and appease planets then you may go for  fastings on specific days for a planet. 
 
 

|| Remedies ||
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Keep Fasting on Friday
 
 
 
Daan 
According to vedic astrology, Daan (donation) is the best way to get rid of malefic effects of planets as well as
it gives you a chance to do some good and pious acts to remove your sins. It should be done with full faith and
devotion and without any expectation in return. Daan should be give to a su-patra (a good and suitable person).
In vedic astrology, the planets are good for you, you should give them power and the planets that are giving you
suffering, you should perform donation to that specific planet to make his effect weak. 
 
 
Donation of the Venus should be done during Friday, in Venus Hora and in Venus’ Nakshatra (Bharani, Purva
Phalguni, Purva shada)
Curd
Kheer
Jwar
Perfume
Dotted clothes
Silver
Rice
 
 
 
Jadi 
Roots of plants are very auspicious and useful to balance planetary influences in our life. If you wear root of a
specific plant, according to vedic astrology, it would never give you any bad effect rather it will improve
positive effect of that specific planet and dilute planetary malefices. 
 
 
To enjoy better results of planet Venus you should wear Arand Mool or Sarpankha Mool on Friday during
Venus Hora and Venus
Nakshatra.
 
 
 
Rudraksha 
To dilute the negative effects of Ketu you should wear Ashwagandha or Asgandh Root during Ketu Nakshatra
on wednesday. 
 
 
7 Faced
Mantra for wearing 7 faced Rudraksha:
Aum Hoom namah
Aum Hraam Krim Hrim Soum
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Yantra 
Yantras are symmetrical diagrams and they can be used to supplement the efficacy of mantras and are very
helpful in situations when the mantra cannot be recited or where the presence of deity in the form of symbol is
essential or where the native does not bear the cost of gemstones. Yantras generally drawn on Bhojpatra
(parchment) and worn as a talisman. on the body. If it is not possible for you to make it, the same can be
engraved on an amulet or pendant and you may purchase it.
 
For your reference, if you wish to draw Planets yantra on your own, the following things would be needed:
 
1) Twig of pomegranate tree; which should be sharpened from one end to give it the shape of a pen.
2) Ashtgandh. It is the mixture of eight things including musk, chandan, saffron etc. It is easily available in
shops.
3) Small piece of bhoj patra You will get it easily in a pansaari shop. It is the outer skin of a specific tree.
4) Ganga jal (ganges water), if available. Optional.
5)Talisman enclosure made of copper. It looks like the one given in the picture below. The enclosure comes in
various shapes like round, square etc. Shape does not matter.
 
These are all the things that you need.
 
Muhurta: This should be prepared in specific muhurat as mentioned against each planet.
 
Procedure: Take pinch of asht gandh, add few drops of ganges water to it, if available. If it is not available then
add normal water to it. This is to make the ink so that the above shown yantra can be drawn with this ink.
 
After making the ink, take the pomegranate twig/peacock feather and draw the yantra shown above with the
ashtgandh ink on a small piece of bhojpatra. After drawing the yantra, allow it to dry. Once it is dried, fold the
piece of the bhojpatra so that it fits inside the talisman enclosure and put it inside the enclosure and close the
enclosure. Your talisman is ready to be worn now. You can wear it in a yellow or red thread around your neck
or on right arm. One should keep reciting the mantra of Sun while making this yantra.
 
 
 
To get auspicious results of Venus, you should wear Venus Yantra. It should be worn during Friday, In Venus’
Hora and in Venus Nakshatras.
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Mantra 
Mantras have great significance in Vedic Astrology since ancient times. Every mantra creates specific vibration
and it energised the person with powerful energy of the deity related to that specific planet. Mantra Chanting is
a very good and easy way to appease your planets however; a correct pronunciation is a must.Apart from that to
reach ultimate state, you should chant mantra in specified number. 
 
 
To improve the good effects of Planet Venus, you should recite Venus Beej Mantra i.e. Aum Draam Dreem
Droum Sah Shukraya Namah !
 
You should chant the same for 16000 times. As per Desh-Kaal-Patra Siddhanta, in Kalyuga, there should be
chanting of 4 times so you should chant the same for 64000 times.
 
You can also chant other mantra i.e. Aum Shum Shukraya Namah !

11 6 13

12 10 8

7 14 9
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||  Varshaphal (Annual Predictions)  Details  2018  ||

Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 24/8/2018
23:53:18 Time of Birth 5:59:58
Wednesday Day of Birth Friday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 05.38.49
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.55.00
18.53.28 Sunset 18.52.08
Taurus Lagna Leo
VEN Lagna Lord SUN
Aries Rasi Capricorn
MAR Rasi Lord SAT
Bharani Nakshatra Uttarashadha
VEN Nakshatra Lord SUN
Vriddhi Yoga Saubhagya
Vanij Karan Tetil
Virgo Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-07-01
Lahiri Ayanamsa Name Lahiri
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Muntha:2 Bhav 
The native gets exceptional gains and wealth from the very beginning. This may be by the way of lottery,
speculation, and in shares etc. Friends and well-wishers might support and cooperate with you in all your
dealings. You will earn good money through business dealings. You will gain position and status. You will be
well respected and enjoys good meals.  
 
August 24, 2018 - October 17, 2018 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 12 
This period is marked by the change in place and change in job. You will suffer due to mental anxiety. You
wonâ€™t have any peace of mind. Family memberâ€™s attitude will be quite different. Donâ€™t go for big
investment because things may not turn up according to your expectations. Your friends and associates shall not
keep their promises. Be careful of wicked friends as your reputation could be made to suffer on their account.
Take care of familyâ€™s health as the problems related to their health may arise.  Do not therefore plan a
journey now. Physical ailments are also possible. 
 
October 17, 2018 - December 05, 2018 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 3 
There will be a strong influence from others to help you create more personal security in having your material
needs met. Money will definitely be coming your way and will greatly influence your personal beliefs, dreams
and philosophies. You will get recognition of your merits by the government and higher authorities.  You have a
friendly nature, and feel very comfortable enjoying the group dynamics of different social scenes; you may get
disturb a bit due to health ailment. Personal transformation is far more appealing than outer changes. 
 
December 05, 2018 - February 01, 2019 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 5 
Job matters will remain mostly below average and not entirely satisfactory. Work environment will remain
disturbed and under pressure during this period. Risk taking tendencies should be curbed totally. You should
avoid major activity during this period. If working as a professional, this year will experience hurdles and some
challenges. There will be uncertainty and some confusion. You will lack full support from your own people.
Possiblity of some legal action against you is also there. The health of your dear ones may create anxiety for
you.  There will be problem in the progeny during this period. You should keep a low profile during this time
and avoid changes. 
 
February 01, 2019 - March 25, 2019 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 12 
This is not a very satisfactory period for you. You may get indulge into sudden losses financially. Failure in
attempts will make you feel frustrated. You will have to slog as the work burden will be too much. Family life
will also create tensions. Donâ€™t try to take risks in business matters as period is not very harmonious to you.
Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. You may also get indulge into unnecessary expenses. Health may
also give some trouble. Especially old people may encounter catarrh and phlegmatic troubles. 
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March 25, 2019 - April 15, 2019 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 6 
Partnerships are good for you this year, in both the professional and personal sphere. However, the most
important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing experience that you were waiting
for so long. Communications and negotiations will click for you and bring in new opportunities. You will
generous and help people. There will be frequent travels regarding business/job etc which will bring good luck
for you. If employed then service conditions will improve. 
 
April 15, 2019 - June 15, 2019 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 2 
Luck will be on your side in case you are thinking about a rolling your dice on some project or speculation.
There are chances of good career progress. This could be an excellent period promising much success provided
you are willing to work on it. You will acquire new assests and make some wise investments. You will enjoy
the company of the opposite sex. Increased corporation from the family is seen. You will develop the taste for
rich and delicious food. A get together at home is on the cards.
 
June 15, 2019 - July 03, 2019 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 1 
You will be confident and positive during this period. You will continue to wield power and authority either in
government or public life. Short distance journeys are indicated which will prove to be beneficial. You will
spend money freely. You and a close family member may suffer from ill health. Specifically it indicates
sickness to your life partner, severe headache or eye complaints.
 
July 03, 2019 - August 02, 2019 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 6 
This is not a very favorable period for you physically as well as mentally. You may suffer some problems
related to your health which may disturb your peace of mind. Your enemies may try to blot your image in front
of your family and friends so you are advised to stay away from them as much as possible. Health problems are
very much possible during this period so you need to be very careful about your health. Possibility of ill health
to your life partner is also there. 
 
August 02, 2019 - August 24, 2019 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 6 
This is a fluorescent period for you so, try to have the benefit of it. You will get relieved of all your stress and
troubles. Family and professional atmosphere will be very supportive to you. You should be a bit conscious
while driving. Your enemies will not dare to face you as you will be full frame of mind to crush them.  You will
come out courageous and get professional distinction.
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||  Varshaphal (Annual Predictions)  Details  2019  ||

Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 24/8/2019
23:53:18 Time of Birth 12:9:8
cq/kokj Day of Birth Saturday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 11.48.00
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.54.52
18.53.28 Sunset 18.52.23
o`"kHk Lagna Libra
'kqØ Lagna Lord VEN
es"k Rasi Taurus
eaxy Rasi Lord VEN
Hkj.Kh Nakshatra Rohini
'kqØ Nakshatra Lord MON
O`f) Yoga Vyaghata
Of.Kt Karan Tetil
dU;k Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-07-51
Lahiri Ayanamsa Name Lahiri
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Muntha:1 Bhav 
This is a time of action for you. Unexpected gifts and gains will pour in from different sectors for you.  It gives
the native career betterment and all round prosperity. Your opponents will not dare to interrupt your way and
you will get your share of attraction and reputation.  You will get favor from rules, superiors and higher
authorities. You will have a sound health and physique. This year also indicates gain of vehicle.  
 
August 24, 2019 - October 12, 2019 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 2 
You enjoy sharing your musical talents, and creating a new musical piece is a very strong possibility. You can
be very successful in expressing your higher principles, whether it is work related or community oriented.
Expect monetary returns when you put your ideas into practice. Money will definitely be coming your way and
will greatly influence your personal beliefs, dreams and philosophies. Your enemies will not be able to prevail
over you. Overall, happiness is assured in this period.  There will be addtioan to your family members. 
 
October 12, 2019 - December 08, 2019 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 3 
There will be good luck and good stability of the mind which would help live a positive and easy life at home.
Good level of gains could come from spouse. It's an excellent year for travel, higher education,
communications, venturing into new enterprises; profession etc. synchronization in family life is secure. This
period may bring disagreements and even enemity with hith and kins and relatives.  You will get good results
professionally. Overall the period will be good. 
 
December 08, 2019 - January 29, 2020 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 10 
You are an eternal optimist, and events of the year will further strengthen your optimistic instincts. You can do
reasonably well if you time your investments intelligently based on the best periods hinted for your sign. All
round cooperation and happiness can be the reward from your loved ones and associates, victory over
opponents and pleasant functions such as marriage or romantic situations parties are also the likely outcomes.
Family atmosphere will be quite satisfactory.  
 
January 29, 2020 - February 19, 2020 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 3 
You should work on keeping a stable and steady nature for better results. There will be dynamism & growth.
You will share good rapport with your colleagues and seniors. Income sources are very fine for you and you
will enjoy your family life. Spiritually, you will be very sound. If you are looking for promotion you will
definitely going to get it.  Your friend circle will also increase. Sudden travel will also bring good luck for you.
You will donate for charitable deeds and will prosper during this period.  
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February 19, 2020 - April 20, 2020 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 11 
This period brings you success in all comings and goings. Some form of pleasant culmination in your
professional life brings rewards and recognition. Happier period for recreation and romance. Your brother and
sisters will flourish this year. There will be an increase in your income due to your own efforts. Family life shall
be quite happy. An exciting job offer, reward, recognition, or promotion is very possible. You will buy gold
items, and precious stones. In general, you will get on very well with friends/associates and people from
different walks of life.
 
April 20, 2020 - May 09, 2020 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 11 
This is the year for you to add some spice into your romance life. This is an excellent year for you to get profits
from your contracts and agreements. This is the perfect time for you to enter into deals that will surely work in
your favor. There will be increase in income from business and other ventures and ries in position and status.
Now you have enough prerequisites in order to fully harmonize this area of your personal life. You will aquire
vehicles and other comforts. This is the time for you to add status and position to your family life. A marked
increase in your income is indicated.
 
May 09, 2020 - June 08, 2020 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 8 
There may be some bad news regarding business or new venture. Donâ€™t get indulge in taking risks as it is
not a very favorable period for you. Family memberâ€™s health may cause anxiety. Speculation must be
avoided or else they may cause financial losses. Opponents will try to create problems on your personal as well
as professional front. Stay away from water as there is fear from drowning. Fever and cold will give some
health problems. 
 
June 08, 2020 - June 29, 2020 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 11 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can make
great progress professionally. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities both at the career and
domestic fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact with compatible persons in the course of
your official duties/ travels. You will be precious metals, gems and jewelry. Your children will require attention
as they will be more vulnerable during this period. 
 
June 29, 2020 - August 23, 2020 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 9 
This is a period of mixed results for you. You will put your best in professional field. Your fixity of purpose
will remain intact and you will not abandon work once undertaken or lose determination. There is danger of
developing egoistic temperament in your personality. This attitude of yours can lead you towards unpopularity.
Try to be more flexible and gentle while dealing with people. You will support your brothers and sisters. There
will be problems to your relatives.
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||  Varshaphal (Annual Predictions)  Details  2020  ||

Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 23/8/2020
23:53:18 Time of Birth 18:18:18
Wednesday Day of Birth Sunday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 17.57.10
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.54.45
18.53.28 Sunset 18.52.38
Taurus Lagna Capricorn
VEN Lagna Lord SAT
Aries Rasi Libra
MAR Rasi Lord VEN
Bharani Nakshatra Swati
VEN Nakshatra Lord RAH
Vriddhi Yoga Sukla
Vanij Karan Kolav
Virgo Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-08-41
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Muntha:11 Bhav 
You are learning new ways of maintaining harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and
family. You will be benefitted by friends and your brother. You gain from royal favors or favors from higher
authorities. Changes you experience in your life will be deeply felt and lasting. You will maintain sound health.
Your wishes will be fulfilled.  
 
August 23, 2020 - October 20, 2020 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 1 
This is not the best period to begin new long-term relationships/ friendships. There could be vital issues in
professional or personnel life which can cause anxiety. It's always better to be optimistic than to be pessimistic
.There is also a contraction in love and feelings mostly due to which the satisfaction level would be poor. The
chance of happiness in love is low. Birth of an issue may bring happiness in your home. New relationships will
have less than normal chances of taking off controversy and issues could come up. There may be diseases
related to wind and cold. Good stability of mind is seen at the last phase of this period. 
 
October 20, 2020 - December 11, 2020 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 8 
However, you should avoid stretching your luck too far.Â  There could be some cash crunch due to your
locking money in various channels. Health problem may also disturb you. Especially you will be troubled by
cough, phlegmatic problems, eye-sour and viral fever. Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or
associates. Travel may be fruitless and therefore should be avoided. Dispute over small issues is also on the
cards. This is also a period which can create troubles or messy situations due to carelessness or negligence.
Journeys should be avoided.  
 
December 11, 2020 - January 01, 2021 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 12 
This is not a very successful period for you. You may get indulge in unnecessary expenses but you need to put a
hold on it. All kinds of speculations must be avoided. You will have to slog as the work burden will be too
much. Donâ€™t try to take risks in business matters as period is not very harmonious to you. Your enemies will
try to tarnish your image. Family atmosphere may not be harmonious. Your enemies will try to tarnish your
image. Your health may become a cause of anxiety.   You may be inclined towards mantra and spiritual
practice.   
 
January 01, 2021 - March 03, 2021 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 6 
Those very personal relations that you worked on, wonâ€™t work out well, and cause disturbance in your
household and office. Take care of your health and try to refine you image. Sensual thoughts not only depress
you but may even cause you some humiliation in this period. Harmonious relationship with the opposite sex
may get disturbed. Health problems will create disturbances in your life. There are chances of getting indulge
into unnecessary expenses. Overall, not a very pleasing period for you. You will feel yourself physically weak
and dejected.  
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March 03, 2021 - March 21, 2021 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 8 
There may be unexpected problems. It would be advisable to maintain cordial relations with relatives. A health
check is necessary. A prolonged illness is speculated. Helth of life partner and children should also be kept in
check. Under hand dealings must be avoided. Business matters must be dealt with after ascertaining all the
facts. You may suffer from boils. 
 
March 21, 2021 - April 21, 2021 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 10 
Very successful and perspective period is waiting for you ahead. Creative approaches and opportunities for
additional earning are on the cards. You will share a very good rapport with seniors and supervisors. A marked
increase in your income is indicated. There will be expansion of trade and increase iof reputation. Overall this is
a period of all round successs. 
 
April 21, 2021 - May 12, 2021 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 4 
Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or associates, as chances of disputes are very much there. This
will not be a good time for business and there are chances of sudden loss financially. Expenditure on secret
activities is possible. You may suffer due to mental stress and strain. Injuries and wounds are on the card during
this period, so be careful especially while driving.  
 
May 12, 2021 - July 06, 2021 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 6 
There will be good chances of entering into profitable deals. If you have applied for loans, then you might get
finances. Minor health ailment could also be possible. You will be able to balance professional and domestic
commitments intelligently and give your best to both these vital aspects of life. Your cherished desires will be
fulfilled with difficulty but will ultimately bring you prosperity fame and good income or profits. You will
emerge as winner in competition and successful in interviews. 
 
July 06, 2021 - August 23, 2021 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 12 
But sufferings and letdowns are bound to come, and you will need to learn to take things positively and not to
leave matters unfinished. You will need to be in the thick of things at your workplace. Sudden losses are also
possible. You may gain from foreign sources. Health problems might disturb you. You may have to be involved
in unprofitable deeds. Family atmosphere may not be harmonious. Your enemies will try in each and every way
to tarnish your image. Not a very sound period for you. 
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 24/8/2021
23:53:18 Time of Birth 0:27:28
cq/kokj Day of Birth lkseokj
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 00.06.20
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.55.09
18.53.28 Sunset 18.51.50
o`"kHk Lagna o`"kHk
'kqØ Lagna Lord 'kqØ
es"k Rasi dqaHk
eaxy Rasi Lord 'kfu
Hkj.Kh Nakshatra Iwokzhkknzin
'kqØ Nakshatra Lord xq:
O`f) Yoga Lqdzekz
Of.Kt Karan Rssfry
dU;k Sun Sign (Western) dU;k
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Muntha:8 Bhav 
You may hear news of the death of a close relative or family member. You are advised to take proper care of
yourself as there are chances of suffering from diseases. There is a loss of wealth, loss of confidence, fruitless
and mental worries. People jealousy for you can cause problems. Chances of financial loss due to theft are also
there. You may also indulge in bad company and bad habits.  
 
August 24, 2021 - October 14, 2021 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 4 
During this period there can be good gains from property transactions. Financial disputes can get decided in
your favor. You will be able identify new sources of income. Long-awaited pay raises will materialize. Business
journeys will be successful and productive. The most important feature of this period is that you can experience
a positive increase in the level of respect that you enjoy - whatever be your station in life. You will be inclined
to spend on luxuries and buy a new vehicle. 
 
October 14, 2021 - November 05, 2021 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 7 
This is a period of mixed results for you. In this period you will suffer due to mental stress and strain. You may
face problem in your business partnerships. Financially the period is not so good. Journeys will not be fruitful.
Risk taking tendencies could be curbed totally. You can get into conflicts with your dear ones so better try to
avoid these kinds of situations. However, this is not a good period for love and romance.  You should be very
careful in love and relationship as it can bring disrespect and loss of honor to you.  
 
November 05, 2021 - January 04, 2022 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 5 
Somehow, time and fortune will throw the spotlight at you, and your activities. It is high time that you are given
credit for your efforts and other recognize you and look up to you. You will be able to carry out your
responsibilities and maintain the same closeness with your parents, sibling and relatives. You might receive a
very good piece of news through communication.Keep up the tempo and believe in your abilities, the year will
see you off in a completely new position. A long distance travel will be rewarding. During this period you will
live an aristocratic life.  
 
January 04, 2022 - January 23, 2022 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 4 
You will not be able to take up tiring work as youâ€™ll be physically vulnerable during this time.  You may
engage yourself in unscrupulous activities. If you are related to agriculture, there may be losses. There will be
trouble from the higher authorities. Ill health of your mother may cause worries. There may be undesired
change in the residence. Do not drive rashly. 
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January 23, 2022 - February 22, 2022 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 10 
Very successful and perspective period is waiting for you ahead. Creative approaches and opportunities for
additional earning are on the cards. You will share a very good rapport with seniors and supervisors. A marked
increase in your income is indicated. There will be expansion of trade and increase iof reputation. Overall this is
a period of all round successs. 
 
February 22, 2022 - March 15, 2022 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 4 
Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or associates, as chances of disputes are very much there. This
will not be a good time for business and there are chances of sudden loss financially. Expenditure on secret
activities is possible. You may suffer due to mental stress and strain. Injuries and wounds are on the card during
this period, so be careful especially while driving.  
 
March 15, 2022 - May 09, 2022 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 1 
New areas you explore this year could be loss generating as there could be steady rise in expenses which might
not yield direct gains or any long term position. There may be trouble from the enemies and legal problems.
You will be able to continue with existing line of work & remain low profile and stable in your outlook. The
outlook for gain should be short term only. Medium & long term projects are better started. There may be
problem s related to your eyes.  Your friendship with the opposite sex will not be cordial plans of making quick
money should be scrutinized first. There can be problem to your girl friend/ boy friend.
 
May 09, 2022 - June 27, 2022 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 10 
Partnerships are good for you this year, in both the professional and personal sphere. However, the most
important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing experience that you were waiting
for so long. You will be able to carry out your responsibilities and maintain the same closeness with your
parents, sibling and relatives. Communications and negotiations will click for you and bring in new
opportunities. There will be frequent travels regarding business/job etc. You may purchase precious metals,
gems and jewelry. 
 
June 27, 2022 - August 24, 2022 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 9 
This period can be called a dawn of a good perid. You are likely to be involved in noble deeds. During this
period, you will be extremely happy. You would be able to handle even adverse situation. Family happiness is
assured for you. Though there can be some trouble and problems to your siblings. There will be an increase in
your income due to your own efforts. Your enemies will not be able to harm you. Minor health ailments could
also be possible. Your friends and associates will assist you in your pursuits.
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 24/8/2022
23:53:18 Time of Birth 6:36:38
Wednesday Day of Birth Wednesday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 06.15.29
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.55.01
18.53.28 Sunset 18.52.06
Taurus Lagna Leo
VEN Lagna Lord SUN
Aries Rasi Gemini
MAR Rasi Lord MER
Bharani Nakshatra Punarvasu
VEN Nakshatra Lord JUP
Vriddhi Yoga Vyatipata
Vanij Karan Tetil
Virgo Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-10-22
Lahiri Ayanamsa Name Lahiri
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Muntha:6 Bhav 
It would be advisable to maintain cordial relations with relatives. A health check is necessary. A prolonged
illness is speculated. Your enemies will leave no stone unturned to harm you, so better to keep safe distance
from them. Family members health may disturb your peace of mind. Financial condition may not be good and
you may get into debt. There can be expenditure and loss due to thieves and disputes. There will be disputes and
disagreements with the authorities.  
 
August 24, 2022 - September 14, 2022 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 3 
You should work on keeping a stable and steady nature for better results. There will be dynamism & growth.
You will share good rapport with your colleagues and seniors. Income sources are very fine for you and you
will enjoy your family life. Spiritually, you will be very sound. If you are looking for promotion you will
definitely going to get it.  Your friend circle will also increase. Sudden travel will also bring good luck for you.
You will donate for charitable deeds and will prosper during this period.  
 
September 14, 2022 - November 14, 2022 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 12 
In this period you will spend more on luxuries and comforts but it would be better if it is checked out. You may
face disappointments in love affairs and trouble in family life. Your rivals will try to harm you in each and
every possible way so try to be more concerned when dealing with any kind of personal or professional matters.
A worry related to health of your family members is on the cards. Though financially, it is not a bad period but
still you should put hold on over expanses. Get proper care of your own health. 
 
November 14, 2022 - December 02, 2022 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 1 
You will be confident and positive during this period. You will continue to wield power and authority either in
government or public life. Short distance journeys are indicated which will prove to be beneficial. You will
spend money freely. You and a close family member may suffer from ill health. Specifically it indicates
sickness to your life partner, severe headache or eye complaints. 
 
December 02, 2022 - January 02, 2023 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 11 
This is a period of financial stability for you. During this period you can work over your hopes and ambitions
and give them a better shape. This is a favorable time for love and romance. You will develop new friendship
which will be very rewarding and helpful. You will enjoy respect and honor from learned people and will be
quite popular with the opposite sex. Long distance travel is also indicated.  
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January 02, 2023 - January 23, 2023 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 10 
Success in examinations, or promotion, or increased recognition in occupation is assured. Increased corporation
from the family is seen. Help from people who live in faraway places or foreign associates. You may get a new
assignment which will be very beneficial to you. You will have tremendous confidence to handle any kind of
adverse situation.
 
January 23, 2023 - March 19, 2023 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 9 
This is a period of mixed results for you. You will put your best in professional field. Your fixity of purpose
will remain intact and you will not abandon work once undertaken or lose determination. There is danger of
developing egoistic temperament in your personality. This attitude of yours can lead you towards unpopularity.
Try to be more flexible and gentle while dealing with people. You will support your brothers and sisters. There
will be problems to your relatives.
 
March 19, 2023 - May 06, 2023 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 8 
You take care of yourself now and not let yourself be overburdened, and that way you can keep yourself going
for long. There might be a few disappointments. Your courage and convictions are your strongest qualities, but
it might hurt to get a little too pigheaded. Don't go for big investment because things may not turn up according
to your expectations. You may not get proper support from your friends and associates. Family members
attitude will be quite different. Health will be an issue and you will see diseased like nausea, fever attacks, ear
infection and vomiting. 
 
May 06, 2023 - July 03, 2023 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 6 
The great energy you radiate will definitely attract lots of supportive people in your life. Your rivals will not
dare to face you. Financiallyâ€™ it is a wonderful period for you. You are learning new ways of maintaining
harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and family. You will reap great rewards as you learn
to expand your communication skills and be true to your inner self and your own personal needs. Your
service/job conditions will definitely improve. You will get all kind of support from your coworkers and
subordinates.  You may purchase some land or machinery in this period. Little care regarding your health is
required.
 
July 03, 2023 - August 24, 2023 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 2 
Income or the position will be improved and gain of profits from work or the business activities is guaranteed.
Defeat of enemies, increased property, gain of knowledge, favor from superiors and success can be expected
during this period. Travels will be very useful this period will also make you human philosophical and
profound. You will be able to balance professional and domestic commitments intelligently. 
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 24/8/2023
23:53:18 Time of Birth 12:45:48
Wednesday Day of Birth Thursday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 12.24.40
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.54.54
18.53.28 Sunset 18.52.21
Taurus Lagna Scorpion
VEN Lagna Lord MAR
Aries Rasi Scorpion
MAR Rasi Lord MAR
Bharani Nakshatra Anuradha
VEN Nakshatra Lord SAT
Vriddhi Yoga Indra
Vanij Karan Vishti
Virgo Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-11-12
Lahiri Ayanamsa Name Lahiri
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Muntha:4 Bhav 
Some ups and downs in money matters and position are on the cards for Muntha. There may be heavy financial
losses and loss of property.  Money matters should be taken care of.  Keep your temper in check from getting
into embarrassing situations as there are chances of disputes with close associates and relatives.  You need to
keep a check on your health because sickness in on the card.  
 
August 24, 2023 - October 24, 2023 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 9 
A visit to a holy place of your interest is on the charts. You will, however, have a romantic and charismatic
attitude, and this will help you maintain cordial relations with the ones you know and establish contacts with the
ones you donâ€™t. There is certain amount of wish fulfillment which generally means gains in dealings or
promotions in the hierarchy of the organization you work for. Acqusition of a new vehicle or buying new land is
on the cards. Overall, the period is very good.  
 
October 24, 2023 - November 11, 2023 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 10 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields. The most
unexpected changes could be expected in your work area and in professional activities which are outstanding
for you. There will be favor from the higher authorities and seniors. Positive changes in your personal and
professional life will take place. You may gain paternal properties. You would surely be successful during this
period and see fulfillment of your wishes. 
 
November 11, 2023 - December 12, 2023 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 1 
You will not be able to grab the chances coming your way though you will have a lot of opportunities but all in
ruin. You may face problems related to your health or your parents so get good care of them as well as yours.
Long distance travel is on your cards but would not be very beneficial and should be avoided. This is a period of
mixed results for you. There can be dispute with the public and your colleagues. You will be prone to diseases
like cold and fever.  There will be mental worry without any visible causes. 
 
December 12, 2023 - January 02, 2024 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 11 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can make
great progress professionally. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities both at the career and
domestic fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact with compatible persons in the course of
your official duties/ travels. You will be precious metals, gems and jewelry. Your children will require attention
as they will be more vulnerable during this period.  
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January 02, 2024 - February 26, 2024 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 6 
There will be good chances of entering into profitable deals. If you have applied for loans, then you might get
finances. Minor health ailment could also be possible. You will be able to balance professional and domestic
commitments intelligently and give your best to both these vital aspects of life. Your cherished desires will be
fulfilled with difficulty but will ultimately bring you prosperity fame and good income or profits. You will
emerge as winner in competition and successful in interviews. 
 
February 26, 2024 - April 14, 2024 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 6 
This is not a very adequate period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation. You may have to
be involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. A tendency of taking risks should be
curbed as it is not a very harmonious period for you. Dispute on small issues with relatives and friends is on
cards. Don't take major decisions otherwise you will be in trouble. Beside this, you might have to get indulge in
thankless job. The period indicates menstrual trouble to ladies, dysentery and eye trouble. 
 
April 14, 2024 - June 11, 2024 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 4 
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to get backed into a
corner, so this can cause some strain. The period will begin with a phase of volatility and pressure in career.
New project and risks should be avoided. You need to curb new investments and commitment. There are
chances of gain but swings in work environment which will not be entirely comfortable. This period is not good
as far as worldly comforts are concerned, religious and spiritual deeds can get you out of troubles.  You may
face sorrow through your relatives. Sudden accidents and losses are also possible.
 
June 11, 2024 - August 02, 2024 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 10 
You are an eternal optimist, and events of the year will further strengthen your optimistic instincts. You can do
reasonably well if you time your investments intelligently based on the best periods hinted for your sign. All
round cooperation and happiness can be the reward from your loved ones and associates, victory over
opponents and pleasant functions such as marriage or romantic situations parties are also the likely outcomes.
Family atmosphere will be quite satisfactory. 
 
August 02, 2024 - August 23, 2024 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 12 
This is not a very successful period for you. You may get indulge in unnecessary expenses but you need to put a
hold on it. All kinds of speculations must be avoided. You will have to slog as the work burden will be too
much. Donâ€™t try to take risks in business matters as period is not very harmonious to you. Your enemies will
try to tarnish your image. Family atmosphere may not be harmonious. Your enemies will try to tarnish your
image. Your health may become a cause of anxiety.   You may be inclined towards mantra and spiritual
practice.  
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 23/8/2024
23:53:18 Time of Birth 18:54:58
Wednesday Day of Birth Friday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 18.33.50
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.54.46
18.53.28 Sunset 18.52.37
Taurus Lagna Aquarius
VEN Lagna Lord SAT
Aries Rasi Pisces
MAR Rasi Lord JUP
Bharani Nakshatra Revati
VEN Nakshatra Lord MER
Vriddhi Yoga Ganda
Vanij Karan Kolav
Virgo Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-12-03
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Muntha:2 Bhav 
The native gets exceptional gains and wealth from the very beginning. This may be by the way of lottery,
speculation, and in shares etc. Friends and well-wishers might support and cooperate with you in all your
dealings. You will earn good money through business dealings. You will gain position and status. You will be
well respected and enjoys good meals.  
 
August 23, 2024 - September 11, 2024 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 7 
This will be a difficult period. Your luck seems against you. Your business associates may create hassles for
you. Business trips may not be fruitful. On the domestic front, keep your temper in check from getting into
embarrassing situations. Partnerâ€™s ill health may cause worries. You too, may suffer sickness and mental
tension. You may also have trouble in head, eye, feet and arm.  
 
September 11, 2024 - October 11, 2024 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 2 
This is an excellent period for you and monetary gain is on the cards. There may be pleasant surprises and lot of
get together with family and relatives. It is a favorable period for you so make the best use of this time. There
will be gain from person of opposite sex and favors from superiors. As far as money matter is considered it is a
fruitful period. 
 
October 11, 2024 - November 01, 2024 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 4 
Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or associates, as chances of disputes are very much there. This
will not be a good time for business and there are chances of sudden loss financially. Expenditure on secret
activities is possible. You may suffer due to mental stress and strain. Injuries and wounds are on the card during
this period, so be careful especially while driving.   
 
November 01, 2024 - December 26, 2024 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 2 
New projects or higher level of investment should be avoided. If working as a professional, the year will be
average mostly. There will be routine hurdles as well as average growth. You will have to wait for real progress.
A phase of doubt & uncertainty could come your way. Making a change is not advised at all & is detrimental to
your interest. A gradual loss of status could be experienced during this period. A sense of insecurity will prevail
as far as home affairs are concerned. 
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December 26, 2024 - February 13, 2025 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 4 
You desire a deeper connection and emotional bonding with your family, exploring the ideas you have learned
from your parents. Harmony in family life is assured. Having high personal values, and being very idealistic,
are just some of the reasons why you attract so many gifts and blessing from others. So much of your energy
will be giving more to your personal relationships and partnerships. The changes you experience in your life
will be deeply felt and lasting. You will come into contact with higher officials and authorities. Your fame and
reputation will be on an increase. You may trade your vehicle for a better one  or for the profit. 
 
February 13, 2025 - April 11, 2025 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 1 
This is not the best period to begin new long-term relationships/ friendships. There could be vital issues in
professional or personnel life which can cause anxiety. It's always better to be optimistic than to be pessimistic
.There is also a contraction in love and feelings mostly due to which the satisfaction level would be poor. The
chance of happiness in love is low. Birth of an issue may bring happiness in your home. New relationships will
have less than normal chances of taking off controversy and issues could come up. There may be diseases
related to wind and cold. Good stability of mind is seen at the last phase of this period.
 
April 11, 2025 - June 02, 2025 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 6 
You may suffer due to health complications. You will find it difficult to retain money as you will have tendency
towards spending on luxuries and pleasures.Â This is not a good period for indulging in rash speculative
activities. Silly quarrels, misunderstanding and arguments can affect familyâ€™s peace and serenity. People
jealous of you can cause problems, thus may get un-based accusations and create unhappiness in the family
beware of them. You may have trouble from opposite gender so you need to be careful of them.
 
June 02, 2025 - June 23, 2025 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 8 
You will perform good and pious deeds your conduct will be good. You will suddenly get interested in religion
or spirituality. Partnerships are good for you this year, in both the professional and personal sphere. However,
the most important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing experience that you were
waiting for so long. This period is surely going to bring all the authority. You are learning new ways of
maintaining harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and family. Family atmosphere will be
very good.
 
June 23, 2025 - August 23, 2025 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 7 
The trend for you in this period is one of a tremendous creative and intellectual energy. You will feel very
romantic and will take your work as an art and reach out for new ideas. Contacts and communication will bring
more opportunities and this adds to the great potential for expansion. Actions of courage and your sheer genius
will bring you money and spirituality in equal measure. Harmony in family life is assured. Minor health
ailments could be there. Construction of house or purchase of vehicle is on the card. A very rewarding period
for you. 
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 24/8/2025
23:53:18 Time of Birth 1:4:8
Wednesday Day of Birth Saturday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 00.43.00
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.55.10
18.53.28 Sunset 18.51.49
Taurus Lagna Gemini
VEN Lagna Lord MER
Aries Rasi Leo
MAR Rasi Lord SUN
Bharani Nakshatra Purvaphalgini
VEN Nakshatra Lord VEN
Vriddhi Yoga Siva
Vanij Karan Bav
Virgo Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-12-53
Lahiri Ayanamsa Name Lahiri
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Muntha:11 Bhav 
You are learning new ways of maintaining harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and
family. You will be benefitted by friends and your brother. You gain from royal favors or favors from higher
authorities. Changes you experience in your life will be deeply felt and lasting. You will maintain sound health.
Your wishes will be fulfilled.  
 
August 24, 2025 - September 23, 2025 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 3 
This will prove to be a fantastic period for you. You will be very confident with your thoughts and chance of
getting promotion is highly recommended. There are chances of sudden travel which seems to be very fruitful.
There will be happiness from siblings and from the opposite sex. This is also a good period for your borthers.
Thought of changing place or profession should be avoided. 
 
September 23, 2025 - October 14, 2025 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 4 
Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or associates, as chances of disputes are very much there. This
will not be a good time for business and there are chances of sudden loss financially. Expenditure on secret
activities is possible. You may suffer due to mental stress and strain. Injuries and wounds are on the card during
this period, so be careful especially while driving.   
 
October 14, 2025 - December 08, 2025 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 9 
This is a period of mixed results for you. You will put your best in professional field. Your fixity of purpose
will remain intact and you will not abandon work once undertaken or lose determination. There is danger of
developing egoistic temperament in your personality. This attitude of yours can lead you towards unpopularity.
Try to be more flexible and gentle while dealing with people. You will support your brothers and sisters. There
will be problems to your relatives. 
 
December 08, 2025 - January 26, 2026 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 1 
Your personal needs will be met the more you tune into your spiritual side, and your growth will be directly
connected with your ability to accept your deep philosophical transformation. You could greatly benefit by
finishing that degree or get that certificate you've been working on. This is a good time to follow that urge to
express your deep inner changes in your personal growth. You can be very successful in expressing your higher
principles, whether it is work related or community oriented. Your outlook will be optimistic and your enemies
will be in touble during this period. Expect monetary returns when you put your ideas into practice. You will
gain from government and mistry and may work together with them for the success. There will be expansion in
the trade or will get job promotions. Family happiness is assured for you. 
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January 26, 2026 - March 24, 2026 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 10 
The outlook however will remain average mostly throughout the period. You should work on developing your
profession rather than focusing on gains. During this period there could be personal issues & minor health
issues which could create hurdles for work. There would be challenges and new choices which should be taken
carefully. New projects should be totally avoided. This period will experience hurdles due to your un-adjusting
nature as well as competition in work environment. Purchase of land and machinery should be postponed for
some time.
 
March 24, 2026 - May 15, 2026 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 2 
Income or the position will be improved and gain of profits from work or the business activities is guaranteed.
Defeat of enemies, increased property, gain of knowledge, favor from superiors and success can be expected
during this period. Travels will be very useful this period will also make you human philosophical and
profound. You will be able to balance professional and domestic commitments intelligently. 
 
May 15, 2026 - June 05, 2026 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 3 
You should work on keeping a stable and steady nature for better results. There will be dynamism & growth.
You will share good rapport with your colleagues and seniors. Income sources are very fine for you and you
will enjoy your family life. Spiritually, you will be very sound. If you are looking for promotion you will
definitely going to get it.  Your friend circle will also increase. Sudden travel will also bring good luck for you.
You will donate for charitable deeds and will prosper during this period. 
 
June 05, 2026 - August 05, 2026 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 2 
Luck will be on your side in case you are thinking about a rolling your dice on some project or speculation.
There are chances of good career progress. This could be an excellent period promising much success provided
you are willing to work on it. You will acquire new assests and make some wise investments. You will enjoy
the company of the opposite sex. Increased corporation from the family is seen. You will develop the taste for
rich and delicious food. A get together at home is on the cards.
 
August 05, 2026 - August 24, 2026 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 3 
This is a relaxing period for you. Your outlook will be confident and you will feel positive. On the domestic
front you will be happy and your desires will be fulfilled. Though there is possibility of problems to your
borther. Traveling is on cards. Short distance journeys will be fruitful and bring luck. Monetary gains are likely
to happen. You will socialize with family and friends. You are blessed with good health. There will be victory
over enemies. 
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 24/8/2026
23:53:18 Time of Birth 7:13:18
Wednesday Day of Birth Monday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 06.52.10
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.55.03
18.53.28 Sunset 18.52.04
Taurus Lagna Leo
VEN Lagna Lord SUN
Aries Rasi Sagittarius
MAR Rasi Lord JUP
Bharani Nakshatra Purvashadha
VEN Nakshatra Lord VEN
Vriddhi Yoga Ayusman
Vanij Karan Bav
Virgo Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-13-43
Lahiri Ayanamsa Name Lahiri
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Muntha:10 Bhav 
You will enjoy all the prosperity and comfort. This is best position for Muntha where there is fulfillment of
desires and you lead a contented life. Your fame and reputation will be on an increase. You will get promotion
or improvement in status. You will be favored by ministers and government. You will help relatives and
society.  
 
August 24, 2026 - September 14, 2026 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 11 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can make
great progress professionally. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities both at the career and
domestic fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact with compatible persons in the course of
your official duties/ travels. You will be precious metals, gems and jewelry. Your children will require attention
as they will be more vulnerable during this period.  
 
September 14, 2026 - November 08, 2026 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 7 
Though you will try a lot to maintain good relation with your partners or associates but all in ruin. Growth &
new areas might not come as easily. This period will begin with challenges and difficulties. There could be
controversy & unnecessary aggression. Sudden losses are also possible. Health problems might disturb you.
You may have to be involved in unprofitable deeds. Try to develop resistance towards odds. A tendency of
taking risk should be curbed and all kinds of speculations must be avoided. 
 
November 08, 2026 - December 27, 2026 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 12 
But sufferings and letdowns are bound to come, and you will need to learn to take things positively and not to
leave matters unfinished. You will need to be in the thick of things at your workplace. Sudden losses are also
possible. You may gain from foreign sources. Health problems might disturb you. You may have to be involved
in unprofitable deeds. Family atmosphere may not be harmonious. Your enemies will try in each and every way
to tarnish your image. Not a very sound period for you.  
 
December 27, 2026 - February 22, 2027 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 8 
The period opens with a difficult phase in career. A dip in activity & opportunity will be experienced, although
there could be rise in irrelevant activity in career. New investments or risky deals should be avoided as there
could be chances of losses. It will not be advisable to commence new project or make new investments. You
should avoid getting aggressive with your superiors. It would be better to use your own skill and caliber other
than thinking of taking help from others. Possiblity of theft or loss of money due to some other means is also
there. Take proper care of yourself and your family members. You may also receive bad news regarding some
oneâ€™s demise. 
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February 22, 2027 - April 15, 2027 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 1 
This year presents you with a taxing work schedule but will reward you with good career progress. This could
be an excellent period promising much success provided you are willing to work on it. Corporation from the
family is seen. This is also a period which can give you fame. You can make great progress professionally. You
will be able to win over your enemies. You will acquire new trades and new friends. You will maintain a
harmonious relations ship with all.
 
April 15, 2027 - May 06, 2027 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 1 
A phase of confusion in strategy & misunderstandings with business partners or associates is possible. Major
expansion & long term plans should be put on hold. Focus should be on gains from existing sources, throughout
the period. It is better to avoid travel as far as possible. Your enemies will put their best efforts to harm you.
Even you should be careful about your friends as there are indications of cheating. Take good care of yourself
as it may become the reason of anxiety. Health requires special attention as there are possibilities of chonic
diseases. Try to be practical in this period. As a matter off act you will be inclined towards unproductive
pursuits. Loss of money is on the cards. There can be disputes with the characterless persons. 
 
May 06, 2027 - July 06, 2027 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 2 
Luck will be on your side in case you are thinking about a rolling your dice on some project or speculation.
There are chances of good career progress. This could be an excellent period promising much success provided
you are willing to work on it. You will acquire new assests and make some wise investments. You will enjoy
the company of the opposite sex. Increased corporation from the family is seen. You will develop the taste for
rich and delicious food. A get together at home is on the cards.
 
July 06, 2027 - July 24, 2027 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 1 
You will be confident and positive during this period. You will continue to wield power and authority either in
government or public life. Short distance journeys are indicated which will prove to be beneficial. You will
spend money freely. You and a close family member may suffer from ill health. Specifically it indicates
sickness to your life partner, severe headache or eye complaints.
 
July 24, 2027 - August 24, 2027 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 5 
This is the perfect time for you to take action on your plans. Stars are very complimentary for you to enjoy the
conjugal bliss and married life. The spiritual world can open its gates before you, but it requires some
preparation to make use of the opportunities. If you are expecting a kid then safe delivery is also on cards. You
will get appreciation for your written work.  This is time of acedamic excellence for studens and they will excel
in education. A child birth is very much possible during this period specially a girl.  
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Varshphal Chart (Solar Return Chart)

Janam (Birth) Varsha (Year)
Female Sex Female
23/8/1978 Date of Birth 24/8/2027
23:53:18 Time of Birth 13:22:28
Wednesday Day of Birth Tuesday
Delhi Place of Birth Delhi
28 Latitude 28
77 Longitude 77
00.21.07 Local Time Correction 00.21.07
00.00.00 War Time Correction 00.00.00
23.32.10 LMT at Birth 13.01.19
05.54.14 Sunrise 05.54.55
18.53.28 Sunset 18.52.20
Taurus Lagna Scorpion
VEN Lagna Lord MAR
Aries Rasi Aries
MAR Rasi Lord MAR
Bharani Nakshatra Krittika
VEN Nakshatra Lord SUN
Vriddhi Yoga Dhruva
Vanij Karan Bav
Virgo Sun Sign (Western) Virgo
023-33-30 Ayanamsa 024-14-33
Lahiri Ayanamsa Name Lahiri
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Muntha:8 Bhav 
You may hear news of the death of a close relative or family member. You are advised to take proper care of
yourself as there are chances of suffering from diseases. There is a loss of wealth, loss of confidence, fruitless
and mental worries. People jealousy for you can cause problems. Chances of financial loss due to theft are also
there. You may also indulge in bad company and bad habits.  
 
August 24, 2027 - October 18, 2027 Dasha Rahu 
Rahu is in Bhav Number 3 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can make
great progress professionally. Business/trade prospects will be very good, a promotion should be anticipated if
employed somewhere. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities both at the career and domestic
fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact with compatible persons in the course of your
official duties/ travels. Your relationship with your brothers and sisters will be fine. Though there will be
problems to your siblings. 
 
October 18, 2027 - December 05, 2027 Dasha Jupiter 
Jupiter is in Bhav Number 10 
Partnerships are good for you this year, in both the professional and personal sphere. However, the most
important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing experience that you were waiting
for so long. You will be able to carry out your responsibilities and maintain the same closeness with your
parents, sibling and relatives. Communications and negotiations will click for you and bring in new
opportunities. There will be frequent travels regarding business/job etc. You may purchase precious metals,
gems and jewelry.  
 
December 05, 2027 - February 01, 2028 Dasha Saturn 
Saturn is in Bhav Number 6 
The great energy you radiate will definitely attract lots of supportive people in your life. Your rivals will not
dare to face you. Financiallyâ€™ it is a wonderful period for you. You are learning new ways of maintaining
harmony in your individuality at work and around friends and family. You will reap great rewards as you learn
to expand your communication skills and be true to your inner self and your own personal needs. Your
service/job conditions will definitely improve. You will get all kind of support from your coworkers and
subordinates.  You may purchase some land or machinery in this period. Little care regarding your health is
required. 
 
February 01, 2028 - March 24, 2028 Dasha Mercury 
Mercury is in Bhav Number 10 
You are an eternal optimist, and events of the year will further strengthen your optimistic instincts. You can do
reasonably well if you time your investments intelligently based on the best periods hinted for your sign. All
round cooperation and happiness can be the reward from your loved ones and associates, victory over
opponents and pleasant functions such as marriage or romantic situations parties are also the likely outcomes.
Family atmosphere will be quite satisfactory.  
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March 24, 2028 - April 14, 2028 Dasha Ketu 
Ketu is in Bhav Number 9 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields. Some auspicious
ceremony may be celebrated in your family. The most unexpected changes could be expected in your work area
and in professional activities which are outstanding for you. Positive changes in your personal and professional
life will take place and you will undertake journeys in connection with your business which will be very
rewarding and fruitful. Make the best use of this wonderful period. You will attend relegious functions and will
come in contact with respected and religious people. 
 
April 14, 2028 - June 14, 2028 Dasha Venus 
Venus is in Bhav Number 10 
You will come up with new ideas for dealing with your challenges. Dealings and transactions will work out
smoothly and effortlessly for you, as you score one over your competitors. Income will come for you from more
than one source. Your friends and family will just make your personal life so much richer and more fulfilling.
Your relations with your clientsâ€™ associates and other concerned persons will definitely improve as the
period rolls on, You will buy some luxury items in this period.  Overall, a rewarding period for you. 
 
June 14, 2028 - July 02, 2028 Dasha Sun 
Sun is in Bhav Number 10 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields. The most
unexpected changes could be expected in your work area and in professional activities which are outstanding
for you. There will be favor from the higher authorities and seniors. Positive changes in your personal and
professional life will take place. You may gain paternal properties. You would surely be successful during this
period and see fulfillment of your wishes.
 
July 02, 2028 - August 02, 2028 Dasha Moon 
Moon is in Bhav Number 6 
This is not a very favorable period for you physically as well as mentally. You may suffer some problems
related to your health which may disturb your peace of mind. Your enemies may try to blot your image in front
of your family and friends so you are advised to stay away from them as much as possible. Health problems are
very much possible during this period so you need to be very careful about your health. Possibility of ill health
to your life partner is also there. 
 
August 02, 2028 - August 23, 2028 Dasha Mars 
Mars is in Bhav Number 12 
You should avoid complacency and easy-going attitudes, tone down the flashier side of your nature, and get
back to old-fashioned hard-work in an attempt to succeed in life. Financially it will be a difficult period. You
may have to confront theft, scandals and disputes during this period.  You will find increased work-loads and
heightened levels of responsibility at work. This is considered somewhat a bad period for health. You can face
ear and eye troubles. Your life-partner can also have health issues. Your peace of mind will remain disturbed.
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|| Shodashvarga Charts ||
Dashamamsha - Profession Dwadashmamsha - Parents
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|| Shodashvarga Charts ||
Trimshamsha - Misfortune Khavedamsha - Auspicious Results

Akshvedamsha - Well Being Shastiamsha - Well Being
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|| Friendship Table ||
Permanent Friendship

SUN MOON MARS MERC JUPT VENU SATN

SUN --- Friend Friend Neutral Friend Enemy Enemy

MOON Friend --- Neutral Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral

MARS Friend Friend --- Enemy Friend Neutral Neutral

MERC Friend Enemy Neutral --- Neutral Friend Neutral

JUPT Friend Friend Friend Enemy --- Enemy Neutral

VENU Enemy Enemy Neutral Friend Neutral --- Friend

SATN Enemy Enemy Enemy Friend Neutral Friend ---

|| Friendship Table ||

Temporal Friendship
SUN MOON MARS MERC JUPT VENU SATN

SUN --- Enemy Friend Friend Friend Friend Enemy

MOON Enemy --- Enemy Friend Friend Enemy Enemy

MARS Friend Enemy --- Friend Friend Enemy Friend

MERC Friend Friend Friend --- Enemy Friend Friend

JUPT Friend Friend Friend Enemy --- Friend Friend

VENU Friend Enemy Enemy Friend Friend --- Friend

SATN Enemy Enemy Friend Friend Friend Friend ---

|| Friendship Table ||

Five-fold Friendship
SUN MOON MARS MERC JUPT VENU SATN

SUN --- Neutral Intimat Friend Intimat Neutral Bitter

MOON Neutral --- Enemy Intimat Friend Enemy Enemy

MARS Intimat Neutral --- Neutral Intimat Enemy Friend

MERC Intimat Neutral Friend --- Enemy Intimat Friend

JUPT Intimat Intimat Intimat Bitter --- Neutral Friend

VENU Neutral Bitter Enemy Intimat Friend --- Intimat

SATN Bitter Bitter Neutral Intimat Friend Intimat ---
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Shadbala is a method in Vedic astrology that gives quick insight in the strength of planets and the houses.
Sanskrit means 'Six' and hence Shadbala consists of 6 different sources of strength. Shadbala calculation is a
laborious process but thanks to computers one can get these strength calcualtions by just one mouse click.
Shadbala method gives a value to each planet and each house. The more points a planet and a house gets in
Shadbala the stronger it is. 
 
ShadBala Table 
 

BhavBala Table 
 

|| Shadbala and Bhavabala – Strength Calculations ||

SUN MOON MARS MER JUP VEN SAT

Ochcha Bala 21.1 54.46 16.89 44.43 59.64 1.44 36.66

Saptavargaja Bala 144.38 97.5 112.5 90 135 121.88 88.12

Ojayugmarasyamsa Bala 30 0 15 0 15 30 30

Kendra Bala 60 15 30 15 15 30 60

Drekkana Bala 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total Sthan Bala 270.47 166.96 174.39 149.43 239.64 198.32 214.78

Total Dig Bala 2.63 25.86 16.62 35.74 43.86 42.04 28.15

Nathonnatha Bala 2.55 57.45 57.45 60 2.55 2.55 57.45

Paksha Bala 23.23 23.23 23.23 36.77 36.77 36.77 23.23

Thribhaga Bala 0 0 0 0 60 60 0

Abda Bala 15 0 0 0 0 0 0

Masa Bala 0 0 0 0 0 30 0

Vara Bala 0 0 0 45 0 0 0

Hora Bala 0 0 0 0 60 0 0

Ayana Bala 89.04 11.22 23.85 48.04 56.32 21.87 17.02

Yuddha Bala 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Kala Bala 129.81 91.9 104.53 189.81 215.64 151.19 97.7

Total Chesta Bala 39.91 36.77 19.68 44.21 12.46 37.71 0.1

Total Naisargeka Bala 60 51.42 17.16 25.74 34.26 42.84 8.58

Total Drik Bala 9.06 -5.06 8.55 9.76 8.63 11.05 9.06

Total Shad Bala 511.89 367.86 340.93 454.69 554.49 483.16 358.37

Shadbala In Rupas 8.53 6.13 5.68 7.58 9.24 8.05 5.97

Minimum Requirements 5 6 5 7 6.5 5.5 5

Ratio 1.71 1.02 1.14 1.08 1.42 1.46 1.19

Relative Rank 1 7 5 6 3 2 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Bhavadhipati Bala 483.16 454.69 367.86 511.89 454.69 483.16 340.93 554.49 358.37 358.37 554.49 340.93

Bhavdig Bala 30 50 50 60 20 10 60 10 50 0 10 40

Bhavdrishti Bala -13.82 -7.81 8.75 9.7 21.51 72.12 74.95 23.51 71.98 90.02 76.23 22.06

Total Bhav Bala 499.34 496.88 426.61 581.59 496.2 565.27 475.88 587.99 480.35 448.39 640.72 402.99

Total Bhav In Rupas 8.32 8.28 7.11 9.69 8.27 9.42 7.93 9.8 8.01 7.47 10.68 6.72

Relative Rank 5 6 11 3 7 4 9 2 8 10 1 12
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|| KP System / Nakshatra Nadi ||

SID 21.38.53
Time of Birth 23.53.18
Day Wednesday
Date 23.8.1978
Sex Female
Name Pooja Sharma

Ayan Type
Ayan
Place
Latitude
Longitude

KP
023-28-06
Delhi
28.40.N
77.13.E

Naskshatra Bharani-1
Rashi Aries
Lagna Taurus
Yoga Vriddhi
Tithi Sashti
Sunrise 05.54.14

Naskshatra Lord VEN
Rasi Lord MAR
Lagna Lord VEN
Karan Vanij
Sunset 18.53.28
Dasa Balance VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D

2

3
4

4

6

7

8

9

10

10

12
1

Su(5)

Mo(1)

Ma(6)

Me(4)Ju(4)

Ve(6)

Sa(5)

Ra(6)

Ke(12)

Ur(7)

Ne(8)Pl(6)

Ruling Planet
Planet      Rasi Lord   Nak Lord Sub Lord

VEN MON JUPLagna

MARMoon VEN
Day Lord

MON
MER

Cuspal Positions
Cusp Degree RASH NAK SUB SS
1 045-35-37 VEN MON JUP RAH
2 070-03-35 MER RAH JUP MON
3 093-13-51 MON JUP RAH MAR
4 118-53-48 MON MER SAT VEN
5 150-17-12 MER SUN RAH MER
6 187-50-31 VEN RAH RAH KET
7 225-35-37 MAR SAT JUP MER
8 250-03-35 JUP KET SAT KET
9 273-13-51 SAT SUN SAT SAT
10 298-53-48 SAT MAR SAT VEN
11 330-17-12 JUP JUP MON KET
12 007-50-31 MAR KET JUP SAT

Planetary Positions

Planet Degree RASH NAK SUB SS
Sun 126-47-53

Moon 016-28-33
Mars 168-46-11
Mercury 118-22-06
Jupiter 094-00-03
Venus 172-46-05
Saturn 130-03-20
Rahu 154-39-03
Ketu 334-39-03
Uranus 199-20-52
Neptune 232-03-50
Pluto 171-24-57

SUN KET RAH KET
MAR VEN MON RAH
MER MON MER MAR
MON MER SAT MER
MON SAT SAT KET
MER MON SUN MAR
SUN KET SAT KET
MER SUN SAT RAH
JUP SAT SAT MON
VEN RAH MAR RAH
MAR MER SUN MER
MER MON VEN RAH

MO VE
ME
MO MA ME JU VE
SU MO MA JU VE SA RA KE
MO MA ME VE RA
MO VE
MA
JU
JU SA KE
JU SA KE
SU JU SA KE
MO MA VE

Significators of Houses
House Planet
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Planet Signification
Planet House
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

4 11
1 3 4 5 6 12
3 4 5 7 12
2 3 5
3 4 8 9 10 11
1 3 4 5 6 12
4 9 10 11
4 5
4 9 10 11

VEN -20 Years
  23/ 8/78 -  25/ 1/94

VEN 00/00/00
SUN 25/ 5/78
MON 25/ 1/80
MAR 25/ 3/81
RAH 25/ 3/84
JUP 25/11/86
SAT 25/ 1/90
MER 25/11/92
KET 25/ 1/94

SUN -6 Years
  25/ 1/94 -  25/ 1/00

SUN 13/ 5/94
MON 13/11/94
MAR 19/ 3/95
RAH 13/ 2/96
JUP 1/12/96
SAT 13/11/97
MER 19/ 9/98
KET 25/ 1/99
VEN 25/ 1/00

MON -10 Years
  25/ 1/00 -  25/ 1/10
MON 25/11/00
MAR 25/ 6/01
RAH 25/12/02
JUP 25/ 4/04
SAT 25/11/05
MER 25/ 4/07
KET 25/11/07
VEN 25/ 7/09
SUN 25/ 1/10

MAR -7 Years
  25/ 1/10 -  25/ 1/17

MAR 22/ 6/10
RAH 10/ 7/11
JUP 16/ 6/12
SAT 25/ 7/13
MER 22/ 7/14
KET 19/12/14
VEN 19/ 2/16
SUN 25/ 6/16
MON 25/ 1/17

RAH -18 Years
  25/ 1/17 -  25/ 1/35

RAH 7/10/19
JUP 1/ 3/22
SAT 7/ 1/25
MER 25/ 7/27
KET 13/ 8/28
VEN 13/ 8/31
SUN 7/ 7/32
MON 7/ 1/34
MAR 25/ 1/35

JUP -16 Years
  25/ 1/35 -  25/ 1/51
JUP 13/ 3/37
SAT 25/ 9/39
MER 1/ 1/42
KET 7/12/42
VEN 7/ 8/45
SUN 25/ 5/46
MON 25/ 9/47
MAR 1/ 9/48
RAH 25/ 1/51

SAT -19 Years
  25/ 1/51 -  25/ 1/70

SAT 28/ 1/54
MER 7/10/56
KET 16/11/57
VEN 16/ 1/61
SUN 28/12/61
MON 28/ 7/63
MAR 7/ 9/64
RAH 13/ 7/67
JUP 25/ 1/70

MER -17 Years
  25/ 1/70 -  25/ 1/87

MER 22/ 6/72
KET 19/ 6/73
VEN 19/ 4/76
SUN 25/ 2/77
MON 25/ 7/78
MAR 22/ 7/79
RAH 10/ 2/82
JUP 16/ 5/84
SAT 25/ 1/87

KET -7 Years
  25/ 1/87 -  25/ 1/94
KET 22/ 6/87
VEN 22/ 8/88
SUN 28/12/88
MON 28/ 7/89
MAR 25/12/89
RAH 13/ 1/91
JUP 19/12/91
SAT 28/ 1/93
MER 25/ 1/94
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Dasa Balance: VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

VEN --  MON
From 23/ 8/78 - To 25/ 1/80

MON 00/00/00

MAR 00/00/00

RAH 20/11/78

JUP 10/ 2/79

SAT 15/ 5/79

MER 10/ 8/79

KET 15/ 9/79

VEN 25/12/79

SUN 25/ 1/80

VEN --  MAR
From 25/ 1/80 - To 25/ 3/81

MAR 19/ 2/80

RAH 22/ 4/80

JUP 18/ 6/80

SAT 25/ 8/80

MER 24/10/80

KET 19/11/80

VEN 29/ 1/81

SUN 20/ 2/81

MON 25/ 3/81

VEN --  RAH
From 25/ 3/81 - To 25/ 3/84

RAH 7/ 9/81

JUP 1/ 2/82

SAT 22/ 7/82

MER 25/12/82

KET 28/ 2/83

VEN 28/ 8/83

SUN 22/10/83

MON 22/ 1/84

MAR 25/ 3/84

VEN --  JUP
From 25/ 3/84 - To 25/11/86

JUP 3/ 8/84

SAT 5/ 1/85

MER 21/ 5/85

KET 17/ 7/85

VEN 27/12/85

SUN 15/ 2/86

MON 5/ 5/86

MAR 1/ 7/86

RAH 25/11/86

VEN --  SAT
From 25/11/86 - To 25/ 1/90

SAT 25/ 5/87

MER 7/11/87

KET 13/ 1/88

VEN 23/ 7/88

SUN 20/ 9/88

MON 25/12/88

MAR 2/ 3/89

RAH 23/ 8/89

JUP 25/ 1/90

VEN --  MER
From 25/ 1/90 - To 25/11/92

MER 19/ 6/90

KET 19/ 8/90

VEN 9/ 2/91

SUN 30/ 3/91

MON 25/ 6/91

MAR 24/ 8/91

RAH 27/ 1/92

JUP 13/ 6/92

SAT 25/11/92

VEN --  KET
From 25/11/92 - To 25/ 1/94

KET 19/12/92

VEN 1/ 3/93

SUN 20/ 3/93

MON 25/ 4/93

MAR 20/ 5/93

RAH 23/ 7/93

JUP 19/ 9/93

SAT 25/11/93

MER 25/ 1/94

SUN --  SUN
From 25/ 1/94 - To 13/ 5/94

SUN 30/ 1/94

MON 9/ 2/94

MAR 16/ 2/94

RAH 2/ 3/94

JUP 16/ 3/94

SAT 3/ 4/94

MER 19/ 4/94

KET 25/ 4/94

VEN 13/ 5/94

SUN --  MON
From 13/ 5/94 - To 13/11/94

MON 28/ 5/94

MAR 8/ 6/94

RAH 5/ 7/94

JUP 29/ 7/94

SAT 28/ 8/94

MER 23/ 9/94

KET 4/10/94

VEN 4/11/94

SUN 13/11/94

SUN --  MAR
From 13/11/94 - To 19/ 3/95

MAR 20/11/94

RAH 9/12/94

JUP 26/12/94

SAT 16/ 1/95

MER 4/ 2/95

KET 11/ 2/95

VEN 2/ 3/95

SUN 8/ 3/95

MON 19/ 3/95

SUN --  RAH
From 19/ 3/95 - To 13/ 2/96

RAH 8/ 5/95

JUP 21/ 6/95

SAT 12/ 8/95

MER 28/ 9/95

KET 17/10/95

VEN 11/12/95

SUN 27/12/95

MON 24/ 1/96

MAR 13/ 2/96

SUN --  JUP
From 13/ 2/96 - To 1/12/96

JUP 21/ 3/96

SAT 7/ 5/96

MER 18/ 6/96

KET 5/ 7/96

VEN 23/ 8/96

SUN 7/ 9/96

MON 1/10/96

MAR 18/10/96

RAH 1/12/96

SUN --  SAT
From 1/12/96 - To 13/11/97

SAT 25/ 1/97

MER 14/ 3/97

KET 3/ 4/97

VEN 30/ 5/97

SUN 18/ 6/97

MON 16/ 7/97

MAR 6/ 8/97

RAH 27/ 9/97

JUP 13/11/97

SUN --  MER
From 13/11/97 - To 19/ 9/98

MER 26/12/97

KET 14/ 1/98

VEN 5/ 3/98

SUN 20/ 3/98

MON 16/ 4/98

MAR 4/ 5/98

RAH 20/ 6/98

JUP 30/ 7/98

SAT 19/ 9/98

SUN --  KET
From 19/ 9/98 - To 25/ 1/99

KET 26/ 9/98

VEN 17/10/98

SUN 24/10/98

MON 4/11/98

MAR 11/11/98

RAH 30/11/98

JUP 17/12/98

SAT 7/ 1/99

MER 25/ 1/99
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Dasa Balance: VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

SUN --  VEN
From 25/ 1/99 - To 25/ 1/00

VEN 25/ 3/99

SUN 13/ 4/99

MON 13/ 5/99

MAR 4/ 6/99

RAH 28/ 7/99

JUP 16/ 9/99

SAT 13/11/99

MER 4/ 1/00

KET 25/ 1/00

MON --  MON
From 25/ 1/00 - To 25/11/00

MON 20/ 2/00

MAR 7/ 3/00

RAH 22/ 4/00

JUP 2/ 6/00

SAT 20/ 7/00

MER 2/ 9/00

KET 20/ 9/00

VEN 10/11/00

SUN 25/11/00

MON --  MAR
From 25/11/00 - To 25/ 6/01

MAR 7/12/00

RAH 9/ 1/01

JUP 7/ 2/01

SAT 10/ 3/01

MER 10/ 4/01

KET 22/ 4/01

VEN 27/ 5/01

SUN 7/ 6/01

MON 25/ 6/01

MON --  RAH
From 25/ 6/01 - To 25/12/02

RAH 16/ 9/01

JUP 28/11/01

SAT 23/ 2/02

MER 10/ 5/02

KET 11/ 6/02

VEN 11/ 9/02

SUN 8/10/02

MON 23/11/02

MAR 25/12/02

MON --  JUP
From 25/12/02 - To 25/ 4/04

JUP 1/ 3/03

SAT 15/ 5/03

MER 23/ 7/03

KET 21/ 8/03

VEN 11/11/03

SUN 5/12/03

MON 15/ 1/04

MAR 13/ 2/04

RAH 25/ 4/04

MON --  SAT
From 25/ 4/04 - To 25/11/05

SAT 25/ 7/04

MER 16/10/04

KET 19/11/04

VEN 24/ 2/05

SUN 23/ 3/05

MON 10/ 5/05

MAR 13/ 6/05

RAH 9/ 9/05

JUP 25/11/05

MON --  MER
From 25/11/05 - To 25/ 4/07

MER 7/ 2/06

KET 7/ 3/06

VEN 2/ 6/06

SUN 27/ 6/06

MON 10/ 8/06

MAR 10/ 9/06

RAH 26/11/06

JUP 4/ 2/07

SAT 25/ 4/07

MON --  KET
From 25/ 4/07 - To 25/11/07

KET 7/ 5/07

VEN 12/ 6/07

SUN 23/ 6/07

MON 10/ 7/07

MAR 22/ 7/07

RAH 24/ 8/07

JUP 22/ 9/07

SAT 25/10/07

MER 25/11/07

MON --  VEN
From 25/11/07 - To 25/ 7/09

VEN 5/ 3/08

SUN 5/ 4/08

MON 25/ 5/08

MAR 30/ 6/08

RAH 30/ 9/08

JUP 20/12/08

SAT 25/ 3/09

MER 20/ 6/09

KET 25/ 7/09

MON --  SUN
From 25/ 7/09 - To 25/ 1/10

SUN 4/ 8/09

MON 19/ 8/09

MAR 29/ 8/09

RAH 26/ 9/09

JUP 20/10/09

SAT 19/11/09

MER 14/12/09

KET 25/12/09

VEN 25/ 1/10

MAR --  MAR
From 25/ 1/10 - To 22/ 6/10

MAR 4/ 2/10

RAH 26/ 2/10

JUP 15/ 3/10

SAT 8/ 4/10

MER 29/ 4/10

KET 8/ 5/10

VEN 2/ 6/10

SUN 10/ 6/10

MON 22/ 6/10

MAR --  RAH
From 22/ 6/10 - To 10/ 7/11

RAH 19/ 8/10

JUP 9/10/10

SAT 9/12/10

MER 2/ 2/11

KET 24/ 2/11

VEN 27/ 4/11

SUN 16/ 5/11

MON 18/ 6/11

MAR 10/ 7/11

MAR --  JUP
From 10/ 7/11 - To 16/ 6/12

JUP 25/ 8/11

SAT 18/10/11

MER 6/12/11

KET 25/12/11

VEN 21/ 2/12

SUN 8/ 3/12

MON 6/ 4/12

MAR 26/ 4/12

RAH 16/ 6/12

MAR --  SAT
From 16/ 6/12 - To 25/ 7/13

SAT 19/ 8/12

MER 16/10/12

KET 9/11/12

VEN 15/ 1/13

SUN 5/ 2/13

MON 9/ 3/13

MAR 2/ 4/13

RAH 2/ 6/13

JUP 25/ 7/13

MAR --  MER
From 25/ 7/13 - To 22/ 7/14

MER 16/ 9/13

KET 6/10/13

VEN 6/12/13

SUN 24/12/13

MON 23/ 1/14

MAR 14/ 2/14

RAH 8/ 4/14

JUP 25/ 5/14

SAT 22/ 7/14
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MAR --  MER
From 25/ 7/13 - To 22/ 7/14

MER 16/ 9/13

KET 6/10/13

VEN 6/12/13

SUN 24/12/13

MON 23/ 1/14

MAR 14/ 2/14

RAH 8/ 4/14

JUP 25/ 5/14

SAT 22/ 7/14

MAR --  KET
From 22/ 7/14 - To 19/12/14

KET 1/ 8/14

VEN 25/ 8/14

SUN 2/ 9/14

MON 15/ 9/14

MAR 23/ 9/14

RAH 15/10/14

JUP 5/11/14

SAT 28/11/14

MER 19/12/14

MAR --  VEN
From 19/12/14 - To 19/ 2/16

VEN 1/ 3/15

SUN 20/ 3/15

MON 25/ 4/15

MAR 19/ 5/15

RAH 22/ 7/15

JUP 18/ 9/15

SAT 25/11/15

MER 24/ 1/16

KET 19/ 2/16

MAR --  SUN
From 19/ 2/16 - To 25/ 6/16

SUN 25/ 2/16

MON 6/ 3/16

MAR 13/ 3/16

RAH 2/ 4/16

JUP 19/ 4/16

SAT 9/ 5/16

MER 27/ 5/16

KET 4/ 6/16

VEN 25/ 6/16

MAR --  MON
From 25/ 6/16 - To 25/ 1/17

MON 12/ 7/16

MAR 25/ 7/16

RAH 26/ 8/16

JUP 24/ 9/16

SAT 27/10/16

MER 27/11/16

KET 9/12/16

VEN 14/ 1/17

SUN 25/ 1/17

Dasa Balance: VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

RAH --  RAH
From 25/ 1/17 - To 7/10/19

RAH 21/ 6/17

JUP 30/10/17

SAT 4/ 4/18

MER 22/ 8/18

KET 19/10/18

VEN 1/ 4/19

SUN 19/ 5/19

MON 10/ 8/19

MAR 7/10/19

RAH --  JUP
From 7/10/19 - To 1/ 3/22

JUP 2/ 2/20

SAT 19/ 6/20

MER 21/10/20

KET 12/12/20

VEN 6/ 5/21

SUN 19/ 6/21

MON 1/ 9/21

MAR 21/10/21

RAH 1/ 3/22

RAH --  SAT
From 1/ 3/22 - To 7/ 1/25

SAT 13/ 8/22

MER 9/ 1/23

KET 9/ 3/23

VEN 30/ 8/23

SUN 21/10/23

MON 16/ 1/24

MAR 16/ 3/24

RAH 20/ 8/24

JUP 7/ 1/25

RAH --  MER
From 7/ 1/25 - To 25/ 7/27

MER 17/ 5/25

KET 11/ 7/25

VEN 14/12/25

SUN 29/ 1/26

MON 16/ 4/26

MAR 9/ 6/26

RAH 27/10/26

JUP 2/ 3/27

SAT 25/ 7/27

RAH --  KET
From 25/ 7/27 - To 13/ 8/28

KET 17/ 8/27

VEN 20/10/27

SUN 9/11/27

MON 10/12/27

MAR 2/ 1/28

RAH 1/ 3/28

JUP 20/ 4/28

SAT 19/ 6/28

MER 13/ 8/28

Dasa Balance: VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

RAH --  VEN
From 13/ 8/28 - To 13/ 8/31

VEN 13/ 2/29

SUN 7/ 4/29

MON 7/ 7/29

MAR 10/ 9/29

RAH 22/ 2/30

JUP 16/ 7/30

SAT 7/ 1/31

MER 10/ 6/31

KET 13/ 8/31

RAH --  SUN
From 13/ 8/31 - To 7/ 7/32

SUN 29/ 8/31

MON 26/ 9/31

MAR 15/10/31

RAH 4/12/31

JUP 17/ 1/32

SAT 8/ 3/32

MER 24/ 4/32

KET 13/ 5/32

VEN 7/ 7/32

RAH --  MON
From 7/ 7/32 - To 7/ 1/34

MON 22/ 8/32

MAR 23/ 9/32

RAH 14/12/32

JUP 26/ 2/33

SAT 22/ 5/33

MER 8/ 8/33

KET 10/ 9/33

VEN 10/12/33

SUN 7/ 1/34

RAH --  MAR
From 7/ 1/34 - To 25/ 1/35

MAR 29/ 1/34

RAH 26/ 3/34

JUP 16/ 5/34

SAT 16/ 7/34

MER 9/ 9/34

KET 2/10/34

VEN 5/12/34

SUN 23/12/34

MON 25/ 1/35

JUP --  JUP
From 25/ 1/35 - To 13/ 3/37

JUP 7/ 5/35

SAT 9/ 9/35

MER 28/12/35

KET 13/ 2/36

VEN 21/ 6/36

SUN 29/ 7/36

MON 3/10/36

MAR 18/11/36

RAH 13/ 3/37
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Dasa Balance: VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

JUP --  MER
From 25/ 9/39 - To 1/ 1/42

MER 21/ 1/40

KET 8/ 3/40

VEN 24/ 7/40

SUN 5/ 9/40

MON 13/11/40

MAR 1/ 1/41

RAH 3/ 5/41

JUP 22/ 8/41

SAT 1/ 1/42

JUP --  KET
From 1/ 1/42 - To 7/12/42

KET 21/ 1/42

VEN 17/ 3/42

SUN 3/ 4/42

MON 1/ 5/42

MAR 21/ 5/42

RAH 11/ 7/42

JUP 26/ 8/42

SAT 19/10/42

MER 7/12/42

JUP --  VEN
From 7/12/42 - To 7/ 8/45

VEN 17/ 5/43

SUN 5/ 7/43

MON 25/ 9/43

MAR 21/11/43

RAH 15/ 4/44

JUP 23/ 8/44

SAT 25/ 1/45

MER 11/ 6/45

KET 7/ 8/45

JUP --  SUN
From 7/ 8/45 - To 25/ 5/46

SUN 21/ 8/45

MON 15/ 9/45

MAR 2/10/45

RAH 15/11/45

JUP 24/12/45

SAT 9/ 2/46

MER 20/ 3/46

KET 7/ 4/46

VEN 25/ 5/46

JUP --  MON
From 25/ 5/46 - To 25/ 9/47

MON 5/ 7/46

MAR 3/ 8/46

RAH 15/10/46

JUP 19/12/46

SAT 5/ 3/47

MER 13/ 5/47

KET 11/ 6/47

VEN 1/ 9/47

SUN 25/ 9/47

Dasa Balance: VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

JUP --  MAR
From 25/ 9/47 - To 1/ 9/48

MAR 15/10/47

RAH 5/12/47

JUP 20/ 1/48

SAT 13/ 3/48

MER 1/ 5/48

KET 20/ 5/48

VEN 16/ 7/48

SUN 3/ 8/48

MON 1/ 9/48

JUP --  RAH
From 1/ 9/48 - To 25/ 1/51

RAH 11/ 1/49

JUP 6/ 5/49

SAT 23/ 9/49

MER 25/ 1/50

KET 15/ 3/50

VEN 9/ 8/50

SUN 23/ 9/50

MON 5/12/50

MAR 25/ 1/51

SAT --  SAT
From 25/ 1/51 - To 28/ 1/54

SAT 16/ 7/51

MER 20/12/51

KET 23/ 2/52

VEN 24/ 8/52

SUN 18/10/52

MON 18/ 1/53

MAR 21/ 3/53

RAH 4/ 9/53

JUP 28/ 1/54

SAT --  MER
From 28/ 1/54 - To 7/10/56

MER 15/ 6/54

KET 12/ 8/54

VEN 23/ 1/55

SUN 12/ 3/55

MON 2/ 6/55

MAR 29/ 7/55

RAH 24/12/55

JUP 4/ 5/56

SAT 7/10/56

SAT --  KET
From 7/10/56 - To 16/11/57

KET 30/10/56

VEN 7/ 1/57

SUN 27/ 1/57

MON 2/ 3/57

MAR 23/ 3/57

RAH 23/ 5/57

JUP 16/ 7/57

SAT 19/ 9/57

MER 16/11/57

Dasa Balance: VEN 15 Y 5 M 1 D || Vimshottari Dasha - Pratyantar || Ayanamsa Name: Lahiri

SAT --  VEN
From 16/11/57 - To 16/ 1/61

VEN 26/ 5/58

SUN 23/ 7/58

MON 28/10/58

MAR 4/ 1/59

RAH 25/ 6/59

JUP 27/11/59

SAT 28/ 5/60

MER 9/11/60

KET 16/ 1/61

SAT --  SUN
From 16/ 1/61 - To 28/12/61

SUN 3/ 2/61

MON 2/ 3/61

MAR 21/ 3/61

RAH 13/ 5/61

JUP 28/ 6/61

SAT 23/ 8/61

MER 11/10/61

KET 1/11/61

VEN 28/12/61

SAT --  MON
From 28/12/61 - To 28/ 7/63

MON 15/ 2/62

MAR 19/ 3/62

RAH 14/ 6/62

JUP 30/ 8/62

SAT 30/11/62

MER 21/ 2/63

KET 24/ 3/63

VEN 29/ 6/63

SUN 28/ 7/63

SAT --  MAR
From 28/ 7/63 - To 7/ 9/64

MAR 21/ 8/63

RAH 21/10/63

JUP 14/12/63

SAT 17/ 2/64

MER 14/ 4/64

KET 7/ 5/64

VEN 14/ 7/64

SUN 4/ 8/64

MON 7/ 9/64

SAT --  RAH
From 7/ 9/64 - To 13/ 7/67

RAH 11/ 2/65

JUP 28/ 6/65

SAT 10/12/65

MER 5/ 5/66

KET 5/ 7/66

VEN 26/12/66

SUN 18/ 2/67

MON 13/ 5/67

MAR 13/ 7/67
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|| Yogini Dasha ||

Ba   5 Years Ul   6 Years Si   7 Years Sn   8 Years

Ma   1 Years Pi   2 Years Dh   3 Years Br   4 Years

Ba   5 Years Ul   6 Years Si   7 Years Sn   8 Years

From 10/ 2/78

To 1/ 7/82

Ba 10/ 2/78

Ul 10/12/78

Si 30/11/79

Sn  9/ 1/81

Ma  1/ 3/81

Pi 11/ 6/81

Dh 11/11/81

Br  1/ 7/82

From 1/ 7/82

To 1/ 7/88

Ul 31/ 5/83

Si 31/ 7/84

Sn 30/11/85

Ma 30/ 1/86

Pi 30/ 5/86

Dh 30/11/86

Br 30/ 7/87

Ba  1/ 7/88

From 1/ 7/88

To 1/ 7/95

Si 10/10/89

Sn 30/ 4/91

Ma 10/ 7/91

Pi 30/11/91

Dh 30/ 6/92

Br  9/ 4/93

Ba 29/ 3/94

Ul  1/ 7/95

From 1/ 7/95

To 1/ 7/03

Sn 11/ 3/97

Ma 31/ 5/97

Pi 10/11/97

Dh 10/ 7/98

Br 30/ 5/99

Ba 10/ 7/00

Ul  9/11/01

Si  1/ 7/03

From 1/ 7/03

To 1/ 7/04

Ma  8/ 6/03

Pi 28/ 6/03

Dh 28/ 7/03

Br  7/ 9/03

Ba 27/10/03

Ul 27/12/03

Si  8/ 3/04

Sn  1/ 7/04

From 1/ 7/04

To 1/ 7/06

Pi  8/ 7/04

Dh  8/ 9/04

Br 28/11/04

Ba 10/ 3/05

Ul 10/ 7/05

Si 30/11/05

Sn 10/ 5/06

Ma  1/ 7/06

From 1/ 7/06

To 1/ 7/09

Dh 30/ 8/06

Br 30/12/06

Ba 30/ 5/07

Ul 30/11/07

Si 29/ 6/08

Sn  1/ 3/09

Ma  1/ 4/09

Pi  1/ 7/09

From 1/ 7/09

To 1/ 7/13

Br 11/11/09

Ba 31/ 5/10

Ul 31/ 1/11

Si 10/11/11

Sn 30/ 9/12

Ma  9/11/12

Pi 29/ 1/13

Dh  1/ 7/13

From 1/ 7/13

To 1/ 7/18

Ba  8/ 2/14

Ul  8/12/14

Si 28/11/15

Sn  7/ 1/17

Ma 27/ 2/17

Pi  6/ 6/17

Dh  6/11/17

Br  1/ 7/18

From 1/ 7/18

To 1/ 7/24

Ul 26/ 5/19

Si 26/ 7/20

Sn 25/11/21

Ma 25/ 1/22

Pi 25/ 5/22

Dh 25/11/22

Br 25/ 7/23

Ba  1/ 7/24

From 1/ 7/24

To 1/ 7/31

Si  5/10/25

Sn 25/ 4/27

Ma  5/ 7/27

Pi 25/11/27

Dh 25/ 6/28

Br  4/ 4/29

Ba 24/ 3/30

Ul  1/ 7/31

From 1/ 7/31

To 1/ 7/39

Sn  6/ 3/33

Ma 26/ 5/33

Pi  5/11/33

Dh  5/ 7/34

Br 25/ 5/35

Ba  5/ 7/36

Ul  4/11/37

Si  1/ 7/39
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|| Yogini Dasha ||

Ma   1 Years Pi   2 Years Dh   3 Years Br   4 Years

Ba   5 Years Ul   6 Years Si   7 Years Sn   8 Years

Ma   1 Years Pi   2 Years Dh   3 Years Br   4 Years

From 1/ 7/39

To 1/ 7/40

Ma  3/ 6/39

Pi 23/ 6/39

Dh 23/ 7/39

Br  2/ 9/39

Ba 22/10/39

Ul 22/12/39

Si  3/ 3/40

Sn  1/ 7/40

From 1/ 7/40

To 1/ 7/42

Pi  3/ 7/40

Dh  3/ 9/40

Br 23/11/40

Ba  5/ 3/41

Ul  5/ 7/41

Si 25/11/41

Sn  5/ 5/42

Ma  1/ 7/42

From 1/ 7/42

To 1/ 7/45

Dh 25/ 8/42

Br 25/12/42

Ba 25/ 5/43

Ul 25/11/43

Si 24/ 6/44

Sn 24/ 2/45

Ma 24/ 3/45

Pi  1/ 7/45

From 1/ 7/45

To 1/ 7/49

Br  3/11/45

Ba 23/ 5/46

Ul 23/ 1/47

Si  2/11/47

Sn 22/ 9/48

Ma  1/11/48

Pi 21/ 1/49

Dh  1/ 7/49

From 1/ 7/49

To 1/ 7/54

Ba 31/ 1/50

Ul  1/12/50

Si 21/11/51

Sn 31/12/52

Ma 20/ 2/53

Pi 30/ 5/53

Dh 30/10/53

Br  1/ 7/54

From 1/ 7/54

To 1/ 7/60

Ul 20/ 5/55

Si 20/ 7/56

Sn 19/11/57

Ma 19/ 1/58

Pi 19/ 5/58

Dh 19/11/58

Br 19/ 7/59

Ba  1/ 7/60

From 1/ 7/60

To 1/ 7/67

Si 29/ 9/61

Sn 18/ 4/63

Ma 28/ 6/63

Pi 17/11/63

Dh 17/ 6/64

Br 27/ 3/65

Ba 19/ 3/66

Ul  1/ 7/67

From 1/ 7/67

To 1/ 7/75

Sn  1/ 3/69

Ma 21/ 5/69

Pi 31/10/69

Dh  1/ 7/70

Br 21/ 5/71

Ba  1/ 7/72

Ul 31/10/73

Si  1/ 7/75

From 1/ 7/75

To 1/ 7/76

Ma 31/ 5/75

Pi 20/ 6/75

Dh 20/ 7/75

Br 30/ 8/75

Ba 20/10/75

Ul 20/12/75

Si  1/ 3/76

Sn  1/ 7/76

From 1/ 7/76

To 1/ 7/78

Pi  1/ 7/76

Dh  1/ 9/76

Br 21/11/76

Ba  3/ 3/77

Ul  3/ 7/77

Si 23/11/77

Sn  3/ 5/78

Ma  1/ 7/78

From 1/ 7/78

To 1/ 7/81

Dh 23/ 8/78

Br 23/12/78

Ba 23/ 5/79

Ul 23/11/79

Si 22/ 6/80

Sn 22/ 2/81

Ma 22/ 3/81

Pi  1/ 7/81

From 1/ 7/81

To 1/ 7/85

Br  1/11/81

Ba 21/ 5/82

Ul 21/ 1/83

Si 31/10/83

Sn 20/ 9/84

Ma 30/10/84

Pi 19/ 1/85

Dh  1/ 7/85
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|| Jamini System - Karakamsa and Swamsa ||

Karakamsa Chart Swamsa Chart
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Karak Avastha

Karak Sthir Chara

Atma Sun Merc

Amatya Merc Venu

Bhratru Mars Mars

Matrua Moon Moon

Putra Jupt Satn

Gnati Satn Sun

Dara Venu Jupt

Planets Jagrat Baladi Deeptadi

Sun Jaagrat Kumar Deepta

Moon Swapna Yuva Muditha

Mars Swapna Kumar Khal

Merc Jaagrat Bala Deena

Jupt Susupta Mrat Deena

Venu Jaagrat Kumar Deena

Satn Jaagrat Kumar Muditha
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|| Char Dasha ||
Char Maha Dasha

Char Antardasha

TAU 04  Year  23/ 8/78  23/ 8/82

ARI 05  Year  23/ 8/82  23/ 8/87

PIS 08  Year  23/ 8/87  23/ 8/95

AQU 05  Year  23/ 8/95  23/ 8/00

CAP 05  Year  23/ 8/00  23/ 8/05

SAG 07  Year  23/ 8/05  23/ 8/12

SCO 10  Year  23/ 8/12  23/ 8/22

LIB 11  Year  23/ 8/22  23/ 8/33

VIR 02  Year  23/ 8/33  23/ 8/35

LEO 12  Year  23/ 8/35  23/ 8/47

CAN 03  Year  23/ 8/47  23/ 8/50

GEM 01  Year  23/ 8/50  23/ 8/51

       TAU 4 Years        ARI 5 Years        PIS 8 Years
ARI 23/ 8/78  23/12/78
PIS 23/12/78  23/ 4/79
AQU 23/ 4/79  23/ 8/79
CAP 23/ 8/79  23/12/79
SAG 23/12/79  23/ 4/80
SCO 23/ 4/80  23/ 8/80
LIB 23/ 8/80  23/12/80
VIR 23/12/80  23/ 4/81

LEO 23/ 4/81  23/ 8/81
CAN 23/ 8/81  23/12/81
GEM 23/12/81  23/ 4/82
TAU 23/ 4/82  23/ 8/82

TAU 23/ 8/82  23/ 1/83
GEM 23/ 1/83  23/ 6/83
CAN 23/ 6/83  23/11/83
LEO 23/11/83  23/ 4/84
VIR 23/ 4/84  23/ 9/84
LIB 23/ 9/84  23/ 2/85
SCO 23/ 2/85  23/ 7/85
SAG 23/ 7/85  23/12/85

CAP 23/12/85  23/ 5/86
AQU 23/ 5/86  23/10/86
PIS 23/10/86  23/ 3/87
ARI 23/ 3/87  23/ 8/87

ARI 23/ 8/87  23/ 4/88
TAU 23/ 4/88  23/12/88
GEM 23/12/88  23/ 8/89
CAN 23/ 8/89  23/ 4/90
LEO 23/ 4/90  23/12/90
VIR 23/12/90  23/ 8/91
LIB 23/ 8/91  23/ 4/92
SCO 23/ 4/92  23/12/92

SAG 23/12/92  23/ 8/93
CAP 23/ 8/93  23/ 4/94
AQU 23/ 4/94  23/12/94
PIS 23/12/94  23/ 8/95
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|| Char Dasha ||

       AQU 5 Years        CAP 5 Years        SAG 7 Years

       SCO 10 Years        LIB 11 Years        VIR 2 Years

       LEO 12 Years        CAN 3 Years        GEM 1 Years

PIS 23/ 8/95  23/ 1/96
ARI 23/ 1/96  23/ 6/96
TAU 23/ 6/96  23/11/96
GEM 23/11/96  23/ 4/97
CAN 23/ 4/97  23/ 9/97
LEO 23/ 9/97  23/ 2/98
VIR 23/ 2/98  23/ 7/98
LIB 23/ 7/98  23/12/98

SCO 23/12/98  23/ 5/99
SAG 23/ 5/99  23/10/99
CAP 23/10/99  23/ 3/00
AQU 23/ 3/00  23/ 8/00

SAG 23/ 8/00  23/ 1/01
SCO 23/ 1/01  23/ 6/01
LIB 23/ 6/01  23/11/01
VIR 23/11/01  23/ 4/02
LEO 23/ 4/02  23/ 9/02
CAN 23/ 9/02  23/ 2/03
GEM 23/ 2/03  23/ 7/03
TAU 23/ 7/03  23/12/03

ARI 23/12/03  23/ 5/04
PIS 23/ 5/04  23/10/04
AQU 23/10/04  23/ 3/05
CAP 23/ 3/05  23/ 8/05

SCO 23/ 8/05  23/ 3/06
LIB 23/ 3/06  23/10/06
VIR 23/10/06  23/ 5/07
LEO 23/ 5/07  23/12/07
CAN 23/12/07  23/ 7/08
GEM 23/ 7/08  23/ 2/09
TAU 23/ 2/09  23/ 9/09
ARI 23/ 9/09  23/ 4/10

PIS 23/ 4/10  23/11/10
AQU 23/11/10  23/ 6/11
CAP 23/ 6/11  23/ 1/12
SAG 23/ 1/12  23/ 8/12

LIB 23/ 8/12  23/ 6/13
VIR 23/ 6/13  23/ 4/14
LEO 23/ 4/14  23/ 2/15
CAN 23/ 2/15  23/12/15
GEM 23/12/15  23/10/16
TAU 23/10/16  23/ 8/17
ARI 23/ 8/17  23/ 6/18
PIS 23/ 6/18  23/ 4/19

AQU 23/ 4/19  23/ 2/20
CAP 23/ 2/20  23/12/20
SAG 23/12/20  23/10/21
SCO 23/10/21  23/ 8/22

SCO 23/ 8/22  23/ 7/23
SAG 23/ 7/23  23/ 6/24
CAP 23/ 6/24  23/ 5/25
AQU 23/ 5/25  23/ 4/26
PIS 23/ 4/26  23/ 3/27
ARI 23/ 3/27  23/ 2/28
TAU 23/ 2/28  23/ 1/29
GEM 23/ 1/29  23/12/29

CAN 23/12/29  23/11/30
LEO 23/11/30  23/10/31
VIR 23/10/31  23/ 9/32
LIB 23/ 9/32  23/ 8/33

LIB 23/ 8/33  23/10/33
SCO 23/10/33  23/12/33
SAG 23/12/33  23/ 2/34
CAP 23/ 2/34  23/ 4/34
AQU 23/ 4/34  23/ 6/34
PIS 23/ 6/34  23/ 8/34
ARI 23/ 8/34  23/10/34
TAU 23/10/34  23/12/34

GEM 23/12/34  23/ 2/35
CAN 23/ 2/35  23/ 4/35
LEO 23/ 4/35  23/ 6/35
VIR 23/ 6/35  23/ 8/35

VIR 23/ 8/35  23/ 8/36
LIB 23/ 8/36  23/ 8/37
SCO 23/ 8/37  23/ 8/38
SAG 23/ 8/38  23/ 8/39
CAP 23/ 8/39  23/ 8/40
AQU 23/ 8/40  23/ 8/41
PIS 23/ 8/41  23/ 8/42
ARI 23/ 8/42  23/ 8/43

TAU 23/ 8/43  23/ 8/44
GEM 23/ 8/44  23/ 8/45
CAN 23/ 8/45  23/ 8/46
LEO 23/ 8/46  23/ 8/47

GEM 23/ 8/47  23/11/47
TAU 23/11/47  23/ 2/48
ARI 23/ 2/48  23/ 5/48
PIS 23/ 5/48  23/ 8/48
AQU 23/ 8/48  23/11/48
CAP 23/11/48  23/ 2/49
SAG 23/ 2/49  23/ 5/49
SCO 23/ 5/49  23/ 8/49

LIB 23/ 8/49  23/11/49
VIR 23/11/49  23/ 2/50
LEO 23/ 2/50  23/ 5/50
CAN 23/ 5/50  23/ 8/50

TAU 23/ 8/50  23/ 9/50
ARI 23/ 9/50  23/10/50
PIS 23/10/50  23/11/50
AQU 23/11/50  23/12/50
CAP 23/12/50  23/ 1/51
SAG 23/ 1/51  23/ 2/51
SCO 23/ 2/51  23/ 3/51
LIB 23/ 3/51  23/ 4/51

VIR 23/ 4/51  23/ 5/51
LEO 23/ 5/51  23/ 6/51
CAN 23/ 6/51  23/ 7/51
GEM 23/ 7/51  23/ 8/51
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|| Planetary Aspects (Western) ||

SUN
126
42

SUN
126.42

MOON
16
23

MOON
16.23

MARS
168
40

MARS
168.40

MERC
118
16

MERC
118.16

JUPT
93
54

JUPT
93.54

VENU
172
40

VENU
172.40

SATN
129
57

SATN
129.57

RAHU
154
33

RAHU
154.33

KETU
334
33

KETU
334.33

URAN
199
15

URAN
199.15

NEPT
231
58

NEPT
231.58

PLUT
171
19

PLUT
171.19

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SSQU
0.03

CONJ
7.83

 -- 

    

 -- 
    

QUIN
0.45

 -- 
    

SSQU
0.62

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 

    

 -- 
    

OPPN
8.09

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

CONJ
7.33

 -- 
    

 -- 

    

OPPN
0.59

 -- 
    

SEXT
1.35

CONJ
8.24

CONJ
4.38

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
0.2

CONJ
2.21

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
2.68

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 

    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
2.65

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

CONJ
0.59

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

OPPN
10.0

SSQU
0.7

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SQQD
0.7

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

CONJ
9.1

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
2.68

 -- 
    

Abbr-Aspect

CONJ-CONJUNCTION

TRIN-TRINE

SEXT-SEXTILE

NONL-NONILE

SQQD-SESQUIQUA..

Degree

0

120

60

40

135

Orb

15

6

6

1

1

Weight

10

3

3

1

1

Abbr-Aspect

OPPN-OPPOSITION

SQUR-SQUARE

SSQU-SEMI SQUARE

QUIN-QUINLILE

QCUN-QUINCUNC

Degree

180

90

45

72

150

Orb

15

6

1

1

1

Weight

10

3

1

1

1

Note :

1. Following aspects and values have been taken for computation  : 

2. The table specifies the aspect if it exists and the weight. Weight of the aspect denotes strength of the aspect.
3. The two lines below the planet names on top and the values below the planet names on left hand side  give

the degree & minute of the respective planet.
4. For applying aspect see left to top & for seperating aspect see top to left.
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|| Aspects On Bhav Madhya ||

1
 45
 30

SUN
126.42

2
 69
 56

MOON
16.23

3
 94
 22

MARS
168.40

4
118
 48

MERC
118.16

5
154
 22

JUPT
93.54

6
189
 56

VENU
172.40

7
225
 30

SATN
129.57

8
249
 56

RAHU
154.33

9
274
 22

KETU
334.33

10
298
 48

URAN
199.15

11
334
 22

NEPT
231.58

12
  9
 56

PLUT
171.19

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
1.38

 -- 
    

TRIN
1.38

 -- 
    

OPPN
4.73

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

OPPN
5.7

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
1.41

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

OPPN
0.46

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

CONJ
9.65

 -- 
    

QUIN
0.66

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

OPPN
9.65

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

CONJ
9.69

 -- 
    

SEXT
2.77

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

OPPN
9.69

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
2.99

SQUR
0.23

TRIN
2.99

 -- 
    

OPPN
2.56

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SQUR
0.31

TRIN
2.91

 -- 
    

OPPN
9.87

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SQQD
0.89

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
0.09

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

Abbr-Aspect

CONJ-CONJUNCTION

TRIN-TRINE

SEXT-SEXTILE

NONL-NONILE

SQQD-SESQUIQUA..

Degree

0

120

60

40

135

Orb

15

6

6

1

1

Weight

10

3

3

1

1

Abbr-Aspect

OPPN-OPPOSITION

SQUR-SQUARE

SSQU-SEMI SQUARE

QUIN-QUINLILE

QCUN-QUINCUNC

Degree

180

90

45

72

150

Orb

15

6

1

1

1

Weight

10

3

1

1

1

Note :

1. Following aspects and values have been taken for computation  : 

2. The table specifies the aspect if it exists and the weight. Weight of the aspect denotes strength of the aspect.
3. Bhava-madhya degrees of the Chalit chart have been taken as the cusp degree to compute the aspect.
4. The table shows aspects applied by planets to bhava-madhya.
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|| Aspects On KP Cusp ||

1
 45
 35

SUN
126.42

2
 70
  3

MOON
16.23

3
 93
 13

MARS
168.40

4
118
 53

MERC
118.16

5
150
 17

JUPT
93.54

6
187
 50

VENU
172.40

7
225
 35

SATN
129.57

8
250
  3

RAHU
154.33

9
273
 13

KETU
334.33

10
298
 53

URAN
199.15

11
330
 17

NEPT
231.58

12
  7
 50

PLUT
171.19

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
2.43

 -- 
    

TRIN
1.32

 -- 
    

OPPN
4.79

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

OPPN
4.3

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
1.46

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

CONJ
9.59

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

OPPN
9.59

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
1.19

SQUR
1.03

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

OPPN
9.55

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
1.94

SQUR
0.19

TRIN
2.95

 -- 
    

OPPN
2.62

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

QUIN
0.03

SQUR
0.25

TRIN
2.33

 -- 
    

OPPN
7.15

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

SEXT
0.13

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

 -- 
    

Abbr-Aspect

CONJ-CONJUNCTION

TRIN-TRINE

SEXT-SEXTILE

NONL-NONILE

SQQD-SESQUIQUA..

Degree

0

120

60

40

135

Orb

15

6

6

1

1

Weight

10

3

3

1

1

Abbr-Aspect

OPPN-OPPOSITION

SQUR-SQUARE

SSQU-SEMI SQUARE

QUIN-QUINLILE

QCUN-QUINCUNC

Degree

180

90

45

72

150

Orb

15

6

1

1

1

Weight

10

3

1

1

1

Note :

1. Following aspects and values have been taken for computation  : 

2. The table specifies the aspect if it exists and the weight. Weight of the aspect denotes strength of the aspect.
3. Cusp degree used in K.P. System have been taken as the cusp degree to compute the aspect.
4. The table shows aspects applied by planets to K. P. Cusp.
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|| Ashtakvarga Table ||

Rashi
No.

   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10    11    12

SUN    5    5    5    2    4    5    2    4    3    1    5    7
MOON    3    5    6    5    0    2    7    3    2    7    6    3
MARS    4    5    5    3    2    3    3    2    4    1    4    3
MERC    5    7    6    5    2    5    3    4    6    3    4    4
JUPI    4    6    4    5    5    4    8    3    4    4    5    4
VENU    4    7    5    5    3    3    2    6    5    3    3    6
SATU    1    4    6    3    4    2    2    3    3    2    6    3
Total    26    39    37    28    20    24    27    25    27    21    33    30

Ashtakvarga Chart:

2

3
4

5

6
7

8

9
10

11

12
1

39

37

28

20

24

27

25

27

21

33

30

26
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|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||
Sun

Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 8

Mo 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 4

Ma 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 8

Me 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 7

Ju 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 4

Ve 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3

Sa 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 8

As 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 6

Total 5 5 5 2 4 5 2 4 3 1 5 7

We want to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report is provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer

|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||
Moon

Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 6

Mo 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 6

Ma 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 7

Me 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 8

Ju 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 7

Ve 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 7

Sa 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 4

As 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 4

Total 3 5 6 5 0 2 7 3 2 7 6 3

We want to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report is provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer

|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Mars
Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 5

Mo 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3

Ma 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 7

Me 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 4

Ju 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4

Ve 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4

Sa 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 7

As 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 5

Total 4 5 5 3 2 3 3 2 4 1 4 3

We want to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report is provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer

|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Mercury

Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 5

Mo 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 6

Ma 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 8

Me 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 8

Ju 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4

Ve 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 8

Sa 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 8

As 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 7

Total 5 7 6 5 2 5 3 4 6 3 4 4

We want to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report is provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer

|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Jupiter
Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 9

Mo 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5

Ma 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 7

Me 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 8

Ju 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 8

Ve 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 6

Sa 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 4

As 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9

Total 4 6 4 5 5 4 8 3 4 4 5 4

We want to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report is provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer

|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Venus

Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

Mo 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 9

Ma 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 6

Me 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 5

Ju 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 5

Ve 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 9

Sa 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 7

As 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 8

Total 4 7 5 5 3 3 2 6 5 3 3 6

We want to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report is provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer

|| Prastharashtakvarga Tables ||

Saturn
Ar Ta Ge Ca Le Vi Li Sc Sa Ca Aq Pi ToT

Su 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 7

Mo 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3

Ma 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 6

Me 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 6

Ju 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4

Ve 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3

Sa 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 4

As 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 6

Total 1 4 6 3 4 2 2 3 3 2 6 3

We want to make it clear that we put our best efforts in providing this report but any prediction

that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice, program, or treatment

that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a lawyer, doctor,

psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Although we try our best to give you accurate calculations, we

do not rule out the possibility of errors. The report is provided as-is and we provides no

guarantees, implied warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any

interpretation made or use by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. If you

are not comfortable with this information, please do not use it. In case any disputes the court of

law shall be the only courts of Agra, UP (India).

Disclaimer
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